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=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
1- Introduction                                                          [A100] 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

Last year when Legacy of Goku II came out right before my final exams, it was a  
welcome change from learning for my exams. I decided to FAQ it back then. Now,  
it is the start of the school year but luckily for you, I went to the store on  
the day the game came out (Don't you love good import stores, I can't live  
without them.) and I wanted to FAQ something, this seemed like a good choice. 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
2- FAQ                                                                   [A200] 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

[1] [Q]. What are those numbers like [A300] next to the title of every section? 
    [A] It is the search engine of this FAQ. Press Ctrl and F. Type in the   
        search code for the section you want to go to. You should be there in  
        two steps. 

[2] [Q]. Why doesn't this game work for me? 
    [A] Atari protected the cartridge so that it is harder to use it on an  
        emulator. I salute them for that. 

[3] [Q]. Why do I need the Exhibits? 
    [A] You can unlock a secret personage, some guy called Gogeta. I'm sure you 
        know him. 

[4] [Q]. Where can I find the Z-Mart on the planet of the Kai's? 
    [A] Hit the cracked wall on the Planet of the Kai's. 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
3 Basics                                                                 [A300] 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

=============================================================================== 
     3.1- Menu                                                           [A301] 
=============================================================================== 

To access the menu, press the Start Button. You'll see the Status Screen in  
which you can see the level, health, experience and stats of your character. 
The maximum level is level 50. Use the Directional Pad to switch character 
information. Press the L Button to look at you journal. You'll see all the 
quests you are doing. Press the Right Directional Button to see the quests that 
you completed. Press R to see all the items you collected. Press R or L twice 
to open the Option Menu. 

=============================================================================== 
     3.2- Controls                                                       [A302] 



=============================================================================== 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 Button     | Command 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 A - Button | Use your regular attack or talk to some one. Confirm in menus. 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 B - Button | Use your KI attack. Cancel when you're in the menu. 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 L - Button | Use in menus to go one screen to the left. Switch between KI 
            | Attacks. 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 R - Button | Block attacks. 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 Select     | Open a window to study your environment. 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 Start      | Open the menu. 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 
            | 
 D. Pad     | Move your character. Press twice to run. 
____________|__________________________________________________________________ 

=============================================================================== 
     3.3- The World Map                                                  [A303] 
=============================================================================== 

In this screen, you fly around above a world map. You'll see a little radar  
with stars on it. Every star is a new location you can go. Press A when you are  
above the entrance of an area to enter it. 

=============================================================================== 
     3.4- Regular Screen                                                 [A304] 
=============================================================================== 

There are three coloured bars in the upper left corner. The Red Bar shows how  
your health is doing. It will go down every time you are hit. If the bar is  
empty, you'll be killed and you'll see 'Game Over' appear on your screen. The  
Green Bar represents your Energy Points. Every Time you use one of your KI  
attacks, the bar will go down. You can't use KI attacks if your bar is empty. 

The Blue bar represents your Experience. To fill it up you have to defeat  
enemies who walk around in the different areas. After that, you can allocate  
points to your stats. There is a little Yellow Box next to those bars. If it is  
full, you can turn Super Saiyan or Super Namek depending on which character you  
are using. Another box above that show which attack you're using. 

Except those bars and boxes, you'll notice many things when you walk around  
like Flight Circles, Save Game Circles, and breakable rocks among others.  
You'll also encounter enemies on your way. You also find Zenie and items from  
the enemies you have beaten. 

You'll also see gates with numbers on it. Those gates show which level you need  
to have to enter that specific area. The colour of the number indicates which  
character you have to use. There have been a couple of small changes since the  



last Legacy of Goku because you can't use certain characters anymore. Goku's  
doors are orange. Gohan is green and Goten is Light Blue. Vegeta is Dark Blue  
and his son Trunks is Purple. Grey is the colour for Gotenks. 

=============================================================================== 
     3.5- Save game                                                      [A305] 
=============================================================================== 

Do you see that blue circle on the ground? It is called a Save Circle. Stand on  
it and press the A Button to save your game. Now select Save. The game has now  
been saved. 

=============================================================================== 
     3.6- Switch Characters                                              [A306] 
=============================================================================== 

In some places in the game, you'll find a round white circle with a blue C on 
it. Go stand on it and press A. Now select Switch Characters. Choose the 
character you want to use and press A. You'll now be using that character. 

=============================================================================== 
     3.7- Options                                                        [A307] 
=============================================================================== 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                 | 
 Option          | Explanation 
_________________|_____________________________________________________________ 
                 | 
 Text Speed      | Changes the speed the text appears on the screen. 
 Sound FX Volume | Changes the volume of the Sound Effects. 
 Music Volume    | Changes the volume of the Music. 
 Sleep           | Put the game in the sleep mode. 
 Credits         | Shows Credits. 
_________________|_____________________________________________________________ 

=============================================================================== 
     3.8- Level Up System                                                [A308] 
=============================================================================== 

The level up system from the previous games was still very basic. You'd gain a  
random amount of stats per level up. This has changed drastically with this new  
instalment. You'll get 3 points per level up and you can choose between  
Strength, Power, and Endurance. You can't choose Speed. I recommend you to  
level up each stat equally. You can also choose to get a strong character and  
only level up Strength or one of the other stats. You can level up your speed  
by running. Your stats can't go higher than 200 in this game. 

Certain KI attacks will become stronger if you level up too. They level up  
every time you pass a 25th level so level 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200  
will make your KI attack level up. 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
4- Walkthrough                                                           [A400] 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

=============================================================================== 
     4.1- Main Quest                                                     [A401] 
=============================================================================== 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Chapter 1: The Other World 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Run to the right. You do this by double tapping the +Control Pad. Make sure not  
to hit the edges. Go through the Snake's Head and over his tongue. You'll see  
stairs at the top of the screen. Use those. Enter the door to reach Yenma's  
office. Talk to King Yenma. 

Walk to the upper left corner of the room and talk to the guard in front of the  
door. He won't let you pass at first but he will change his mind. Go ahead and  
go up the second pair of stairs; it will lead you to the Higher Plane. The  
other stairs will bring you to the Plane to Heaven, which you can't enter. Goku  
will act like a little kid when he sees the plane because it is, well, ugly. 

Go to the south and meet Olibu, he comes from the same quadrant as you. He even  
lived on Earth when he was alive. He is based on the mighty hero Hercules from  
old Greece. There are many legends based on this guy. 

Go past all these people unless you want to learn how to fight. It is not  
necessary if you played through Dragon Ball Z: Legacy of Goku II and there is  
only one new real feature, the blocking. Open the two little treasure chests to  
get some training equipment and put it on.  

Go talk to Olibu and you'll enter an area where you can fight other people. Use  
your close range attacks to defeat them; you do 50 damage per hit while they  
only do 5. You have to fight through three areas before reaching Olibu. Make  
sure to level up until level 64 and a bit. 

You'll have to face Olibu himself now. You can do about 50 HP damage a hit and  
his attacks will only do 10 HP damage. Don't use your KI Attacks because they  
are less effective. Just let him come at you and throw your punches. He'll show  
you a character gate after that, go in when you are level 65. Blast the first  
door with the Kamehameha. Use Instant Transmission to reach the Treasure Chest. 

You'll see a conversation between the Kai's. You also learn some guy named  
Pikkon beat both Cell and Frieza without trouble. That guy is going to be a  
real challenge in the Other World Tournament. Go in the building in front of  
you and wait until it is your turn. You won't have to fight until the finals  
though. The fights are slightly different from the show too. 

The fight with Pikkon isn't really hard. Just lure him against one of the  
borders and keep hitting him. He won't be able to hit you back. You only have  
to watch out for his flamethrower but he can only do that when he is far away  
from you. In the middle of the fight, you'll both power up. You turn Super  
Saiyan and causing damage is just so much easier now. Each one of your hits  
causes 90 HP of damage. 

It is too bad you're disqualified because you touched the ceiling. However, you  
don't have to worry. He'll give you a lesson in two-three hundreds years. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 2: The Great Saiyaman 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You play this chapter as Gohan and his alter ego's 'The Golden Fighter' and  
'The Great Saiyaman'. You start in the kitchen of your house. Go upstairs and  
enter the room with the brown door. It is your room. Open the toy chest to find  
a Z Fighter Exhibit. Go into the other room in the hall, it is Chi Chi's room.  
You'll see a Treasure Chest with a Lazarus Crystal. 



Go outside the house and go to the bridge to the south. Step on the Flying  
Nimbus if you want to continue the game. Go over the bridge to find some  
criminals to level up Gohan, he has been slacking off. If you go and train,  
you'll find a Green Level 140 door. You can't use it yet so just go back to the  
cloud. 

You'll quickly arrive in Hercule City. You have to find your school from here.  
You can buy items in the Z-Mart if you need them. Go to the right and you'll  
see a couple of criminals attacking the bank. You'll turn Super Saiyan. Just  
attack them, shouldn't be too difficult because they are regular, weak enemies.  
You should be able to kill them with two hits each. 

You're on a crossroad now. Go ahead and take the little alley next to Hercule's  
gym. Go straight ahead to enter the school. There are five doors in this school  
and you can only enter two. You need to enter the second door on the left to  
reach your class. 

Leave the Classroom and head back to where you entered town. Go to Hercule's  
Mansion and enter the room on the left. It has a Hercule Exhibit. Go back to  
the entrance of the town. Use the Flight Circle. Fly to West City (the star on  
the map). You have to land on West City itself to enter the city. Go to the  
left to reach Bulma's house. Her house is the little one on the right, the  
other one is the lab. 

Go to the lab and go straight ahead. You'll enter the Atrium. Go to the right  
and enter the door. You're in the Capsule Room now. Find the 2402 Capsule and  
bring it to Bulma later. Go back to the hall and go to the left. Talk with the  
scientist to get a Z-Fighter Exhibit. Talk to Bulma when you have the Capsule  
and give it to her. She'll make a Capsule Suit. 

You can now fight crime in Hercule City without trouble. You'll encounter many  
Criminals, Bombers, and gunmen there. They have about 100-200 HP each. After  
defeating the enemies in front of the Hercule Cafe, you have to go to the  
Circus and fight the enemies around there. There is a big thug there with a lot  
of HP and enormous amount of power. Hit him with attacks from a distance. There  
are a couple of enemies left before the school. Defeat them. 

Go to your class now so that the story can advance. You have to save the mayor  
now. He is guarded by a thug and couple of gunmen/fighters. Take out the Thug  
first because he does the most damage. That solves another side quest. 

Go to the circus again where you'll see that a little dinosaur was caught by  
the circus owner. You'll have to free him now. Go inside the circus and take  
the route on the left. That is the easier one, defeat the three Thugs, and grab  
Chobi. Go back to the entrance. A giant tank will appear. Despite looking  
strong, he is easy to beat. Just stand underneath his cannon and he can't hit  
you. He'll turn into a couple of soldiers after you defeat him. Take out the  
bombers first. 

Run to the right and another tank will appear. This tank will be harder because  
it will move while you attack him. You might want to use an energy attack to  
attack this tank. You should kill those gunners first. If you want, you could  
just skip all those fighters and run to the exit of the city by going to the  
north and then to the west. 

Stand on the flight pad to start another scene. You'll have to alert everyone  
that you're coming back. You only need to alert Chi Chi and Goten but it is  
nicer to tell it to the others too.  

Fly to West City first and go to the east. Go through the entrance of the  



Capsule Corporation. Go inside their house and talk to Bulma, Trunks, and  
Vegeta. Get out of the city and fly to Kami's Lookout now. The next place to  
visit is that of Krillin and Roshi. Go to your home next. Enter your home and  
talk to Chi Chi and Goten. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 3: World Tournament 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Go to the South through the fences around your house over the bridge. Go to the  
east and defeat those two bandits that are waiting for you. You will need to  
level up a lot here so don't go out the way of the enemies. Take the second  
road to the north on this screen. The first one ends in a dead-end. There are a  
couple of enemies on high rocks in this area; you have to attack them from  
behind.  

Go to the east and to the north. You have to go to the east next. There is a  
save point in this area. Use it and go to the south. Go to the east where  
you'll see a level 140 character gate, you won't need this one until later. 

Go back to the west until you see two bombers. Go to the south on that screen.  
There is an area with three enemies. If you want to level up a lot, just come  
back to this area repeatedly. Go to the south and then to the west. This area  
contains about four enemies. Take the exit in the northwestern corner of the  
area. Go to the south, there are five enemies in a small area guarding a  
treasure chest with a Reflective Tunic in it. Go back to the save Point. 

Go back three rooms more and go to the north in the area with the bombers on  
the rocks. You'll see a green level 65 door. Break it down and train with  
Goten. Talk to Goten. You'll need to dodge the rocks Goten is throwing at you.  
You need to make sudden movements in different directions to avoid them. You  
have to avoid ten rocks. 

You'll get to fight Goten after the conversation. This shouldn't be too hard to  
do. He's just a little Super Saiyan. He only has a little more than 1,000 HP.  
It should only take ten hits to take him down. 

You have to hit Vegeta once. You'll change back to your normal form on some  
moments, at those times you have to wait for Trunks to be able to change back.  
If you get Vegeta cornered, he'll fly over you. You'll have to get as close to  
him as possible and then sprint to him. 

You'll get the chance to train a bit now with Trunks for the first time. Exit  
the town if you want to train and return to Capsule Corp to depart. You can  
also train with Gohan if you want. Switch back to Trunks and go to Capsule  
Corporation. Talk with Bulma. 

You're controlling Trunks now and you have to register for the tournament. Go  
to the north and run past the food and drinks stands. Go past all your friends  
and enter the gate. Talk to the blonde woman behind the table to register. Go  
through the door after that. Now do the same with Gohan. Talk to the person  
next to Hercule with the glasses. The punching challenge will now commence.  
You'll have to punch the machine by pressing the A button. Your best bet is to  
hit it when the bar is in the orange/red zone.  

The Junior Tournament is beginning and you're Trunks. You have to defear ten  
opponents. The most of them are a piece of cake. You don't really need a  
strategy. Match 10 is against the mighty Goten. This match isn't really hard  
but you can go all out this time. Once Goten's health drops to 1/4, Goten will  
turn Super Saiyan. His health will be restored to full power but now, you have  



your Super Saiyan powers too. After your victory, a small spar against Hercule  
will follow. That is the second easiest fight of the game. 

The first fight you have to participate in in the Adult Tournament is one of  
the hardest fights, between Videl and Spopovich. Videl has no energy attacks  
and isn't very strong. You have to drive him against the side of the platform  
and keep pounding him. That is the best way to defeat him, as he doesn't get a  
chance to hit you back. You'll have to fight him again. Use the same strategy  
again because he'll hit you if you aren't close enough. 

You're playing as Goku now. He'll have to fly to Kami's Lookout. Use the Flight  
Pad there to get to Korrin. Talk to Yajirobe and come back to Papaya Island.  
Defeating Yamu and Spopovich is very easy with a Super Saiyan 2 at your hand.  
They'll still manage to suck out your energy. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 4: Babidi 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 5: Majin Vegeta 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You'll have to fight Majin Vegeta. He isn't very strong compared to you but his  
favourite energy attack, the Big Bang causes a lot of damage. Wait for him to  
get it started and hit him with the Kamehameha at that moment. Otherwise, use  
your regular attacks. You only have to get his health down to three fourth.  

The fight will take a little break. You'll come back to get him down to half of  
his health bar. Just continue as you were doing. After another brief  
intermission, you're back in the fight. You might want to consider transforming  
into Super Saiyan. You have to get his health down to 25% this time. Another  
conversation will halt the fight. This time you have to finish him off  
completely. You should transform again. 

You're now playing as Vegeta again. Use the flight pad and fly to the yellow  
star on the map. It is not far away. It is a little house on the map. You have  
been here before so you should remember the way. Go north and defeat the Majin  
enemies. When you have to choose between going to the left or the right, chose  
the left side. From there on out, there is always only one other exit. Walk  
past the petrified Piccolo and Krillin and use the flight pad. 

You'll have to fight Majin Buu now but you can't hurt him at the moment. You  
have to wait for Babidi to land. If you hit him, Majin Buu will become  
vulnerable temporarily. All you can do between those phases is avoiding Buu and  
especially his "Candy Ray" which turns you into candy so that he can suck your  
health out. You can still move in that phase. When you hit Babidi, get up close  
to Buu to hit him or use your Big Bang attack. You have to drain his health  
completely. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 6: Dragon Ball 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 7: Majin Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 8: Janemba 



------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The chapter starts with a little movie with Hercule in it. He'll appear a  
couple of times during this chapter. You'll even get a chance to play as him at  
the start. Walk straight forward until you reach Buu's House. After that  
conversation, you're playing as Goku again. Run past all the souls and go to  
King Yemma. You'll get an assignment from Yemma to find Vegeta and defeat the  
big danger that is named Janemba. 

Go stand on the Transmission Circle and select the HFIL. Save on the save  
point. From here on out you might encounter Janemba's hand. Try to avoid it. Go  
to the north easy to progress. From here on out you might encounter some  
enemies like Zombies. You'll see a Yellow Circle with a red button on this  
screen. Use your Instant Transmission to reach it. Watch out for the  
Poltergeists. They can be quite annoying once they change into their second  
form. Follow the road and avoid the spikes you encounter at various locations.  

Open the little treasure chest on your way to find a Talisman of Light. If you  
forgot to turn on the switch, you will have to backtrack because otherwise, you  
can't progress through the spikes. Continue further. You'll encounter some  
though enemies like the Annihilator. When you're on the screen with the  
treasure chest that contains the Spirit Geta, you have to the south. 

This is a real labyrinth. You can't destroy the rock from this side so you'll  
have to go down. Use Instant Transmission to reach the button and let the  
spikes descend. This will cause another pair of spikes to rise; every button in  
this area will do something like that. Just advance past the first set of  
spikes and press the button again. You'll have to repeat this process a couple  
of times. At the end of this Closter of trials, go to the right to find a Save  
Point and a certain character you were looking for. You have to talk to the  
second cloud there. Switch characters and start levelling Vegeta up to level  
100. Go to the west and destroy the rock to get out of the labyrinth easily  
this time. Go back to the Vegeta Level 100 door. 

Break the door and go to Pikkon. Save. Your fight with Janemba his regular form  
will commence. Watch out for his arms that appear more frequent until you  
attack him the first time. Go straight up to Janemba and start pummelling him.  
Depending on the number of points, you gave to the strength of Vegeta and Goku.  
Your hits should do between 300 and 600 HP damage. Once he only has 1/5 of his  
HP left, he'll jump into the air and he'll release five tinier Janembas. They  
can be defeated with a hit or two. Defeat them all five and then kill Janemba. 

Goku will take Vegeta's place and fight Super Janemba. He'll disintegrate a  
couple of times, which makes him harder to hit. You'll have to be fast. You  
should try turning Super Saiyan if you're not fast enough to hit him. When his  
HP is very low, he'll start to transport very fast. You could also try Instant  
Transmission. After the first part of the fight is over, Janemba will knock you  
out in one blow. 

You'll be shown the combination you have to press to fuse. You're stronger and  
faster than before. Use the Dragon Fist Explosion to do a 'little' bit of  
damage. Once his health bar reaches the bottom part, he'll start teleporting  
again. Once he is dead, a tiny dude will appear. Walk to the exit and go to  
Yenma's place. After that, you'll see how Super Buu is created. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 9: Super Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Chapter 10: Fusion 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You'll be using Goku to fight Super Buu 4 right now. He is standing on some  
higher rocks and he will use energy bombs to attack you. You have to use  
Instant Transmission to hit him. It is best to try when he is attacking. You  
have to do that three times. After that, you'll change into Vegito. The fight  
is much easier now. If you change into Super Saiyan, each of your hits will do  
about 4500 HP damage. Meanwhile Super Buu will initiate attacks like the Super  
Ghost Kamikaze Attack from Gotenks. Once his HP is almost completely depleted,  
he'll absorb you. 

You're in Buu's Stomach now. You're separated again. Use the Flight Pad and go  
to the left. Follow the path and defeat Buu's body cells on the way. They give  
away a couple of rare items. Don't miss this chance. Go underneath the  
waterfall and go to the right. Use the exit of this room and go to the next  
room. Go through this short room and destroy the web in the next room. A door  
in the first room will open up. Go back to that room and go through the door. 

Once you come to splitting, go to the left. You'll come into a room with white  
worms. Avoid them. They won't attack you. Go to the next room and destroy the  
three webs. Go back to the splitting. Go to the right this time. Keep on going  
until you reach the save point. Continue your way into the Intestines. 

Follow the road until you find Goten and Trunks. They will do the Fusion Dance  
and he'll change into Gotenks. You'll have to fight him in this form. You can  
try to defeat him or go to the next room by knocking the fake Gotenks against  
the invisible wall. You'll find the real Goten and Trunks in the following  
room. In the next room, a fake Gohan is waiting for you. Defeat him and  
continue to find the real one. Fake Piccolo is located in the fifth room.  
Continue until you reach the brain. 

Now you'll have to fight a Super Buu. Watch out for his Candy Beam because  
he'll turn you into candy and restore his own health by hurting you. He can't  
hit you with that if you're close to him so don't try beam attacks. He can also  
extend his own arm to hit you when you're far away. After defeating him, you'll  
have to run. Go through the door to escape from Majin Buu. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 11: Kid Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The chapter starts off with a little sequence between Old and Supreme Kai. We  
get a little flashback to the glorious age where there were even more Kais  
present. You'll get the task to train as much as possible. Just fly around the  
world fighting in different areas until you are at least both level 150. Just  
return here when you feel you're ready for it. 

Goku transforms to Super Saiyan 3. Make sure not to stand on a right line with  
Kid Buu, he can use a Kamehameha if you are which will cause a lot of damage.  
Just hit him from up close and personal. After two-three hits, he'll  
disintegrate and pop up somewhere else. Just go to attack him again. This time  
he'll take ten to twenty hits. He can also split up into two to gang up on you.  
When Kid Buu's energy bar reaches the three fourth point, Goku will collapse  
and Vegeta will take over. 

Seeing that Vegeta isn't Super Saiyan right now, I recommend you to hide behind  
a rock and power-up. Start hitting him again. He'll start to clone again, which  
will disappear after two-three hits. It is easy for them to hit you with their  
Kamehameha beams now. Once you get his energy down to one third, Vegeta will be  



knocked out. 

You're playing as Goku again and Kid Buu is back at full strength. The fight is  
similar to the first part of the fight with the difference that you aren't  
Super Saiyan 3 now. You might want to transform into Super Saiyan (3) to speed  
up the process. After having getting rid of 1/4 of his energy, Kid Buu is  
getting angry. 

The focus of the game has changed now. You're no longer required to actually do  
damage to Kid Buu. Just keep running until the time runs out. You have to last  
one minute so don't bother to attack. You'll have to do this one more time  
later. After that, you can relax. Keep smashing the A Button to let the Spirit  
Bomb hit once Goku is restored to full power. 

After this, your part in this chapter is almost completely over. Just relax and  
watch the show until Kid Buu is defeated. You now have to fly to Capsule  
Corporation and enter the Atrium to start Chapter 12. Nevertheless, it is best  
to save somewhere first and do all the side quests. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 12: A New Beginning 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This chapter starts once you enter the Atrium of the Capsule Corporation  
Building in West City. You'll enter the party with all of your friends. There  
is a ten-year time jump after that and you'll be at the World Tournament. You  
won't have to fight this time however. Goku will talk about a real powerful  
fighter named Uub. He'll disappear with him during their fight to train him.  
This is the end of Dragon Ball Z. Prepare yourself for Dragon Ball GT:  
Transformation, the next instalment of the 'Legacy of Goku' series. 

=============================================================================== 
     4.2- Journal Entries                                                [A402] 
=============================================================================== 

You'll read about all these side quests in your Journal. This is basically a  
short recap of the actual walkthrough. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 1: The Other World 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
Go to King Yenma's Castle 
******************************************************************************* 

Run to the right. You do this by double tapping the +Control Pad. Make sure not  
to hit the edges. Go through the Snake's Head and over his tongue. You'll see  
stairs at the top of the screen. Use those. Enter the door to reach Yenma's  
office. Talk to King Yenma. 

******************************************************************************* 
Train with Other World Fighters. 
******************************************************************************* 

Go talk to Olibu and you'll enter an area where you can fight other people. Use  
your close range attacks to defeat them; you do 50 damage per hit while they  
only do 5. You have to fight through three areas before reaching Olibu. Make  
sure to level up until level 64 and a bit. You'll have to face Olibu himself  
now. You can do about 50 HP damage a hit and his attacks will only do 10 HP  



damage. Don't use your KI Attacks because they are less effective. Just let him  
come at you and throw your punches. 

******************************************************************************* 
Go to the Other World Tournament 
******************************************************************************* 

You'll see a conversation between the Kai's. You also learn some guy named  
Pikkon beat both Cell and Frieza without trouble. That guy is going to be a  
real challenge in the Other World Tournament. Go in the building in front of  
you and wait until it is your turn. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 2: The Great Saiyaman 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
Go to your class at Orange Star High School. 
******************************************************************************* 

You'll quickly arrive in Hercule City. You have to find your school from here.  
Go to the right and you'll see a couple of criminals attacking the bank. Defeat  
them. You're on a crossroad now. Go ahead and take the little alley next to  
Hercule's gym. Go straight ahead to enter the school. There are five doors in  
this school and you can only enter two. You need to enter the second door on  
the left to reach your class. 

******************************************************************************* 
Fly to West City and talk to Bulma. 
******************************************************************************* 

Go back to the entrance of the town. Use the Flight Circle. Fly to West City  
(the star on the map). You have to land on West City itself to enter the city.  
Go to the left to reach Bulma's house. Her house is the little one on the  
right, the other one is the lab. 

******************************************************************************* 
Use your new disguise to fight crime in Hercule City! 
******************************************************************************* 

You can now fight crime in Hercule City without trouble. You'll encounter many  
Criminals, Bombers, and gunmen there. They have about 100-200 HP each. After  
defeating the enemies in front of the Hercule Cafe, you have to go to the  
Circus and fight the enemies around there. There is a big thug there with a lot  
of HP and enormous amount of power. Hit him with attacks from a distance. There  
are a couple of enemies left before the school. Defeat them. 

******************************************************************************* 
Help Videl defeat the Red Shark Gang and save the Mayor! 
******************************************************************************* 

Go to your class now so that the story can advance. You have to save the mayor  
now. He is guarded by a thug and couple of gunmen/fighters. Take out the Thug  
first because he does the most damage. That solves another side quest. 

******************************************************************************* 
Save Chobi from the circus. 
******************************************************************************* 

Go to the circus again where you'll see that a little dinosaur was caught by  



the circus owner. You'll have to free him now. Go inside the circus and take  
the route on the left. That is the easier one, defeat the three Thugs, and grab  
Chobi. Go back to the entrance. A giant tank will appear. Despite looking  
strong, he is easy to beat. Just stand underneath his cannon and he can't hit  
you. He'll turn into a couple of soldiers after you defeat him. Take out the  
bombers first. 

Run to the right and another tank will appear. This tank will be harder because  
it will move while you attack him. You might want to use an energy attack to  
attack this tank. You should kill those gunners first. If you want, you could  
just skip all those fighters and run to the exit of the city by going to the  
north and then to the east. 

******************************************************************************* 
Tell your family and friends that Goku is returning! 
******************************************************************************* 

Fly to West City first and go to the east. Go through the entrance of the  
Capsule Corporation. Go inside their house and talk to Bulma, Trunks, and  
Vegeta. Get out of the city and fly to Kami's Lookout now. The next place to  
visit is that of Krillin and Roshi. Go to your home next. Enter your home and  
talk to Chi Chi and Goten. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 3: World Tournament 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
Meet Goten in the eastern forest to train 
******************************************************************************* 

Go to the South through the fences around your house over the bridge. Go to the  
east and defeat those two bandits that are waiting for you. You will need to  
level up a lot here so don't go out the way of the enemies. Take the second  
road to the north on this screen. The first one ends in a dead-end. There are a  
couple of enemies on high rocks in this area; you have to attack them from  
behind. Go to the north in the area with the bombers on the rocks. You'll see a  
green level 65 door. Break it down and train with Goten. Talk to Goten. 

******************************************************************************* 
Train for the World Tournament. Meet Bulma at Capsule Corp when you are done.  
******************************************************************************* 

You'll get the chance to train a bit now with Trunks for the first time. Exit  
the town if you want to train and return to Capsule Corp to depart. You can  
also train with Gohan if you want. Switch back to Trunks and go to Capsule  
Corporation. Talk with Bulma. 

******************************************************************************* 
Go to Kami's Lookout and get a Senzu Bean from Korrin 
******************************************************************************* 

You're playing as Goku now. He'll have to fly to Kami's Lookout. Use the Flight  
Pad there to get to Korrin. Talk to Yajirobe and come back to Papaya Island. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 4: Babidi 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Chapter 5: Majin Vegeta 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
Destroy Babidi's Spaceship 
******************************************************************************* 

You're now playing as Vegeta again. Use the flight pad and fly to the yellow  
star on the map. It is not far away. It is a little house on the map. You have  
been here before so you should remember the way. Go north and defeat the Majin  
enemies. When you have to choose between going to the left or the right, chose  
the left side. From there on out, there is always only one other exit. Walk  
past the petrified Piccolo and Krillin and use the flight pad. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 6: Dragon Ball 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 7: Majin Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 8: Janemba 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
Find Vegeta and defeat Janemba 
******************************************************************************* 

Go stand on the Transmission Circle and select the HFIL. Save on the save  
point. From here on out you might encounter Janemba's hand. Try to avoid it. Go  
to the north easy to progress. From here on out you might encounter some  
enemies like Zombies. You'll see a Yellow Circle with a red button on this  
screen. Use your Instant Transmission to reach it. Watch out for the  
Poltergeists. They can be quite annoying once they change into their second  
form. Follow the road and avoid the spikes you encounter at various locations.  

Open the little treasure chest on your way to find a Talisman of Light. If you  
forgot to turn on the switch, you will have to backtrack because otherwise, you  
can't progress through the spikes. Continue further. You'll encounter some  
though enemies like the Annihilator. When you're on the screen with the  
treasure chest that contains the Spirit Geta, you have to the south. 

This is a real labyrinth. You can't destroy the rock from this side so you'll  
have to go down. Use Instant Transmission to reach the button and let the  
spikes descend. This will cause another pair of spikes to rise; every button in  
this area will do something like that. Just advance past the first set of  
spikes and press the button again. You'll have to repeat this process a couple  
of times. At the end of this Closter of trials, go to the right to find a Save  
Point and a certain character you were looking for. You have to talk to the  
second cloud there. Switch characters and start levelling Vegeta up to level  
100. Go to the west and destroy the rock to get out of the labyrinth easily  
this time. Go back to the Vegeta Level 100 door. 

Break the door and go to Pikkon. Save. Your fight with Janemba his regular form  
will commence. Watch out for his arms that appear more frequent until you  
attack him the first time. Go straight up to Janemba and start pummelling him.  
Depending on the number of points, you gave to the strength of Vegeta and Goku.  
Your hits should do between 300 and 600 HP damage. Once he only has 1/5 of his  



HP left, he'll jump into the air and he'll release five tinier Janembas. They  
can be defeated with a hit or two. Defeat them all five and then kill Janemba. 

Goku will take Vegeta's place and fight Super Janemba. He'll disintegrate a  
couple of times, which makes him harder to hit. You'll have to be fast. You  
should try turning Super Saiyan if you're not fast enough to hit him. When his  
HP is very low, he'll start to transport very fast. You could also try Instant  
Transmission. After the first part of the fight is over, Janemba will knock you  
out in one blow. 

You'll be shown the combination you have to press to fuse. You're stronger and  
faster than before. Use the Dragon Fist Explosion to do a 'little' bit of  
damage. Once his health bar reaches the bottom part, he'll start teleporting  
again.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 9: Super Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 10: Fusion 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
Find Gohan, Goten, Trunks, and Piccolo. 
******************************************************************************* 

You're in Buu's Stomach now. You're separated again. Use the Flight Pad and go  
to the left. Follow the path and defeat Buu's body cells on the way. They give  
away a couple of rare items. Don't miss this chance. Go underneath the  
waterfall and go to the right. Use the exit of this room and go to the next  
room. Go through this short room and destroy the web in the next room. A door  
in the first room will open up. Go back to that room and go through the door. 

Once you come to splitting, go to the left. You'll come into a room with white  
worms. Avoid them. They won't attack you. Go to the next room and destroy the  
three webs. Go back to the splitting. Go to the right this time. Keep on going  
until you reach the save point. Continue your way into the Intestines. 

Follow the road until you find Goten and Trunks. They will do the Fusion Dance  
and he'll change into Gotenks. You'll have to fight him in this form. You can  
try to defeat him or go to the next room by knocking the fake Gotenks against  
the invisible wall. You'll find the real Goten and Trunks in the following  
room. In the next room, a fake Gohan is waiting for you. Defeat him and  
continue to find the real one. Fake Piccolo is located in the fifth room.  
Continue until you reach the brain. 

******************************************************************************* 
Escape from Majin Buu! 
******************************************************************************* 

After defeating him, you'll have to run. Go through the door to escape from  
Majin Buu.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 11: Kid Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
Train to prepare for the final battle with Kid Buu! 



******************************************************************************* 

You'll get the task to train as much as possible. Just fly around the world  
fighting in different areas until you are at least both level 150. Just return  
here when you feel you're ready for it. 

******************************************************************************* 
Defeat Kid Buu 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku transforms to Super Saiyan 3. Make sure not to stand on a right line with  
Kid Buu, he can use a Kamehameha if you are which will cause a lot of damage.  
Just hit him from up close and personal. After two-three hits, he'll  
disintegrate and pop up somewhere else. Just go to attack him again. This time  
he'll take ten to twenty hits. He can also split up into two to gang up on you.  
When Kid Buu's energy bar reaches the three fourth point, Goku will collapse  
and Vegeta will take over. 

Seeing that Vegeta isn't Super Saiyan right now, I recommend you to hide behind  
a rock and power-up. Start hitting him again. He'll start to clone again, which  
will disappear after two-three hits. It is easy for them to hit you with their  
Kamehameha beams now. Once you get his energy down to one third, Vegeta will be  
knocked out. 

You're playing as Goku again and Kid Buu is back at full strength. The fight is  
similar to the first part of the fight with the difference that you aren't  
Super Saiyan 3 now. You might want to transform into Super Saiyan (3) to speed  
up the process. After having getting rid of 1/4 of his energy, Kid Buu is  
getting angry. 

The focus of the game has changed now. You're no longer required to actually do  
damage to Kid Buu. Just keep running until the time runs out. You have to last  
one minute so don't bother to attack. You'll have to do this one more time  
later. 

******************************************************************************* 
Head for Capsule Corporation to celebrate the defeat of Majin Buu! 
******************************************************************************* 

You now have to fly to Capsule Corporation and enter the Atrium to start  
Chapter 12. Nevertheless, it is best to save somewhere first and do all the  
side quests. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 12: A New Beginning 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This chapter starts once you enter the Atrium of the Capsule Corporation  
Building in West City. You'll enter the party with all of your friends. There  
is a ten-year time jump after that and you'll be at the World Tournament. You  
won't have to fight this time however. Goku will talk about a real powerful  
fighter named Uub. He'll disappear with him during their fight to train him.  
This is the end of Dragon Ball Z. Prepare yourself for Dragon Ball GT:  
Transformation, the next instalment of the 'Legacy of Goku' series. 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
5- Miscellaneous                                                         [A500] 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

=============================================================================== 



     5.1- Secrets                                                        [A501] 
=============================================================================== 

- Unlock Gogeta: You need to collect all 25 Hercule Exhibits and all 14 Z  
Fighter Exhibits to unlock Gogeta. You don't get a specific award for  
collecting 15 Z Fighter Awards or 25 Hercule Awards. 

=============================================================================== 
     5.2- Enemies                                                        [A502] 
=============================================================================== 

These fighters only have four stats. They only have HP, which is the most  
important, and the three first stats you have. Strength controls the attack  
force, Power controls the power of the KI attacks. People who have 0 as 'Pow'  
won't use KI attacks. Endurance is the defence of the opponent. 

>> AIRSHIP WARLORD >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 7680 
STR: 34 
POW: 0 
END: 47 
Watch out for this Cyborg's killer claw! 

>> ANNIHILATOR >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 4768 
STR: 37 
POW: 70 
END: 55 
A robot with thick geromantium armour that makes it invulnerable to most  
conventional attacks. 

>> ASSASSIN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1645 
STR: 25 
POW: 54 
END: 50 
A known criminal, wanted on several counts of mischief and multiple counts of  
high jinks. 

>> ATOMIZER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 6750 
STR: 0 
POW: 105 
END: 58 
These advanced megawatt class chemical laser guns are quite dangerous. 

>> BABIDI >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 4300 
STR: 0 
POW: 85 
END: 5 
An evil wizard. Babidi is the son of Bibidi. He controls people by exploiting  
the evil in their hearts. 

>> BIO MECH >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2175 
STR: 29 
POW: 0 
END: 47 
Watch out for this Cyborg's killer claw! 



>> BLISTER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 18530 
STR: 0 
POW: 0 
END: 75 
This blister creates enzymes. 

>> BLOOD CELL >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 3085 
STR: 55 
POW: 0 
END: 35 
The Blood Cells in Buu's immune system don't like intruders. 

>> BOMBER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 125 
STR: 9 
POW: 14 
END: 18 
A bomber armed with dangerous explosives. Approach with extreme caution. 

>> BONES >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1015 
STR: 18 
POW: 0 
END: 45 
The bones of the dead are animated by an unseen force. 

>> BROLY >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 20240 
STR: 32 
POW: 27 
END: 70 
Broly is the Legendary Super Saiyan, prophesied in ancient Saiyan folklore.  
Once defeated by Goku, he has returned, insane with rage. 

>> BRUISER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 6690 
STR: 58 
POW: 0 
END: 65 
These tough guys have more muscles than brains. 

>> CRIMINAL >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 115 
STR: 10 
POW: 0 
END: 18 
A known criminal, wanted on several counts of chicanery and multiple counts of  
shenanigans. 

>> CURSED ONE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2062 
STR: 0 
POW: 37 
END: 56 
From the ancient sands of time, these mummies awaken to curse the living. 

>> CYBORG >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 



HP: 875 
STR: 22 
POW: 26 
END: 41 
Half man... Half machine... All deadly. 

>> DABURA >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 10000 
STR: 22 
POW: 5 
END: 51 
Dabura is the ruler of the Underworld. He is a henchman of Babidi. 

>> DEATH MACHINE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 12248 
STR: 50 
POW: 90 
END: 70 
A robot with thick geromantium armour that makes it to most conventional  
attacks. 

>> DESTROYER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 3762 
STR: 25 
POW: 50 
END: 40 
A robot with thick geromantium armour that makes it invulnerable to most  
conventional attacks. 

>> ELITE MAJIN FIGHTER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1250 
STR: 33 
POW: 0 
END: 51 
A martial artist who has been converted over to Babidi's side. 

>> ELITE MAJIN SOLDIER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1380 
STR: 0 
POW: 45 
END: 54 
One of Babidi's Majin Henchmen from an unknown alien species. 

>> ENZYME >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 5420 
STR: 25 
POW: 0 
END: 25 
Enzymes assist Buu in digestion. 

>> FIGHTER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 175 
STR: 10 
POW: 0 
END: 20 
This is a martial artist from the Other World. 

>> GHOST >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 750 
STR: 15 



POW: 0 
END: 32 
These spirits come from the Other World to haunt the living. 

>> GHOUL >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1495 
STR: 36 
POW: 0 
END: 36 
When there is no more room in H.F.I.L., the dead will walk the Earth. 

>> GOON >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1595 
STR: 40 
POW: 0 
END: 40 
These tough guys have more muscles than brains. 

>> GUNMAN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 130 
STR: 12 
POW: 13 
END: 19 
A known criminal, wanted on several counts of mischief and multiple counts of  
high jinks. 

>> HERCULE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 20 
STR: 5 
POW: 5 
END: 5 
The World Champion of Martial Arts. The world believes he was the one who  
defeated Cell, even though it was really Gohan. Although a powerful martial  
artist in his own right, he is no match for the Z-fighters powers. 

>> HESSIAN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 800 
STR: 0 
POW: 40 
END: 40 
A ruthless soldier of fortune. Armed with rocket-propelled grenades. 

>> HOOLIGAN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 560 
STR: 22 
POW: 0 
END: 34 
A known criminal, wanted on several counts of chicanery and multiple counts of  
shenanigans. 

>> HYPER CYBORG >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 6225 
STR: 58 
POW: 79 
END: 92 
Half man... Half machine... All deadly. 

>> IDASA >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1320 
STR: 13 



POW: 0 
END: 28 
An elementary school student who has made a name for himself in various junior  
martial arts tournaments. 

>> JANEMBA >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 8880 
STR: 0 
POW: 0 
END: 70 
The evil soul of an organized crime boss named Janemba has escaped and become  
this evil creature. 

>> JANEMBA HAND >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 50 
STR: 35 
POW: 0 
END: 0 
Be careful of the hand of Janemba that travels through a dimensional portal. 

>> JUGGERNAUT >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1552 
STR: 29 
POW: 60 
END: 125 
Battle tanks are fully armoured in 2-inch plates of geromantium. These tanks  
are armed with a 120mm cannon. 

>> KID BUU >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 125000
STR: 66 
POW: 110 
END: 100 
Although he looks like a child, Kid Buu is actually the most dangerous of all  
Buu's many forms. 

>> KNIGHT DESTROYER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 5656 
STR: 45 
POW: 0 
END: 62 
The Destroyer's nastier, stronger, and meaner older brother. 

>> LASER TURRET >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 950 
STR: 0 
POW: 28 
END: 32 
These advanced megawatt class chemical laser guns are quite dangerous. 

>> LICH >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2500 
STR: 46 
POW: 0 
END: 50 
The bones of the dead are animated by an unseen force. 

>> LIVING DEAD >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2260 
STR: 43 



POW: 0 
END: 50 
When there is no more room in H.F.I.L., the dead will walk the Earth. 

>> MAD BOMBER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 585 
STR: 17 
POW: 35 
END: 35 
A bomber armed with dangerous explosives. Approach with extreme caution. 

>> MAJIN BUU >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 14640 
STR: 37 
POW: 40 
END: 55 
An evil creature created by Bibidi many ages ago. Although he is child-like,  
his extreme power, underdeveloped sense of right and wrong, and rubbery  
indestructible body make him a dangerous adversary. 

>> MAJIN BUU 2 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 45000 
STR: 42 
POW: 38 
END: 65 
An evil creature created by Bibidi many ages ago. Although he is child-like,  
his extreme power, underdeveloped sense of right and wrong and rubbery  
indestructible body make him a dangerous adversary. 

>> MAJIN FIGHTER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 500 
STR: 18 
POW: 0 
END: 31 
A martial artist who has been converted over to Babidi's side. 

>> MAJIN SHIELD SOLDIER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1000 
STR: 0 
POW: 28 
END: 50 
This Majin Soldier will block your attacks with his shield. 

>> MAJIN SOLDIER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 575 
STR: 0 
POW: 27 
END: 33 
One of Babidi's Majin Henchmen from an unknown alien species. 

>> MAJIN VEGETA >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 8500 
STR: 22 
POW: 25 
END: 36 
Vegeta has been taken over by Babidi's Majin powers. 

>> MARAUDER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1685 
STR: 0 



POW: 75 
END: 52 
A ruthless soldier of fortune. Armed with rocket-propelled grenades. 

>> MECHANOID >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2325 
STR: 24 
POW: 0 
END: 52 
This cyborg transforms into a metal ball. 

>> MERCENARY >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 160 
STR: 0 
POW: 21 
END: 20 
A ruthless soldier of fortune. Armed with rocket-propelled grenades. 

>> METAL HULK >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 17375 
STR: 77 
POW: 0 
END: 70 
The Destroyer's nastier, stronger, and meaner older brother. 

>> MINI-YAKON >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 850 
STR: 20 
POW: 16 
END: 38 
These aliens are like miniature versions of Yakon. 

>> MUMMY >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 784 
STR: 24 
POW: 20 
END: 34 
From the ancient sands of time, these mummies awaken to curse the living. 

>> NINJA >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 585 
STR: 20 
POW: 23 
END: 25 
A ninja. These warriors value stealth and subterfuge. Some ninja use their  
ninjitsu skills for assassination and thieving. 

>> NINJA BOSS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 5770 
STR: 36 
POW: 23 
END: 25 
A ninja. These warriors value stealth and subterfuge. Some ninja use their  
ninjitsu skills for assassination and thieving. 

>> NOSFERATU >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2975 
STR: 0 
POW: 27 
END: 53 



These undead monsters thrive off the blood of the living. 

>> OLIBU >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 565 
STR: 13 
POW: 0 
END: 21 
Olibu is an Other World fighter, originally from Earth. Many of Earth's legends  
are based off him. 

>> PHANTOM >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 940 
STR: 17 
POW: 0 
END: 43 
These spirits come from the Other World to haunt the living. 

>> PHAROAH TOTENHOTEP >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 7320 
STR: 0 
POW: 26 
END: 55 
From the ancient sands of time these mummies awaken to curse the living 

>> PICCOLO >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 75000 
STR: 63 
POW: 70 
END: 57 
Once an evil villain, Piccolo has seen the error of his ways and is now one of  
Earth's greatest heroes. Piccolo is an alien from the planet Namek. 

>> PIKKON >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 950 
STR: 14 
POW: 14 
END: 303 
A powerful and respected alien warrior in the Other World. 

>> PILAF'S GUARDIAN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 10605 
STR: 38 
POW: 0 
END: 62 
The Destroyer's nastier, stronger, and meaner older brother. 

>> POLTERGEIST >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2405 
STR: 34 
POW: 0 
END: 45 
These spirits come from the Other World to haunt the living. 

>> POWER MECHANOID >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 10521 
STR: 82 
POW: 0 
END: 115 
This cyborg transforms into a metal ball. 



>> PUI PUI >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 50 
STR: 15 
POW: 15 
END: 15 
Pui Pui is an alien from the planet Zoon and also a henchman of Babidi. 

>> RAPSCALLION >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1425 
STR: 45 
POW: 0 
END: 55 
A known criminal, wanted on several counts of chicanery and multiple counts of  
shenanigans. 

>> RONIN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1765 
STR: 47 
POW: 0 
END: 50 
Although many of these ancient warriors live by the code of the Bushido, they  
should be considered highly dangerous. Samurai are known for their devastating  
sword attacks. 

>> SAMURAI >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 2175 
STR: 22 
POW: 0 
END: 38 
Although many of these ancient warriors live by the code of the Bushido, they  
should be considered highly dangerous. Samurai are known for their devastating  
sword attacks. 

>> SHADOW COLOSSUS >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 27824 
STR: 130 
POW: 0 
END: 115 
The Destroyer's nastier, stronger, and meaner older brother. 

>> SHINOBI >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1585 
STR: 44 
POW: 58 
END: 50 
A ninja. These warriors value stealth and subterfuge. Some ninja use their  
ninjitsu skills for assassination and. 

>> SHOGUN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 5625 
STR: 70 
POW: 0 
END: 60 
Although many of these ancient warriors live by the code of the Bushido, they  
should be considered highly dangerous. Samurai are known for their devastating  
sword attacks. 

>> SKELETON >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 775 
STR: 21 



POW: 0 
END: 39 
The bones of the dead are animated by an unseen force. 

>> SNIPER >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 612 
STR: 15 
POW: 31 
END: 36 
A known criminal, wanted on several counts of mischief and multiple counts of  
high jinks. 

>> SPOPOVICH >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 225 
STR: 15 
POW: 0 
END: 25 
This martial artist fought against Hercule in the 24th World Tournament. There  
appears to be something strange about him... 

>> SUPER BUU 1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 35330 
STR: 50 
POW: 65 
END: 55 
When Majin Buu was absorbed by the mysterious Evil Buu, the Evil Buu  
transformed into this new dangerous form. 

>> SUPER BUU 2 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 100000
STR: 63 
POW: 90 
END: 70 
When Majin Buu was absorbed by the mysterious Evil Buu, the Evil Buu  
transformed into this new dangerous form. 

>> SUPER BUU 3 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 105300
STR: 55 
POW: 75 
END: 65 
When Gotenks was absorbed by Super Buu, Super Buu transformed this new form. 

>> SUPER BUU 4 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 125000
STR: 60 
POW: 85 
END: 65 
When Gohan was absorbed by Super Buu, Super Buu transformed into this new form. 

>> SUPER JANEMBA >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 25840 
STR: 47 
POW: 70 
END: 55 
Janemba has transformed into a faster and more dangerous form. 

>> TANK >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 576 
STR: 13 



POW: 30 
END: 75 
Battle tanks are fully armoured in 2-inch plates of geromantium. These tanks  
are armed with a 120mm cannon. 

>> THUG >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 340 
STR: 24 
POW: 0 
END: 25 
These tough guys have more muscles than brains. 

>> ULTRA BIO MECH >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 8945 
STR: 75 
POW: 0 
END: 80 
Watch out for this Cyborg's killer claw! 

>> VAMPIRE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 750 
STR: 0 
POW: 10 
END: 38 
These undead monsters thrive off the blood of the living. 

>> VLAD >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1340 
STR: 0 
POW: 17 
END: 53 
These undead monsters thrive off the blood of the living. 

>> WORM BODY >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 5170 
STR: 35 
POW: 0 
END: 58 
These worms live inside Buu's digestive system. 

>> WORM HEAD >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 7238 
STR: 35 
POW: 0 
END: 58 
These worms live inside Buu's digestive system. 

>> YAKON >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1725 
STR: 20 
POW: 68 
END: 41 
A notorious monster from an alien planet of darkness. Has the power to absorb  
energy. 

>> YAMU >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
HP: 1476 
STR: 20 
POW: 0 
END: 23 



There appears to be something strange about this martial artist... 

=============================================================================== 
     5.3- Bosses                                                         [A503] 
=============================================================================== 
 _______________ 
/ BROLY         \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 20240     | 
| STR: 32       | 
| POW: 27       | 
| END: 70       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ DABURA        \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 10000     | 
| STR: 22       | 
| POW: 5        | 
| END: 51       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ JANEMBA       \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 8880      | Go straight up to Janemba and start pummelling him. Depending  
| STR: 0        | on the number of points, you gave to the strength of Vegeta  
| POW: 0        | and Goku. Your hits should do between 300 and 600 HP damage.  
| END: 70       | Once he only has 1/5 of his HP left, he'll jump into the air  
|               | and he'll release five tinier Janembas. They can be defeated  
|               | with a hit or two. Defeat them all five and then kill him. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ KID BUU       \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 125000    | Goku transforms to Super Saiyan 3. Make sure not to stand on 
| STR: 66       | a right line with Kid Buu, he can use a Kamehameha if you are 
| POW: 110      | which will cause a lot of damage. Just hit him from up close 
| END: 100      | and personal. After two-three hits, he'll disintegrate and 
|               | pop up somewhere else. Just go to attack him again. This time 
|               | he'll take ten to twenty hits. He can also split up into two 
|               | to gang up on you. When Kid Buu's energy bar reaches the 
|               | three fourth point, Goku will collapse and Vegeta will take  
|               | over. Seeing that Vegeta isn't Super Saiyan right now, I  
|               | recommend you to hide behind a rock and power-up. Start  
|               | hitting him again. He'll start to clone again, which will  
|               | disappear after two-three hits. It is easy for them to hit  
|               | you with their Kamehameha beams now. Once you get his energy  
|               | down to one third, Vegeta will be knocked out. You're playing 
|               | as Goku again and Kid Buu is back at full strength. The fight 
|               | is similar to the first part of the fight with the difference 
|               | that you aren't Super Saiyan 3 now. You might want to  
|               | transform into Super Saiyan (3) to speed up the process.  
|               | After having getting rid of 1/4 of his energy, Kid Buu is. 
|               | getting angry. The focus of the game has changed now. You're  
|               | no longer required to actually do damage to Kid Buu. Just  
|               | keep running until the time runs out. You have to last one  



|               | minute so don't bother to attack. You'll have to do this one  
|               | more time later. Keep smashing the A Button to let the Spirit 
|               | Bomb hit. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ MAJIN BUU     \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 14640     | You'll have to fight Majin Buu now but you can't hurt him at  
| STR: 37       | the moment. You have to wait for Babidi to land. If you hit  
| POW: 40       | him, Majin Buu will become vulnerable temporarily. All you  
| END: 55       | can do between those phases is avoiding Buu and especially  
|               | his "Candy Ray" which turns you into candy so that he can  
|               | suck your health out. You can still move in that phase. When  
|               | you hit Babidi, get up close to Buu to hit him or use your  
|               | Big Bang attack. You have to drain his health completely. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ MAJIN BUU 2   \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 45000     | 
| STR: 42       | 
| POW: 38       | 
| END: 65       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ MAJIN VEGETA  \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 8500      | You'll have to fight Majin Vegeta. He isn't very strong  
| STR: 22       | compared to you but his favourite energy attack, the Big  
| POW: 25       | Bang causes a lot of damage. Wait for him to get it started  
| END: 36       | and hit him with the Kamehameha at that moment. Otherwise, 
|               | use your regular attacks. You only have to get his health  
|               | down to three fourth. The fight will take a little break.  
|               | You'll come back to get him down to half of his health bar.  
|               | Just continue as you were doing. After another brief  
|               | intermission, you're back in the fight. You might want to  
|               | consider transforming into Super Saiyan. You have to get his  
|               | health down to 25% this time. Another conversation will halt  
|               | the fight. This time you have to finish him off completely.  
|               | You should transform again. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ OLIBU         \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 565       | You'll have to face Olibu himself now. You can do about 50 HP  
| STR: 13       | damage a hit and his attacks will only do 10 HP damage. Don't  
| POW: 0        | use your KI Attacks because they are less effective. Just let  
| END: 21       | him come at you and throw your punches. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ PIKKON        \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 950       | The fight with Pikkon isn't really hard. Just lure him  
| STR: 14       | against one of the borders and keep hitting him. He won't be  
| POW: 14       | able to hit you back. You only have to watch out for his  



| END: 303      | flamethrower but he can only do that when he is far away from  
|               | you. In the middle of the fight, you'll both power up. You  
|               | turn Super Saiyan and causing damage is just so much easier  
|               | now. Each one of your hits causes 90 HP of damage. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ PUI PUI       \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 50        | 
| STR: 15       | 
| POW: 15       | 
| END: 15       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ SPOPOVICH     \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 225       | 
| STR: 15       | 
| POW: 0        | 
| END: 25       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ SUPER BUU 1   \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 35330     | 
| STR: 50       | 
| POW: 65       | 
| END: 55       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ SUPER BUU 2   \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 100000    | 
| STR: 63       | 
| POW: 90       | 
| END: 70       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ SUPER BUU 3   \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               |  
| HP: 105300    | 
| STR: 55       | 
| POW: 75       | 
| END: 65       |  
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ SUPER BUU 4   \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 125000    | You'll be using Goku to fight Super Buu 4 right now. He is 
| STR: 60       | standing on some higher rocks and he will use energy bombs to 
| POW: 85       | attack you. You have to use Instant Transmission to hit him. 
| END: 65       | It is best to try when he is attacking. You have to do that 
|               | three times. After that, you'll change into Vegito. The fight 
|               | is much easier now. If you change into Super Saiyan, each of 



|               | your hits will do about 4500 HP damage. Meanwhile Super Buu 
|               | will initiate attacks like the Super Ghost Kamikaze Attack 
|               | from Gotenks. Once his HP is almost completely depleted, 
|               | he'll absorb you. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ SUPER JANEMBA \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 25840     | He'll disintegrate a couple of times, which makes him harder  
| STR: 47       | to hit. You'll have to be fast. You should try turning Super  
| POW: 70       | Saiyan if you're not fast enough to hit him. When his HP is  
| END: 55       | very low, he'll start to transport very fast. You could also  
|               | try Instant Transmission. After the first part of the fight  
|               | is over, Janemba will knock you out in one blow. You'll be  
|               | shown the combination you have to press to fuse. You're  
|               | stronger and faster than before. Use the Dragon Fist  
|               | Explosion to do a 'little' bit of damage. Once his health bar  
|               | reaches the bottom part, he'll start teleporting again. You  
|               | might try using the Big Bang Kamehameha now. 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ YAKON         \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 1725      | 
| STR: 20       | 
| POW: 68       | 
| END: 41       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
 _______________ 
/ YAMU          \ 
|_______________|______________________________________________________________ 
|               | 
| HP: 1476      | 
| STR: 20       | 
| POW: 0        | 
| END: 23       | 
\_______________|______________________________________________________________ 

=============================================================================== 
     5.4- Characters                                                     [A504] 
=============================================================================== 

I'll start with saying, which the start stats of every character are, what 
their special melee and energy attack is, and when you can first select the 
character.
 _____________ 
/             \ 
| Goku        | 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
/             | 
| Level 60    | Skills: 
| HP: 135/135 | - Energy Blast 
| EP: 90/90   | - Kamehameha 
| STR: 27/200 | - Instant Transmission 
| POW: 27/200 | 
| END: 26/200 |  
| EXP: 2200   | 
| NEXT: 675   | First Time: Snake Way - Start of game 



\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________ 
/             \ 
| Gohan       | 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
/             | 
| Level 55    | Skills: 
| HP: 85/85   | - Energy Blast 
| EP: 90/90   | - Electric Kamehameha 
| STR: 20/200 | - Masenkoha 
| POW: 29/200 | - Super Saiyan 
| END: 16/200 |  
| EXP: 350    | 
| NEXT: 210   | First Time: Snake Way - Start of game 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________ 
/             \ 
| Goten       | 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
/             | 
| Level       | Skills: 
| HP: .../... | - 
| EP: .../... | - 
| STR: ../200 | - 
| POW: ../200 | - 
| END: ../200 | 
| EXP: ...... | 
| NEXT: ..... | First Time: 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________ 
/             \ 
| Trunks      | 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
/             | 
| Level       | Skills: 
| HP: .../... | - 
| EP: .../... | - 
| STR: ../200 | - 
| POW: ../200 | - 
| END: ../200 | 
| EXP: ...... | 
| NEXT: ..... | First Time: 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
 _____________ 
/             \ 
| Vegeta      | 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 
/             | 
| Level       | Skills: 
| HP: .../... | - 
| EP: .../... | - 
| STR: ../200 | - 
| POW: ../200 | - 
| END: ../200 | 
| EXP: ...... | 
| NEXT: ..... | First Time: 
\_____________|________________________________________________________________ 

=============================================================================== 
     5.5- Items                                                          [A505] 



=============================================================================== 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
STORY MODE ITEMS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

This section will list all the Story Mode Items in this game. For now, it only  
contains the effect of these items but as the walkthrough grows, I'll add where  
you can find them here too.  

>> 2402 CAPSULE - 
It is a number 2402 Capsule that contains a digital wristwatch. It can be found  
in the Capsule Room in the Capsule Corporation. You need it in Chapter 2 to  
make the Great Saiyaman Costume. 

>> Dragon Ball 1 - 
It is the one-star Dragon Ball. You need it to summon the dragon. You'll have  
to go to the Thieves Den to find the #1 Dragon Ball. It is in the room of the  
bandit king. 

>> Dragon Ball 2 - 
It is the two-star Dragon Ball. You need it to summon the dragon. This item can  
be found in Diablo Desert. You need to defeat all the enemies on the train to  
get this as a reward. 

>> Dragon Ball 3 - 
It is the three-star Dragon Ball. You need it to summon the dragon. Defeat  
Pilaf's Guardian in Pilaf's Castle to receive the Dragon Ball. 

>> Dragon Ball 4 - 
It is the four-star Dragon Ball. You need it to summon the dragon. First you  
need to collect all the Dragon Balls and then head for Nataday Village. Defeat  
Brolly and get the Dragon Ball from the priest. 

>> Dragon Ball 5 - 
It is the five-star Dragon Ball. You need it to summon the dragon. This one is  
located on a big airship. Get through the entire airship and defeat the boss. 

>> Dragon Ball 6 - 
It is the six-star Dragon Ball. You need it to summon the dragon. Defeat the  
Ninja Boss in Fukurou Forest and collect the Dragon Ball. 

>> Dragon Ball 7 - 
It is the seven-star Dragon Ball. You need it to summon the dragon. This one  
can be found at Kyodai Pyramid. Get the Headdress and give it to the scientist  
outside. He'll reward you with the Dragon Ball. 

>> Potara Earrings x2 - 
Wear these Earrings to perform a more powerful fusion than the fusion Dance. 
The Old Kai gives them to you. You only get this once. The original plan is to  
use them and fuse with Gohan but he gets absorbed and you need to fuse with  
Vegeta. 

>> Large Fish - 
Once thought extinct, these giant fish are now quite plentiful. You have to  
catch these by jumping in the water. This is easier when you are wearing diving  
gear.

>> Small Fish - 
A lovely, little fish. You have to catch these by jumping in the water. This is  



easier when you are wearing diving gear. 

>> Red Snapper -  
Oooo! A Red Snapper! Very tasty! You have to catch these by jumping in the  
water. This is easier when you are wearing diving gear. 

>> Switch-  
It is a switch with two prongs, but it is not attached to anything. There are  
three of them in Babidi's Ship. You need them to open the different doors in  
the ship. 

>> Grandpa's Key -  
It is the key to open Grandpa Gohan's house. You can find it easily while  
walking around in the game. 

>> Headdress of Totenhotep - 
It is the Headdress of an ancient pharaoh. Some say it is cursed! This  
Headdress can be found in Kyodai Pyramid. You need to give it to the scientist  
waiting outside of the Pyramid to receive the Dragon Ball. 

>> Key - 
It is an old key. This key can be found on the desk inside of Grandpa Gohan's  
house. You need it to open one of the Treasure Chests in East District 439,  
which contains another Exhibit. 

>> Ninja Key - 
It is the Key to the Boss Ninja's inner sanctum. You'll find this key in  
Fukurou Forest. You need it to reach another Exhibit. 

>> Old Shoe - 
This is an old shoe. What are you going to do with this? You can't do anything  
with it. It is one of the 'treasures' you can find by fishing. Although I  
imagine that most people will prefer the Red Snappers and other fish. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 1 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go to the Thieves Den with Goku. Walk  
to the part where are all the houses are and use Instant Transmission to get on  
the roof of the house with the Hercule Exhibit on. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 2 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go back to Fukurou Forest once you  
defeated Kid Buu. Open the gate and give a bandana to the ninja you encounter.  
He'll give you the Exhibit for it. You can a bandana at the airships. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 3 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest  
and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be sure to pick up a second bandana. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 4 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest  
and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be sure to pick up a third bandana. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 5 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest  
and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be sure to pick up a fourth bandana. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 6 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest  
and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be sure to pick up a fifth bandana. 



>> Hercule Exhibit 7 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest  
and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be sure to pick up a sixth bandana. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 8 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. After beating Kid Buu in Chapter 11,  
you have to visit the Z-Mart in West City. You can buy this Hercule Exhibit  
there. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 9 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Give the 'Hercule-ade' Item to the  
person in the lighthouse. You can find the lighthouse in the east part of the  
Thieves Den. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 10 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Give the 'Root Beer' Item to the  
person in the lighthouse. You can find the lighthouse in the east part of the  
Thieves Den. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 11 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go to Kyodai Pyramid and open the  
Treasure Chests in the areas where you can find the Doctor's men. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 12 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. You'll have to destroy a rock in the  
caves behind Nataday Village. Go south and pick up the exhibit. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 13 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. You can find this exhibit inside  
Hercule's house. He must have found it. It is in a treasure chest next to his  
widescreen television. His house is located to the left of the Hercule Cafe in  
Hercule City. It is Hercule the Movie. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 14 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Give the 'Elixir' Item to the person  
in the lighthouse. You can find the lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves  
Den. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 15 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go down from your house in East  
District 439, walk over the bridge, and go to the left. Go down and take the  
next way to the left. The Exhibit is hidden behind a tree with fruit on it. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 16 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Visit the big airship above the  
biggest landmass after beating Kid Buu. Defeat the colossal monsters on this  
airship and pick it up. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 17 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Give the 'Super Elixir' Item to the  
person in the lighthouse. You can find the lighthouse in the east part of the  
Thieves Den. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 18 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Give the 'Turkey' Item to the person  
in the lighthouse. You can find the lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves  
Den. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 19 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Enter the Orange Star High School and  



use the door in the north of the building. You'll arrive at the running track.  
Talk to the person present and run three laps in sixteen seconds. If you have a  
fast Super Saiyan, this might be easier by walking. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 20 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Give the 'Dino Tail' Item to the  
person in the lighthouse. You can find the lighthouse in the east part of the  
Thieves Den. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 21 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go to West City and go to the north.  
Go to the east once you arrive at the top and talk to the guy next to the  
dumpster and give him a steak. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 22 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go to the North-West part of West City  
and use Instant Transmission to reach the Hercule Exhibit. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 23 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. There is a Hercule Exhibit in Fukurou  
Forest too. Take the first right and go up the stairs, you should find it in  
that area.

>> Hercule Exhibit 24 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go to the Gift Shop on Papaya Island  
and buy the Exhibit for 25,000 Zenie. You'll have to save up a lot of money. 

>> Hercule Exhibit 25 - 
It is a crate with Hercule's logo on it. Go to the Gift Shop on Papaya Island  
and buy the Exhibit for 50,000 Zenie. You'll have to save up a lot of money. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 1 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Go to Babidi's ship in Southwest Forest. Go  
to the northeast of the area and use Instant Transmission to reach the Exhibit. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 2 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Destroy the rocks in Diablo Desert. It is  
hidden underneath one of them. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 3 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. You can find this exhibit in Gohan and  
Goten's room from the start of Chapter 2. It is in Goten's Toy chest. The  
Exhibit contains Gohan's training Sword from his training with Piccolo. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 4 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Go to Gohan's Level 140 door in East  
District 439. It is in the east of the area. Destroy the rocks and go north,  
enter Grandpa Gohan's House. Take the key and return to the rocky area, destroy  
the rocks and go to the east. Open the Treasure Chest. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 5 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Talk to the Ox-King after beating Kid Buu.  
You can find him in Goku's house in East District 439. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 6 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Go to the Grand Kai's Planet by using the  
Instant Transmission Circles and go to the right. Enter the cave and talk to  
Bubbles, the monkey. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 7 - 



It is a crate with a Z logo on it. You can find this exhibit in Capsule  
Corporation. Take the door to the left when you're in the hall of the Capsule  
Corporation Building. There is a regular scientist present there. Talk to him  
and he'll give you the Ginyu Capsule. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 8 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Travel to the Other World by using the  
Instant Transmission Circle at Kami's and go to King Yenma's office. Talk to  
Baba.

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 9 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Travel to Kami's Lookout and punch the trees  
that Mr. Popo has to water. The exhibit will drop out one of them. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 10 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. You'll get this one while completing the  
quest to get all seven Dragon Balls. You can find it after defeating Broly in  
the quest for the Four Star. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 11 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Go to Diablo Desert with Gohan and break his  
character gate. Switch to Trunks and break the next character gate. Defeat the  
enemies and receive the Exhibit. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 12 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Go to Yajirobe in Korin's Place and walk  
counter clockwise around him three times. The item will appear at the start of  
Southwest Forest. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 13 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Catch some Red Snappers near the Lighthouse  
and switch to Goku. Give it to Korin. You might need to try multiple times. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 14 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Talk to the Grand Kai after defeating Kid  
Buu to receive the Exhibit. 

>> Z-Fighter Exhibit 15 - 
It is a crate with a Z logo on it. Go to Pilaf's Castle with Goten and break  
his character gate. Walk to the place where the Dragon Ball was located and  
defeat the enemy in the room. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
REGULAR ITEMS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I'll only describe what these items will do. They can be found on various  
places during the game but I'll mention them in the walkthrough itself. Some  
enemies will drop them too. I might make a FAQ later telling which enemy drops  
which items but you'll encounter most of them by just fighting. You can also  
buy these items in the various shops around the world. 

>> Miso Soup - 
This is a tasty, yet nutritious soup. It restores 20 hit points. 

>> Rice Ball -  
It is a small ball of sticky rice. It restores 40 hit points. 

>> Chicken Leg - 
It tastes like Chicken. (That was hard to figure out by its name.) It restores  



80 Hit Points. 

>> Hamburger - 
It is a flame broiled and delicious hamburger. It restores 120 hit points. 

>> Onigiri - 
This is a traditional triangle of rice, wrapped in kelp. It restores 200 hit  
points. 

>> Curry Plate - 
It is a dish of chicken and rice covered in a spicy curry sauce. This restores  
400 hit points. 

>> Turkey - 
This is a full sized turkey with stuffing. It restores 800 Hit Points. 

>> Steak -
It is a medium-rare steak seasoned to perfection. This restores 600 hit points. 

>> Three Course Meal - 
Are you sure, you can eat all that by yourself? It restores 1100 hit points. 

>> Dinosaur Tail - 
They say the most succulent dinosaur meat comes from the tail. It restores 1500  
hit points. 

>> Milk - 
It is a carton of milk. It restores 20 energy points. 

>> Tea - 
Care for a spot of tea? It restores 40 energy points. 

>> Soda - 
Now that is a tasty beverage! This restores 80 Energy Points. 

>> Vanilla Soda - 
Vanilla makes a good soda even better. It restores 125 energy points. 

>> Cherry Soda - 
There is nothing like a good Cherry Soda! It restores 175 energy points. 

>> Root Beer - 
It is a cool refreshing root beer. It restores 250 energy points. 

>> Hercule-ade - 
It replenishes your precious electrolytes. This restores 350 energy points. 

>> Elixir - 
This is a rare magical liquid that restores your Vitality! It restores 500  
energy points. 

>> Super Elixir - 
It is the best magical elixir on the market. It restores 750 energy points. 

>> Dinosaur Milk - 
Where does dinosaur milk come from? It is not hard to answer. However, it  
restores 2500 energy points so it is worth getting. 

>> Holy Water - 
It is the legendary holy water of Korin. It can greatly increase your stats but  



it only lasts for 30 seconds. 

>> Senzu Bean - 
It is one of Korin's special Senzu Beans. It fully restores hit points and  
energy. 

>> Capsule - 
It is a Dyna Cap. What is contained inside? It is a mystery. 

>> Lazarus Crystal - 
It is a strange blue Crystal. Some say carrying them is good luck. 

>> Cookie - 
These are Mrs. Brief's freshly baked chocolate chip cookie! These restore five  
hit points.  

=============================================================================== 
     5.6- KI Attacks/Techniques                                          [A506] 
=============================================================================== 

Certain KI attacks will become stronger if you level up too. They level up  
every time you pass a 25th level so level 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200  
will make your KI attack level up. They might still look the same but they will  
do more damage and take more Energy Points. However, every attack only has 3  
levels. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GOKU 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Instant Transmission | Hold the B Button to bring up the cursor. Use the 
                      | +Control Pad to select an item, enemy, or switch.  
                      | Release the B Button to teleport there and back. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Kamehameha           | Hold the B Button to emit a long beam of energy. It is 
                      | Goku's Trademark move. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 
                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan 3       | Change into Super Saiyan. Now press the B Button while 
                      | selecting this attack to transform into Super Saiyan 3. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GOHAN
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 



                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 
                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Electric Kamehameha  | Hold the B Button to emit a long beam of energy.  
                      | Enemies hit by this beam can become electrically 
                      | charged. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Masenkoha            | Hold the B Button to make a cursor appear in front of 
                      | the player. Upon releasing the B Button, a large ball 
                      | of energy will be thrown at the cursor's location. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GOTEN
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 
                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GOTENKS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 
                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan 3       | Change into Super Saiyan. Now press the B Button while 
                      | selecting this attack to transform into Super Saiyan 3. 



______________________|________________________________________________________ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GOGETA 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Big Bang Kamehameha  | Hold the B Button to create a large ball of energy, 
                      | followed by a long beam. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
Dragon Fist Explosion | Hold the B Button to create a giant dragon of pure 
                      | energy. Use the +Control Pad to control the dragon's 
                      | head. Release the B Button to make the dragon bite. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 
                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
VEGETA 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 
                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
VEGITO 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 



                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TRUNKS 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 KI Attack/Technique  | Description 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Energy Blast         | Press the B Button to shoot out a concentrated missile 
                      | of internal energy. Press the B Button multiple times 
                      | to shoot out many blasts. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Super Saiyan         | Press the B Button to transform into a Super Saiyan. 
                      | Your strength and speed are now higher. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Burning Attack       | Press the B Button to shoot a spiked ball of chrono- 
                      | energy which stuns enemies on contacr. Hold the B 
                      | Button longer to increase stun time. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Flame Kamehameha     | Hold the B Button to emit a chain of energy flames. 
                      | While holding the B Button, press the +Control Pad to 
                      | move the flames like a whip. 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 

=============================================================================== 
     5.7- Equipment                                                      [A507] 
=============================================================================== 

To equip an item, press START. Press the R Button to cycle through the menu  
options until you get to the Equip menu. From the Equip Menu you can select  
from four different types of equipment. You can choose to equip one of each  
type, and change them whenever you like.  
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

About Body Items. Body items are items that you can wear, such as shirts, gis,  
and different types of armors. These types of items usually protect your body  
and increase your endurance, but might also have different effects.  

Dirty Shirt 
Text: Maybe you should get this shirt cleaned before you wear it. 
Stats: End: +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Dirty Gi 
Text: Maybe you should get this gi cleaned before you wear it. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Dirty Armor 
Text: Maybe you should get this armor cleaned before you wear it. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 



Prototype Space Armor 
Text: It's a prototype so it isn't working yet. 
Stats: End: +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Cotton Gi 
Text: A simple cotton gi. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Wool Sweater 
Text: A thick knitted wool sweater. 
Stats: End +3 
Required Level: Level 52 

Leather Jacket 
Text: A cool looking leather jacket. 
Stats: End +5 
Required Level: Level 55 

Reflective Tunic 
Text: A tunic made of reflective material resistant to energy attacks. 
Stats: End +4 
Required Level: Level 60 

Clean Shirt 
Text: A shirt so clean it shines! 
Stats: End +5, Pow +4 
Required Level: Level 62 

Wooden Armor 
Text: Armor carved out of wood. 
Stats: End +6 
Required Level: Level 63 

Fancy Wardrobe 
Text: This suit is expensive looking 
Stats: End +5 
Required Level: Level 69 

Stone O-Yoroi 
Text: A traditional Samurai armor carved out of stone. 
Stats: End +8, Spd -12 
Required Level: Level 72 

Bronze Keiko 
Text: A traditional samurai scale armor made of bronze. 
Stats: End +10, Spd -5 
Required Level: Level 80 

Halloween Costume 
Text: It's a scary Halloween Costume. 
Stats: End +12 
Required Level: Level 86 

Armor of Darkness 
Text: This magic armor makes your HP increase faster when you use melee. 
Stats: End +15 
Required Level: Level 86 



Jade Keiko
Text: A traditional samurai scale armor made of jade that reduces damage done  
while blocking. 
Stats: Str +10 
Required Level: Level 88 

Clean Gi 
Text: A gi so clean it shines! 
Stats: Pow +10, End +13 
Required Level: Level 93 

Iron Armor
Text: A chestplate made of iron. 
Stats: End +15, Spd -10 
Required Level: Level 92 

Brute Coat
Text: The kind of coat a real tough guy might wear. 
Stats: Str +9, End +15 
Required Level: Level 92 

Spiked Breastplate 
Text: This breastplate is covered with sharp spikes. 
Stats: End +16 
Required Level: Level 96 

Mystic Aegis 
Text: A mystical chestplate that reduces the cost of the energy block. 
Stats: End +16 
Required Level: Level 96 

Do-Maru of Shadows 
Text: A traditional samurai armor that is good for stealth. 
Stats: Pow -5, End +20 
Required Level: Level 99 

Silver Armor 
Text: A chestplate made of silver. 
Stats: End +22 
Required Level: Level 106 

Monk's Robe 
Text: A simple monks robe that is good for stealth. 
Stats: Pow +15, End +4 
Required Level: Level 108 

Pyrite Armor 
Text: It looks like Gold Armor, but it's fool's gold! 
Stats: Str -10, Pow -1, End -1, Spd -1 
Required Level: Level 120 

Gold Armor
Text: A chestplate made of gold. 
Stats: End +24, Spd -10 
Required Level: Level 120 

Stylish Haori 
Text: Wearing this stylish jacket gives you a lot of charisma. 
Stats: End +5 
Required Level: Level 120 



Armor of Light 
Text: This magic armor makes your energy regenerate faster when you use melee. 
Stats: End +25 
Required Level: Level 122 

Rhinestone Leisure Suit 
Text: This is a really tacky looking suit. 
Stats: Pow +7, End +20 
Required Level: Level 124 

Clean Armor 
Text: An armor so clean it shines. 
Stats: Pow +16, End +25 
Required Level: Level 126 

Platinum Armor 
Text: A chestplate made of platinum. 
Stats: End +28, Spd -8 
Required Level: Level 126 

Force Suit
Text: This suit is imbued with the power of science. 
Stats:  Str +18, Pow +5, End +25 
Required Level: Level 129 

Enhanced Space Armor 
Text: This high tech armor emits an electronic aura. 
Stats: Str +16, End +30, Spd -10 
Required Level: Level 140 

Dragon Armor 
Text: Armor made from the scales of a dragon. Reduces the cost of energy  
attacks. 
Stats: End +26 
Required Level: Level 140 

Super Armor 
Text: This armor has magic that makes Super Saiyan last longer. 
Stats: End +29 
Required Level: Level 141 

Wet Suit 
Text: This suit helps you catch better fish. 
Stats: End +25 
Required Level: Level 142 

Diamond Armor 
Text:  A chestplate carved out of a giant diamond. 
Stats: End +35, Spd -12 
Required Level: Level 146 

"Bad Man" Shirt 
Text: A pink shirt? Who would wear such a ridiculous thing? 
Stats: End +35 
Required Level: Level 149 

Titanium Breastplate 
Text: A breastplate made of titanium. 
Stats: End +32, Spd +10 



Required Level: Level 150 

Saiyan Armor 
Text: Armor like the Saiyans once wore. 
Stats: End +24 
Required Level: Level 150 

Crystal O-Yoroi 
Text: The crystals in this armor make your energy attacks stronger. 
Stats: End +38 
Required Level: Level 155 

"Z" Armor 
Text: This magic armor constantly heals you. 
Stats: End +35 
Required Level: Level 155 

Geromantium Kataginu 
Text: A traditional samurai clothing made of Geromantium. 
Stats: End +40 
Required Level: Level 175 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

About Hand Items. Hand items can be equipped to your hand or sometimes your  
wrist. These items might include knuckles, which increase your attack strength,  
or weighted wristbands that increase the amount of experience you gain in  
battle. 

Dirty Gloves 
Text: Maybe you should get these gloves cleaned before you wear it. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Dirty Gauntlets 
Text: Maybe you should get these gauntlets cleaned before you wear it. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Prototype Energy Gloves 
Text: It's a prototype so it isn't working yet. 
Stats: Str +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Cotton Gloves 
Text: A pair of simple cotton gloves. 
Stats: Str +1, End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

1 Ton Armbands 
Text: Weighted armbands slow you down, but give you more experience as a  
reward.  
Stats: Spd -5 
Required Level: Level 50 

Wool Mittens 
Text: A pair of thick knitted wool mittens. 
Stats: Str +2, End +3 
Required Level: Level 55 

Reflective Gloves 



Text: A pair of gloves made of a reflective material resistant to energy  
attacks. 
Stats: Str +3, End +6 
Required Level: Level 67 

2 Ton Armbands 
Text: Weighted armbands slow you down, but give you more experience as a  
reward. 
Stats: Spd -8 
Required Level: Level 70 

Leather Gloves 
Text: Gloves made of tough leather. 
Stats: Str +4, End +6 
Required Level: Level 72 

Clean Gloves 
Text: Gloves so clean they shine! 
Stats:  Str +5, End +7 
Required Level: Level 72 

Brass Knuckles 
Text: A pair of brass knuckles. 
Stats: Str +9, End +6 
Required Level: Level 85 

Pilaf's Gloves 
Text: Legend has it wearing these gloves will make you rich. 
Stats: Str +8, End +6, Spd +5 
Required Level: Level 87 

10 Ton Armbands 
Text: Weighted armbands slow you down, but give you more experience as a  
reward. 
Stats: Spd -10 
Required Level: Level 90 

Iron Bracer 
Text: An arm guard made of iron. 
Stats: Str +11, End +7 
Required Level: Level 100 

Silver Gauntlets 
Text: A pair of gauntlets made of silver. 
Stats: Str +12, End +8 
Required Level: Level 105 

Magician's Gloves 
Text: These magic gloves reduce the cosy of an energy block. 
Stats: Str +7, End +5 
Required Level: Level 107 

Charge Gloves 
Text: You can detect power flowing through these high tech gloves. 
Stats: Str +13, End +5 
Required Level: Level 108 

20 Ton Armbands 
Text: Weighted Armbands slow you down, but give you more experience as a  
reward. 



Stats: Spd -15 
Required Level: Level 110 

Super Gloves 
Text: These gloves have magic that makes Super Saiyan last longer. 
Stats: Str +13 
Required Level: Level 115 

Clean Gauntlets 
Text: Gauntlets so clean they shine! 
Stats: Str +14, End +15 
Required Level: Level 116 

Platinum Gauntlets 
Text: A pair of gauntlets made of platinum. 
Stats: Str +16, End +10 
Required Level: Level 119 

Brute Gloves 
Text: The kind of gloves a real tough guy might wear. 
Stats: Str +20, End +6 
Required Level: Level 120 

100 Ton Armbands 
Text: Weighted Armbands slow you down, but give you more experience as a  
reward. 
Stats: Spd -30 
Required Level: Level 130 

Diamond Gauntlets 
Text: A pair of gauntlets carved from a diamond. 
Stats: Str +18, End +15 
Required Level: Level 132 

Power Gauntlets 
Text: These gauntlets are glowing with energy. 
Stats: Str +15, Pow +20, End +2 
Required Level: Level 132 

Enhanced Energy Gloves 
Text: These are powerful high tech gloves. 
Stats: Str +20, End +20 
Required Level: Level 140 

Scuba Gloves 
Text: These gloves help you catch better fish. 
Stats: Str +15 
Required Level: Level 140 

Kiloton Armbands 
Text: Weighted armbands slow you down, but give you more experience as a  
reward. 
Stats: Spd -25 
Required Level: Level 150 

Saiyan Gloves 
Text: Gloves like the Saiyans once wore. 
Stats: Str +20 
Required Level: Level 152 



Crystal Gauntlets 
Text: The crystals in these gauntlets make your energy attacks stronger. 
Stats: Str +23, End +12 
Required Level: Level 156 

Geromantis Gloves 
Text: Looks like Geromantium Gloves, but are actually a cheap knock-off. 
Stats: Str -10, Pow -1, End -10, Spd -1 
Required Level: Level 170 

Geromantium Gloves 
Text: A pair of gloves made of Geromantium. 
Stats: Str +25, End +20 
Required Level: Level 170 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

About Feet Items. Feet items are items such as shoes, boots, and sandals. These  
types of items usually affect your speed but might also have different effects.  

Dirty Tabi
Text: Maybe you should get these tabi boots cleaned before you wear them. 
Stats: End+1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Dirty Shoes 
Text: Maybe you should get these boots cleaned before you wear them. 
Stats: End+1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Prototype Hyper Boots 
Text: It's a prototype so it isn't working yet. 
Stats: End +1, Spd +1 
Required Level: Level 50  

Dirty Boots 
Text: Maybe you get these boots cleaned before you wear them. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Cotton Tabi 
Text: Simple cotton tabi boots. 
Stats: End +1, Spd +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

1 Ton Boots 
Text: Weighted boots slow you down, but give you more experience as a reward. 
Stats: Spd -5 
Required Level: Level 50 

Woolen Shoes 
Text: Shoes made of knitted wool. 
Stats: End +2, Spd +5 
Required Level: Level 55 

Leather Moccasins 
Text: Moccasins made of thick tanned leather. 
Stats: End +4, Spd +8 
Required Level: Level 65  
  
2 Ton Boots 



Text: Weighted boots slow you down, but give you more experience as a reward. 
Stats: Spd -8 
Required Level: Level 71 

Clean Tabi
Text: Tabi boots so clean they shine. 
Stats: Pow +5, End +8, Spd +10 
Required Level: Level 75 

Wooden Geta 
Text: Sandals made of wood. 
Stats: End +6, Spd +15 
Required Level: Level 84 

Sneakers 
Text: These are sneakers... For Sneaking! 
Stats: End +5, Spd +25 
Required Level: Level 84 

10 Ton Boots 
Text: Weighted boots slow you down, but give you more experience as a reward. 
Stats: Spd -10 
Required Level: Level 91 

Stone Geta
Text: Sandals made of stone. 
Stats: End +10, Spd +17 
Required Level: Level 98 

Alligator Loafers 
Text: These are some expensive shoes. 
Stats: End +2, Spd +5 
Required Level: Level 100 

Spirit Geta 
Text: There is a mysterious supernatural aura around these sandals. 
Stats: Str +5, Pow +15, End -10, Spd +15 
Required Level: Level 102 
  
Bronze Plated Boots 
Text: Leather boots covered in bronze plates. 
Stats: End +10, Spd +18 
Required Level: Level 104 

Iron Greaves 
Text: Shin-guards made of iron. 
Stats: End +12, Spd +18 
Required Level: Level 110 

20 Ton Boots 
Text: Weighted boots slow you down, but give you more experience as a reward. 
Stats: Spd -25 
Required Level: Level 111 

Flippers 
Text: These flippers help you catch better fish. 
Stats: Spd +20 
Required Level: Level 113 

Clean Shoes 



Text: Shoes so clean they shine. 
Stats: Pow +16, End +15, Spd +20 
Required Level: Level 115 

Silver Boots 
Text: Boots made of silver. 
Stats: End +14, Spd +20 
Required Level: Level 122 

Silvery Boots 
Text: These boots look like Silver Boots, but the silver paint is scratching  
off. 
Stats: Str -10, Pow -1, End -1, Spd -1 
Required Level: Level 122 

Super Boots 
Text: These boots have magic that makes Super Saiyan last longer. 
Stats: End +18, Spd +20 
Required Level: Level 129 

100 Ton Boots 
Text: Weighted boots slow you down, but give you more experience as a reward. 
Stats: Spd -30 
Required Level: Level 131 

Gold Boots
Text: Boots made of gold. 
Stats: End +20, Spd +15 
Required Level: Level 126 

Shock Boots 
Text: You can detect power flowing through these high tech boots. 
Stats: Pow +15, End +12, Spd +20 
Required Level: Level 129 

Enhanced Hyper Boots 
Text: These are powerful high tech boots. 
Stats: Str +18, End +18, Spd +25 
Required Level: Level 142 

Kiloton Boots 
Text: Weighted boots slow you down, but give you more experience as a reward. 
Stats: Spd -25 
Required Level: Level 150 

Saiyan Boots 
Text: Boots like the Saiyans once wore. 
Stats: Spd +24 
Required Level: Level 151 

Clean Boots 
Text: Boots so clean they shine. 
Stats: Pow +20, End +20, Spd +25 
Required Level: Level 153 

Winged Sandals 
Text: These winged sandals will make you walk and run faster. 
Stats: End +5, Spd +40 
Required Level: Level 154 



Soccer Cleats 
Text: These soccer cleats pack quite a kick. 
Stats: End +12, Spd +30 
Required Level: Level 165 

Geromantium Tabi 
Text: Tabi boots made of Geromantium. 
Stats: End +25, Spd +28 
Required Level: Level 165 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

About accessories. Accessory Items are items such as belts or amulets, or even  
an item you might keep in your pocket. These items may have many effects, both  
useful and strange! 

Dirty Cape
Text: Maybe you should get this cape cleaned before you wear it. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Dirty Belt
Text: Maybe you should get this belt cleaned before you wear it. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Expensive Wristwatch 
Text: This is an extremely expensive wristwatch. 
Stats: Pow +1, End +1 
Required Level: Level 134 

White Belt
Text: This is a white karate belt. 
Stats: End +3 
Required Level: Level 50 

Rhinestone Sunglasses 
Text: These are some really tacky looking sunglasses. 
Stats: End +2 
Required Level: Level 50 

Primordial Twisty Straw 
Text: Drinks taste better when you use this ancient straw. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Majestic Chopsticks 
Text: Food tastes better when you use the chopsticks. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 50 

Wool Cap 
Text: A thick knitted wool cap. 
Stats: End +4 
Required Level: Level 54 

Lucky Charm 
Text: This charm gives you good luck. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 58 



Stone Men-po 
Text: An armored Samurai face mask made of stone. 
Stats: End +5 
Required Level: Level 59 

Quartz Amulet 
Text: This is an amulet made of quartz. 
Stats: Pow +2 
Required Level: Level 60 

Yellow Belt 
Text: This is a yellow karate belt. 
Stats: End +6 
Required Level: Level 66 

Topaz Amulet 
Text: This is an amulet made of topaz. 
Stats: Pow +5 
Required Level: Level 70 

Bandana 
Text: Only a really vicious criminal would wear something like this. 
Stats: Str +3, Pow +3, End +3 
Required Level: Level 70 

Red Belt 
Text: This is a red karate belt. 
Stats: End +9 
Required Level: Level 75 

Demon Mask
Text: This is a terrifying looking mask. 
Stats: Str +7, Pow -5, End +9 
Required Level: Level 75 

Monocle 
Text: Wearing this classy monocle gives you lots of charisma. 
Stats: Pow +1, End +4 
Required Level: Level 80 

Amethyst Amulet 
Text: This is an amulet made of amethyst. 
Stats: Pow +7 
Required Level: Level 80 

Hare's Foot 
Text: This item looks like a rabbit's foot... but it's not real. 
Stats: Str -10, Pow -1, End -1, Spd -1 
Required Level: Level 81 

Green Belt
Text: This is a green Karate belt. 
Stats: End +10 
Required Level: Level 82 

Snorkel 
Text: This snorkel helps you catch better fish. 
Stats: Str +8, End +10 
Required Level: Level 83 



Clean Cape
Text: A cape so clean it shines! 
Stats: Pow +8, End +11 
Required Level: Level 84 

Garlic Necklace 
Text: This protects against the undead. 
Stats: Str -15, Pow -10, End +25 
Required Level: Level 85 

Rabbit's Foot 
Text: This rabbit's foot gives you good luck. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 86 

Sapphire Amulet 
Text: This is an amulet made of sapphire. 
Stats: Pow +10 
Required Level: Level 86 

Skull Ring
Text: There's an evil aura around this ring... 
Stats: Pow +9, End +12 
Required Level: Level 87 

Pure Black Cape 
Text: How much more black could this cape be? The answer is none. 
Stats: End +13 
Required Level: Level 89 

Super Cape
Text: This cape has magic that makes Super Saiyan last longer. 
Stats: End +16 
Required Level: Level 93 

Talisman of Light 
Text: This talisman increases the amount of energy recharged when you use melee  
attacks. 
Stats: Str +9, Pow +10, End +12 
Required Level: Level 95 

Emerald Amulet 
Text: This is an amulet made of emerald. 
Stats: Pow +5 
Required Level: Level 95 

Doom Amulet 
Text: There's an evil aura around this amulet. 
Stats: Str +10, End +20 
Required Level: Level 85 

Polka-Dot Kazoo 
Text: This is a very silly Kazoo. 
Stats: - 
Required Level: Level 96 

Iron Kabuto 
Text: A traditional samurai helmet made of iron. 
Stats: End +20 
Required Level: Level 96 



Ox-King's Hat 
Text: This is the kind of viking hat that Ox-King is often seen wearing. 
Stats: Str +11, End +10 
Required Level: Level 96 

Evil Talisman 
Text: There is a terrible cost to this talisman's power. 
Stats: Str -10, Pow +18, End -15, Spd +5 
Required Level: Level 105 

Crystal Pendant 
Text: The crystals in this pendant increase the power of energy attacks. 
Stats: Pow +15, End +10 
Required Level: Level 112 

Blue Belt 
Text: This is a blue karate belt. 
Stats: End +15 
Required Level: Level 116 

Mercury's Cap 
Text: The legendary cap of Mercury. 
Stats: End +12, Spd +20 
Required Level: Level 122 

Four-Leaf Clover 
Text: This four-leaf clover gives you good luck. 
Stats: End +1 
Required Level: Level 126 

Vampire Cape 
Text: This cape causes HP to be recharged instead of energy when you use melee  
attacks. 
Stats: Pow +14, End +22 
Required Level: Level 128 

Crisis Ring 
Text: When you're about to die, this ring makes you stronger. 
Stats: Str +5, Pow +2, End +10 
Required Level: Level 132 

Brown Belt
Text: This is a brown karate belt. 
Stats: End +17 
Required Level: Level 134 

Ruby Amulet 
Text: This is an amulet made of ruby. 
Stats: Pow +16 
Required Level: Level 134 

Eldritch Cameo 
Text: This carving of unfathomable age is etched in a long forgotten ancient  
language. 
Stats: Str -10, Pow -10, Spd +30 
Required Level: Level 140 

Black Belt
Text: This is a black karate belt. 



Stats: End +25 
Required Level: Level 145 

Diamond Amulet 
Text: This is an amulet made of diamond. 
Stats: Pow +20 
Required Level: Level 145 

Clean Belt
Text: A belt so clean it shines! 
Stats: Pow +20, End +20 
Required Level: Level 150 

Geromantium Bandana 
Text: A bandana made from Geromantium. 
Stats: End +40 
Required Level: Level 153 

"Gokuu" Hat 
Text: If you wear this while you level up, you'll get a bonus! 
Stats: End +5 
Required Level: Level 100 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

=============================================================================== 
     5.8- Exhibits                                                       [A508] 
=============================================================================== 

You have to collect exhibits during this game. There are 15 Z-Fighter Exhibits  
and 25 Hercule Exhibits. You have to place the Z-Fighter Exhibits in the  
special room at the Capsule Corporation. The Hercule Exhibits belong in the  
Hercule Theme Cafe. 

Hercule Exhibit #1 
Go to the Thieves Den with Goku. Walk to the part where are all the houses are  
and use Instant Transmission to get on the roof of the house with the Hercule  
Exhibit on. 

Hercule Exhibit #2 
Go back to Fukurou Forest once you defeated Kid Buu. Open the gate and give a  
bandana to the ninja you encounter. He'll give you the Exhibit for it. You can  
a bandana at the airships. 

Hercule Exhibit #3 
You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be  
sure to pick up a second bandana. 

Hercule Exhibit #4 
You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be  
sure to pick up a third bandana. 

Hercule Exhibit #5 
You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be  
sure to pick up a fourth bandana. 

Hercule Exhibit #6 
You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be  
sure to pick up a fifth bandana. 

Hercule Exhibit #7 



You'll have to go to Fukurou Forest and give a bandana to the ninja. So, be  
sure to pick up a sixth bandana. 

Hercule Exhibit #8 
After beating Kid Buu in Chapter 11, you have to visit the Z-Mart in West City.  
You can buy this Hercule Exhibit there. 

Hercule Exhibit #9 
Give the 'Hercule-ade' Item to the person in the lighthouse. You can find the  
lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves Den. 

Hercule Exhibit #10 
Give the 'Root Beer' Item to the person in the lighthouse. You can find the  
lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves Den. 

Hercule Exhibit #11 
Go to Kyodai Pyramid and open the Treasure Chests in the areas where you can  
find the Doctor's men. 

Hercule Exhibit #12 
You'll have to destroy a rock in the caves behind Nataday Village. Go south and  
pick up the exhibit. 

Hercule Exhibit #13 
You can find this exhibit inside Hercule's house. He must have found it. It is  
in a treasure chest next to his widescreen television. His house is located to  
the left of the Hercule Cafe in Hercule City. It is Hercule the Movie. 

Hercule Exhibit #14 
Give the 'Elixir' Item to the person in the lighthouse. You can find the  
lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves Den. 

Hercule Exhibit #15 
Go down from your house in East District 439, walk over the bridge, and go to  
the left. Go down and take the next way to the left. The Exhibit is hidden  
behind a tree with fruit on it. 

Hercule Exhibit #16 
Visit the big airship above the biggest landmass after beating Kid Buu. Defeat  
the colossal monsters on this airship and pick it up. 

Hercule Exhibit #17 
Give the 'Super Elixir' Item to the person in the lighthouse. You can find the  
lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves Den. 

Hercule Exhibit #18 
Give the 'Turkey' Item to the person in the lighthouse. You can find the  
lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves Den. 

Hercule Exhibit #19 
Enter the Orange Star High School and use the door in the north of the  
building. You'll arrive at the running track. Talk to the person present and  
run three laps in sixteen seconds. If you have a fast Super Saiyan, this might  
be easier by walking. 

Hercule Exhibit #20 
Give the 'Dino Tail' Item to the person in the lighthouse. You can find the  
lighthouse in the east part of the Thieves Den. 

Hercule Exhibit #21 



Go to West City and go to the north. Go to the east once you arrive at the top  
and talk to the guy next to the dumpster and give him a steak. 

Hercule Exhibit #22 
Go to the North-West part of West City and use Instant Transmission to reach  
the Hercule Exhibit. 

Hercule Exhibit #23 
There is a Hercule Exhibit in Fukurou Forest too. Take the first right and go  
up the stairs, you should find it in that area. 

Hercule Exhibit #24 
Go to the Gift Shop on Papaya Island and buy the Exhibit for 25,000 Zenie.  
You'll have to save up a lot of money. 

Hercule Exhibit #25 
Go to the Gift Shop on Papaya Island and buy the Exhibit for 50,000 Zenie.  
You'll have to save up a lot of money. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #1 
Go to Babidi's ship in Southwest Forest. Go to the northeast of the area and  
use Instant Transmission to reach the Exhibit. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #2 
Destroy the rocks in Diablo Desert. It is hidden underneath one of them. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #3 
You can find this exhibit in Gohan and Goten's room from the start of Chapter  
2. It is in Goten's Toy chest. The Exhibit contains Gohan's training Sword from  
his training with Piccolo. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #4 
Go to Gohan's Level 140 door in East District 439. It is in the east of the  
area. Destroy the rocks and go north, enter Grandpa Gohan's House. Take the key  
and return to the rocky area, destroy the rocks and go to the east. Open the  
Treasure Chest. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #5 
Talk to the Ox-King after beating Kid Buu. You can find him in Goku's house in  
East District 439. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #6 
Go to the Grand Kai's Planet by using the Instant Transmission Circles and go  
to the right. Enter the cave and talk to Bubbles, the monkey. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #7 
You can find this exhibit in Capsule Corporation. Take the door to the left  
when you're in the hall of the Capsule Corporation Building. There is a regular  
scientist present there. Talk to him and he'll give you the Ginyu Capsule. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #8 
Travel to the Other World by using the Instant Transmission Circle at Kami's  
and go to King Yenma's office. Talk to Baba. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #9 
Travel to Kami's Lookout and punch the trees that Mr. Popo has to water. The  
exhibit will drop out one of them. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #10 
You'll get this one while completing the quest to get all seven Dragon Balls.  



You can find it after defeating Broly in the quest for the Four Star. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #11 
Go to Diablo Desert with Gohan and break his character gate. Switch to Trunks  
and break the next character gate. Defeat the enemies and receive the Exhibit. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #12 
Go to Yajirobe in Korin's Place and walk counter clockwise around him three  
times. The item will appear at the start of Southwest Forest. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #13 
Catch some Red Snappers near the Lighthouse and switch to Goku. Give it to  
Korin. You might need to train multiple times. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #14 
Talk to the Grand Kai after defeating Kid Buu. 

Z Fighter Exhibit #15 
Go to Pilaf's Castle with Goten and break his character gate. Walk to the place  
where the Dragon Ball was located and defeat the enemy in the room. 

=============================================================================== 
     5.9- Game Script                                                    [A509] 
=============================================================================== 

Every line of text that is said will be placed here as I progress. If a random 
type of person like a Human or a Scientist says thing, it will all be placed 
with one person of that kind. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Previously in Dragon Ball Z: Legacy of Goku 2. Goku's son, Gohan was able to  
tap into his deepest powers and finally destroy the monstrous Cell. Finally,  
after years of turmoil caused by Dr. Gero's Androids, the Earth was brought  
back to normal... Except for one thing... Goku, who was killed in a desperate  
attempt to defeat Cell, could not be revived by the powers of the Earth's  
Dragon... 

And despite a clever plan to bring him back to life, Goku decided it'd be safer  
for the Earth if he didn't return... And so, friends and family were forced to  
say goodbye to the Saiyan they loved... Despite this terrible loss, the world  
was finally at peace... Or was it? 

Somewhere on planet Earth, something ancient and horrible was sleeping... a  
terror beyond imagination! And the forces of evil were preparing to awaken it  
from its premeval imprisonment. 

                           Dragon Ball Z: Buu's Fury 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 1: The Other World 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Meanwhile, millions of light years above, along the winding track of Snake Way,  
Goku was adjusting well to the life in the Other World... 

******************************************************************************* 
SNAKE WAY 
******************************************************************************* 



Goku- I forgot how long Snake Way was! Listen, King Kai, can't you run any  
faster? We're not making very good time! 

king Kai- How many times can I say this? We can't make bad time here because in  
this world time never runs out! 

Goku- But I still can't wait to see this master of the Other World you told me  
about! Talk about the ultimate fighting challenge! 

King Kai- I have to tell you, Goku... You had better not think lightly of him  
or you're gonna be in trouble... Maybe if I explain... You know I'm King Kai,  
and I watch over the Earth, and your part of Space, but the universe is divided  
into four quadrants. There's the north, south, east, and west quadrants, each  
with their own King Kai. But further above us is the Grand Kai. He rules over  
the Kais themselves. 

Goku- And he is also a martial arts master with a planet full of fighters!  
Which is why we have to get there right away! Say... How do we get to the Grand  
Kai's planet anyway? 

King Kai- You have to take plane. It is called "The Higher Plane" and it is  
docked next to King Yenma's Castle at the end of Snake Way. 

Goku- Thanks, King Kai. I don't want to be late so I'm going to run ahead! See  
you there!

Journal Entry- Go to King Yenma's Castle. 

Goku- It will take me too long to cross Snake Way if I just walk! Make Goku run  
by double tapping the +Control Pad. 

******************************************************************************* 
YENMA'S OFFICE 
******************************************************************************* 

Assistant- Welcome to King Yenma's Castle. - You're going to want to talk to  
King Yenma. - I've been working all morning without a break. - I'm getting too  
old for this... - Sir, you can't go this way. 

Cloud- I'm going to Heaven! Oh, yes! It is gonna be awesome! So awesome! I know  
it! Yeah! - Where are we? - Am I... dead? - This place is really weird... - I  
wonder if they have television here. I can't miss my soaps. - Do you think my  
grandmother will be here? - I know they say you can't take it with you... But  
they could have at least let me take my capsule motorcycle. 

Yenma- Can I have the next soul please? 

Goku- Hey, King Yenma! How's it going? 

Yenma- Well, what do we have here? Our old friend Goku... Dead again already? 

King Kai- Goku! Wait up!!! Am I going to have to put a leash on you? 

Yenma- King Kai? How in the world did you die? 

King Kai- Well... It is a long story... You see... 

Goku- No time for long stories! We have to get going. Nice seeing you again,  
King Yenma. Say, where is the Higher Plane? 



Yenma- It is the door to your left. Are you sure you don't want a cup of tea? 

Assistant- Sir, you can't go this way! I'm afraid you're going to have to wait  
in line like... Wait a second! You still have your body. I haven't worked here  
long and you're the first person I've seen who has kept their body. - Please,  
go ahead! This is the plane to Heaven. The higher plane is on the other dock. 

King Kai- This is it, Goku! The plane that will take us to the Grand Kai's  
Planet. 

Goku- How come we get stuck with this clunker of a plane? I really wanted to  
ride the big, fancy one. 

******************************************************************************* 
GRAND KAI'S MANSION 
******************************************************************************* 

King Kai- This is it, Goku! The Grand Kai's Planet! 

Goku- Really? It doesn't look like much... 

King Kai- Watch your mouth! 

Goku- Oh... Sorry... I guess it is more impressive than your planet. Especially  
since your planet was blown up when Cell exploded! 

King Kai- Goku! Don't remind me. You're a very rude man! 

Goku- So where is this Grand Kai? I want to see him fight! 

King Kai- To tell you the truth, Goku, in all these years, not even I have had  
the privilege of seeing the Grand Kai fight. But it is said that no words can  
describe his fighting style. 

Goku- Wow... So when do we meet him? 

King Kai- You'll meet him when he is ready to meet you. It is not something to  
be taken lightly! So why don't you go introduce yourself to some of the other  
fighters. Maybe you'll learn something. Oh, one more thing... Do you see that  
circle on the ground? It is called a Save Circle. Stand on it and press the A  
Button to save your game. - Goku! Don't go into the Grand Kai's house without  
permission! Have you no respect? - Oh! This is the one I wanted! Mint  
condition! I should have known he had one! Look at her. Whoa! Classic chrome  
detail! Real leather interior! Check out those fins! It is cool! 

******************************************************************************* 
GRAND KAI'S PLANET 
******************************************************************************* 

Olibu- Greetings, King Kai! It is good to see you! 

King Kai- Hey, Olibu! I'd like you to meet Goku! He is new here. 

Goku- Hey, Olibu! 

King Kai- Olibu is from Earth, just like you, Goku! Most of your heroic legends  
are based off of this guy. He is working on his 10,000 years of training, and  
as soon as he is done he'll be able to train with the Grand Kai himself! 

Goku- 10,000 years??? Does everyone have to train that long before the get to  



train with the Grand Kai? 

King Kai- Well, yeah. You have to show that you're perfectly qualified or else  
you'd just be wasting the Grand Kai's time! 

Goku- I guess. 

King Kai- You should talk to the fighters here, Goku. They might be able to  
teach you a thing or two. 

Journal Entry- Train with Other World Fighters. 

Random Fighter- Hey, you know how to block, right? Yes. Never mind then. No.  
Really? You're going to get your butt handed to you on a platter if you don't  
block. It is easy. Press the R Button and hold it down to block! But be  
careful, because even if you're blocking you can still get hurt. 

Random Fighter 2- Hey! You're new around here, aren't you? Want some fighting  
tips? Yes. If you want to really kick butt, you have to use everything at your  
disposal to win. Sure, punching and kicking with the A Button is cool and all,  
but all the really good fighters use the B Button to do their special  
techniques. No. That is too bad. It is a good secret. 

Random Fighter 3- I just finished doing five million push-ups. You can really  
get a good workout in a place where time has no meaning. 

Random Fighter 4- Do you want to know how to be invincible? Yes. I have a  
technique that makes me totally invincible. It is called Energy Blocking. Hold  
down the R Button to block, and then hold down the B Button. You'll be  
surrounded by glowing energy and nothing can hurt you! Of course, it eats up  
your energy really quickly, and you can't do anything else while you're doing  
it. Every time I use it in a fight, I run out of energy and get totally  
whupped! I guess you really can't call that invincible, can you? But it might  
be handy if you're in a pinch. No. If you ever change your mind, talk to me. 

Random Fighter 4- Awwww, yeah. I'm the bomb. No one can beat me! Want to know  
how I do it? Yes. I keep an eye on my energy and health meters. Do you see them  
in the upper left hand corner? The red bar is your health meter. The green bar  
is your energy meter. The blue bar shows how much experience you have until you  
get to the next level. Knowing these things is as important as knowing how to  
punch. Fighting isn't all about brute strength; you need to be smart too. No.  
That is too bad. 

Random Fighter 4- All the best fighters train using weighted clothing! You  
should check out those chests over there and then come back and talk to me. 

 You found the 1 Ton Armbands! 
 You found the 1 Ton Boots! 

Random Fighter 4- Hey! Do you know how to equip things? Yes. Let me know if you  
want to find out more. No. To equip an item, press START. Press the R Button to  
cycle through the menu options until you get to the Equip menu. From the Equip  
Menu you can select from four different types of equipment. You can choose to  
equip one of each type, and change them whenever you like. About Body Items.  
Body items are items that you can wear, such as shirts, gis, and different  
types of armors. These types of items usually protect your body and increase  
your endurance, but might also have different effects. About Hand Items. Hand  
items can be equipped to your hand or sometimes your wrist. These items might  
include knuckles, which increase your attack strength, or weighted wrist bands  
that increase the amount of experience you gain in battle. More. About Feet  



Items. Feet items are items such as shoes, boots, and sandals. These types of  
items usually affect your speed but might also have different effects. About  
accessories. Accessory Items are items such as belts or amulets, or even an  
item you might keep in your pocket. These items may have many effects, both  
useful and strange! Thanks for the tips. No problem. Any time you have any  
questions about equipping, let me know. 

Random Fighter 5- What is with all these guys? They keep talking about the A  
button and health meters. It is like they think we're in a video game or  
something.

Random Fighter 6- I know a way to get items for free. Interested? Yes. When you  
defeat an enemy, sometimes they will drop items and Zenie coins on the ground.  
To pick up the items, you have to walk up next to the item and press the A  
Button, but you can pick up the coins just by walking over them. No. Fine, that  
leaves more for me then. 

Olibu- Hey, Goku, up ahead is the Battlefield Royale! It is a gruelling maze  
full of strong fighters. It is an incredible fighting challenge.  

Goku- Incredible fighting challenge? I'm so there! 

Olibu- I admire your enthusiasm. However, many of these fighters have been  
training for hundreds, even thousands of years. Are you sure you're ready? Yes.  
Good luck, Goku. No. Be sure to talk to all the fighters around here. You might  
learn a thing or two. 

Regular Fighter 1- You're going down rookie! 

Regular Fighter 2- Look at what we have here, boys? A newbie! 

Regular Fighter 3- You've made it this far? Must be beginners luck! 

Olibu- Most impressive! 

Goku- Olibu? How did you get here? 

Olibu- I took a shortcut! Now are you ready for a real fight? Okay! Okay! You  
win! I give up! Say... I have an idea. Follow me! 

This is a character gate. The number is the level your character needs to be to  
pass the barrier. The color of the number is a clue to who is allowed to pass  
through the barrier! Walk up to the gate and press the A Button to open it. 

******************************************************************************* 
CAVE OF THE ANCIENTS  
******************************************************************************* 

Olibu- This is the Cave of the Ancients. It is said there is an ancient  
artifact hidden inside. However, no one has ever been able to get to it! Great  
job on blowing the door open; but if I'm not mistaken, this wall is made of  
Katchin. It is the strongest metal in the universe. Sure your Kamehameha Wave  
is strong, but I don't think it could bust through that wall! 

Goku: Hold on... I have an idea! What if I use my Instant Transmission  
technique?

To do the Instant Transmission, press the L Button and switch to the Instant  
Transmission Icon. Hold down the B Button and use the +Control Pad to select  
your target. This attack will allow you to teleport and attack an enemy. It can  



also be used to get items that are hidden behind walls or press hidden  
switches. You found the Cotton Gi! 

Olibu- Amazing, Goku! I once met a Yardrat who used that technique... You're  
full of surprises! And this is only your first day here. I can't wait to see  
what the future brings. 

******************************************************************************* 
GRAND KAI'S MANSION 
******************************************************************************* 

West Kai- Pikkon is the better fighter! 

King Kai- Goku is the better fighter! 

West Kai- Pikkon! 

King Kai- Goku! 

West Kai- PIKKON! 

King Kai- GOKU! 

Goku- Whoa! Look at all the Kais! Hey King Kai, why did you shout my name? 

King Kai- I'm having an argument with West Kai. He says his fighter Pikkon is  
the best fighter in the universe. 

West Kai- As you must know, Pikkon is the prize fighter of the West Quadrant!  
In fact, just the other day, the Grand Kai himself called for him to stop an  
uprising in H.F.I.L. 

Goku- The Home for Infinite Losers. I've been there before when I fell off of  
Snake Way!

West Kai- King Yenma sent some evil guy down there named Cell and he met some  
guy named Frieza and they took over the whole place! 

King Kai- Cell and Frieza! 

West Kai- Pikkon was able to take care of both of them no problem! I bet this  
Goku couldn't do that. 

Goku- Well, Frieza was no problem... But Cell-- 

Goku- Never mind that! Goku is a righteous fighter who's saved his side of the  
galaxy many times! He is an incredibly strong guy! 

South Kai- Listen guys, a reunion is no time for an argument! This is the first  
time all four Kais have been together in three hundred years. 

West Kai- He is right, you know. Instead of arguing, we should prove which one  
of us is the best with a martial arts tournament. 

Grand Kai- Did I hear someone say tournament? 

King Kai- Grand Kai! 

Grand Kai- I think a tournament is a radical idea. And to make things exciting,  
I'll throw in a free private lesson for whoever brings home the gold! 



West Kai- You mean the winner of the tournament gets a free lesson from you? 

Goku- That sure beats training for ten thousand years. 

Grand Kai- The tournament will be held in my house. I'll see everyone there. 

Journal Entry: Go to the Other World Tournament in the Grand Kai's house. 

******************************************************************************* 
OTHER WORLD STADIUM 
******************************************************************************* 

And so the tournament began. First to fight were Olibu and Chapuchai with Olibu  
winning the first match. Many awesome fighters battled in the ring. Caterpy!  
Froug and Maraikoh. Arqua! But in the end it all came down to Goku and Pikkon.  
Who will win? 

Presentator- This is it, folks! Here we are at the final match up of the  
tournament. Competing from the West Quadrant of the galaxy... Pikkon. And  
competing from the North Quadrant... the rookie wonder Goku! May the best life  
form win! 

Goku- You're holding out on me, aren't you, Pikkon? This isn't your full  
strength is it? 

Pikkon- You're right, Goku! 

Goku- Impressive, but I've been holding back too! 

To go Super Saiyan press the L Button and switch to the Super Saiyan icon.  
Press the B Button to activate Super Saiyan mode. Super Saiyan is a temporary  
power up which gives you extra speed and power! 

Presentator- Pikkon has landed outside of the ring! And that means Goku is the  
winner and champion of the Other World Tournament. 

Pikkon- You truly are a great fighter, Goku. I'll keep training and I'll beat  
you at the very next chance. 

Goku- Thanks for a great fight, Pikkon. 

Grand Kai- Minor problem... Both Goku and Pikkon violated the rules of the  
tournament, and therefore both fighters have been disqualified. 

Goku- Huh?

Grand Kai- That's right. Goku, do you admit that you and Pikkon touched the  
ceiling of the stadium during the fight? 

Goku- The ceiling? Oh... Yeah... We did! 

Grand Kai- Well according to Article 3, Section 9, paragraph 1351 of the  
official rule book, the stadium ceiling is the same as the stadium floor,  
because if you stand on your head, the floor is the ceiling and the ceiling is  
the floor! it is ring-out! But, your fight rocked! So as a bonus I'll allow  
both you and Pikkon to take my private lessons in two to three hundred years! 

Goku- Two hundred years? Great. I'll be there. 



Grand Kai- (That'll give me just enough time to whip back into shape! I've been  
too much of a couch potato to keep up with those boys now!) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 2: The Great Saiyaman 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
GOKU'S HOUSE 
******************************************************************************* 

Years later, on Earth, Goku's son, Gohan, the boy who saved the world against  
Cell has become a teenager. With no more tips across the galaxy or lethal  
androids to fight, Gohan has at last been free to do his studies like his  
mother always wanted. And now, Gohan has decided to enroll in high school with  
other students, ready to try his luck at normal life... 

Chi Chi- Gohan, are you ready for school yet? 

Goten- I'm helping Mom! Then I can go out and play in the woods. 

 You found a Z-Fighter Exhibit! 

******************************************************************************* 
EAST DISTRICT 439  
******************************************************************************* 

Chi Chi- Gohan! Wait a second! You want your lunch, don't you? 

 You receive a Rice Ball! 
 You receive Milk! 

Food items, like the Rice Ball, can be used to refill your health. Drink items,  
kike Milk, can be used to refill your energy. You can use these items in your  
Inventory which can be accessed by pressing START. 

Chi Chi- I swear... You're just like your dad. Always jumping the gun. 

Gohan- Thanks, Mom. Goodbye! 

Chi Chi- Remember to listen to your teachers carefully! 

Gohan- I will! ...Nimbus!!!! 

Chi Chi- Have a wonderful first day, Gohan! 

******************************************************************************* 
HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Gohan- Thanks for the lift, Nimbus! See you later! So this is Hercule City. I  
can't believe that they named a city after that guy... Everyone thinks that he  
is the guy who beat Cell. If only they knew. 

Journal Entry: Go to your class at Orange Star High School. 

Z-Mart Owner- Welcome to the Hercule City Z-Mart! How can I help you? Thank  
you, come again! 

Z-Mart Visitor- Different stores sell different items. It gets kind of annoying  



sometimes.

Town Folks- The crime rate in this city has been increasing over the years! It  
isn't safe anymore! They just opened up this new Z-Mart! They have one in every  
town now. The days of the old mom and pop general stores are over! 

Criminal- Alright! Nobody try and be a hero! You just try to stop us! 

Gohan- Crooks! I have to stop them... But I don't want anyone to know about my  
powers. If I turn Super Saiyan, no one will recognize me! 

Town Folks- Where'd he go? That was amazing! What was that guy? Was he human? I  
wish I had a camera. 

Videl- Hey, you... Did you see what happened here? 

Gohan- I wasn't looking. Did something happen? 

Videl- I can't believe I missed it. I should have stopped these robbers. 

Town Folks- Hey, Videl! I was wondering when you'd show up! Wasn't that Gold  
Fighter incredible? 

Videl- Gold Fighter? What do you mean? 

Town Folks- You mean you didn't see him? He was some sort of crazy superhuman!  
He beat all the bad guys like it was no sweat! I figured he was one of your  
schoolmates because he was wearing a badge from your school. 

Videl- Oh, really... Well then, if he goes to my school, I'll find him! 

Town Folks- Hercule Cafe is so cool! I'm so glad they opened one here. Hey, the  
circus is in town! I haven't been to a circus since I was a little kid. I've  
always wanted to go to a World Tournament. There's something about guys beating  
the tar out of each other that I really enjoy. 

Hercule Cafe Owner- I'm sorry, the Hercule Cafe is closed. The cargo plane that  
was supposed to deliver the Hercule Exhibits to the cafe has lost all the  
exhibits! We can't open a theme restaurant without a theme!!! If you find any  
of the missing items, please bring them to me! 

Kid- Hey, Mom! Can we go to the circus? 

Mom- Maybe if you stop running back and forth like that... 

Kid- Tag! You're it. Hey! No fair! You cheated! 

******************************************************************************* 
ORANGE STAR HIGH SCHOOL 
******************************************************************************* 

Professor- Good morning, my young scholars... Today we are being graced with a  
new class member who actually knows how to read... That is your cue, my boy! 

Gohan- Hi! My name's Gohan! Nice to meet you! 

Professor- Gohan here made perfect scores on all his entry exams. English.  
Math. Chemistry. Many of you could learn from his example. 

Erasa- Hi, Gohan! My name is Erasa! This is my friend, Videl. You'll never  



believe who her father is! 

Gohan- Oh?

Erasa- Yeah! She's Hercule's daughter. 

Gohan- Hercule? Must be neat being all celebrity's daughter and all! 

Videl- Wait a second... It's you! 

Gohan- Huh? 

Videl- You're the guy who I saw outside the bank this morning. 

Gohan- Oh yeah. 

Erasa- So you saw the Gold Fighter then? 

Gohan- The... Gold... Fighter? 

Erasa- You're really out of the loop aren't you, Gohan? He's a crime fighter  
with super strength and magic powers! They say he looks like a teenage boy with  
golden hair! 

Gohan- (Uh, oh... They've already made a legend out of me!) 

Videl- I just remembered something... I heard that the Gold Fighter was wearing  
a black vest and red pants. Does that sound familiar? 

Erasa- Whoa! That's funny. Gohan and the Gold Fighter dress alike! 

Gohan- Yeah... That is funny... 

Sharpner- He's not the Gold Fighter if that's what you're thinking. Who's ever  
heard of a little book nerd secretely being a super hero?  

Erasa- Don't listen to him, Gohan. I bet you could be a super hero if you  
wanted. 

Videl- Even if it were possible, Gohan's hair isn't golden... Of course, there  
were those fighters in the Cell Game videos... They turned their hair gold. 

Sharpner- Your dad said that was a cheap trick. 

Videl- I guess you're right. 

[fade-out]

Professor- ...and that's why you should never, ever put a capsule inside  
another capsule. Alright, that will be all for today, class. There will be a  
test on today's lecture on Friday. 

Erasa- Are you sure you aren't the Gold Fighter, Gohan? It would be so cool to  
know a super hero! 

Sharpner- Are you into sports, Gohan? Have you ever thought about joining the  
track team? 

Classmate- Have you heard about the Gold Fighter? They say that he goes to  
school here. I can't believe he's giving us a test on Friday. I just got the  



new video game, Adventures of Hercule 2; but instead of playing it, I gotta  
study. I found today's lecture to be fascinating. Brief's theory of quantum  
molecularization is amazing. Don't you think? 

Gohan- This isn't good. That was too much of a close call. What will people  
think of me if they know I have super powers? I need a disguise... Hey, I know!  
Maybe Bulma could help me! 

Journal Entry: Fly to West City and talk to Bulma. 

Use a World Map Circle to fly onto the World Map! Use the World Map to fly from  
area to area. Use the B Button to fly upwards and the A Button to descend and  
land. A star will appear on the mini-map to designate key areas. Other areas  
you will have to find on your own by exploring. 

******************************************************************************* 
WEST CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

West City Folk- I used to not believe in ghosts. But then I saw one out in the 
woods. Now I believe. One time I saw a UFO, but no one believed that either. 

Z-Mart Owner- Welcome to the West City Z-Mart! How can I help you? Thank you,  
come again! 

West City Folk- Air Bandits are making air travel more and more dangerous. I  
traded in my air car for a regular car with wheels. Sure, there are bandits on 
the ground too, but the ones in the air are especially vicious! 

West City Folk- Have you heard the new Silver Spider Album? They were really  
popular twenty years ago, but now they're making a comeback. 

Police Men- Ever since the incident with the Warlord, the mayor has stepped up 
to the police presence on the streets. As you can see, the streets are much 
safer now. - Nothing to see here citizen. Move along. 

West City Folks- Hey, bud! Want to buy a Lazarus Crystal? You can have it for 
5500 Zenie. Take it or Leave it. No. You're passing up a great deal! 

West City Folks- I could really go for a thick, juicy T-Bone steak right now. 
I'm so hungry... 

Police Men- Being a cop is boring in West City. Nothing ever happens anymore... 
I wish I lived in Hercule City. That's where the action is. 

Kid- I wish I could go to the park but my mom won't allow  me to cross the  
street. 

******************************************************************************* 
CAPSULE CORPORATION 
******************************************************************************* 

Mrs. Brief- Isn't it just a beautiful day out today, Gohan? Mrs. Brief gives 
you a cookie. 

Scientist- I didn't do it for the money or the fame... I did it all for the  
science! 

Receptionist- Welcome to Capsule Corporation! How can I help you? Tell me about 
The Supply Room. To find the Supply Room, walk North through the Atrium. Follow 



the path right at the fountain. About the Computer Room. To find the Computer 
Room, simply go through the door to the West of here. Use the computer room to 
access data collected with your scouter. More. About the Z-Fighter Museum. To  
find the Z-Fighter Museum, simply go through the door to the East of here. It's 
a museum dedicated to the Z-Fighters! About the Gravity Chamber. To find the 
Gravity Chamber, walk North through the Atrium. Follow the path left at the 
fountain path. Bulma Brief's husband often trains in that chamber. Please let 
me know if you have any more questions. 

Museum Curator- I'm sorry, the Z-Fighter Museum is closed. The Cargo plane that 
was supposed to deliver the Z-Fighter exhibits to the museum has lost all the 
exhibits! If you find any of the missing items, please bring them to me! Did  
you find any of the exhibits? Oh, thank you! There are .. exhibits still  
missing. 

Scientist- Why do we have to wear these ridiculous ties? 

Mr. Brief- Make yourself at home! You're always welcome here at Capsule 
Corporation! 

Scientist- I've been studying this strange object ever since I found in the 
desert ten years ago. But I think I've discovered everything I'm going to  
discover about it. Maybe it will be useful to you? 

Scientist- You can ask the computer anything you want, just as long as you 
don't ask it "why?" That makes the computer explode. 

******************************************************************************* 
BULMA'S HOUSE 
******************************************************************************* 

Bulma- So basically you don't want anyone to recognize you right? 

Gohan- Yeah. I'm just scared my new friends will think I'm weird if they see me 
fighting criminals. Do you think you can help me? 

Bulma- I think I have an idea... All I need you to do is go down to the Supply 
Room and get me a number 2402 Capsule. Did you get the Capsule? Thanks! You 
know, Gohan, you don't have to fight the bad guys, but I guess playing super 
hero is too much in your blood... So I'll just make you a disguise! 

Gohan- Do you really think you can do it? 

Bulma- Gohan, you're talking to a girl who designs and buils space capsules for 
a living! I don't think a little crime fighter costume is going to be hard. 

Gohan- You're the best, Bulma!  This is gonna make school so much easier! 

Bulma- Here you go, Gohan! 

Gohan receives the Great Saiyaman Watch! 

Gohan- So... I just press this button... This is terrific, Bulma! When they see 
this they'll forget all about the Gold Fighter! It'll give this city something 
to talk about! 

Journal Entry: Use your new disguise to fight crime in Hercule City! 

Bulma: Say, Gohan... Before you go... Do you remember how to use your scouter? 
Yes. Great! I'll see you later then. 



******************************************************************************* 
HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Criminal- Stick 'em up! 

Women- Take my purse-- just don't hurt me! 

Gohan- That woman is getting mugged! I better do something! 

Great Saiyaman- Stop, criminal! 

Criminal- Who are you? 

Great Saiyaman- I am the Guardian of the City! I am the one and only Great 
Saiyaman. 

Criminal- "Great Saiyaman?" 

Great Saiyaman- Yes! The Great Saiyaman! 

Criminal- Hahahaha! I don't know what's funnier, your name or your outfit! What 
is with those antennas on your head? Do you get the Titans game on that thing? 

Great Saiyaman- Hey, stop laughing! I put a lot of thought into this... I  
mean... You won't be laughing when I put you in jail, evil-doer! 

Gohan- (Oh wow, I'm going to be late for class! I gotta run!) 

******************************************************************************* 
ORANGE STAR HIGHSCHOOL 
******************************************************************************* 

Student- So did you hear about the new super hero? They say this is someone 
different than the Gold Fighter. 

Female Student- Yeah, I heard. They sas he's kinda funny looking, but he's 
super strong! His name is the Great Soy Man or something like that. 

Gohan- SAIYAMAN! HE'S CALLED THE GREAT SAIYAMAN! 

Female Student- Well, excuse me! How do you know that anyway? 

Gohan- Ummm... Someone I know saw him and they told me! 

Videl- Videl, here. Go ahead. The Red Shark Gang has kidnapped the Mayor? Stay 
calm! I'm on my way! May I be excused professor? Thanks! 

Gohan- What's wrong with Videl? Is she sick? 

Erasa- No silly. She's going out to fight criminals! 

Gohan- What? All by herself? 

Erasa- Of course! I mean she is the daughter of Hercule, you know! She's always 
going out and fighting criminals. 

Gohan- But that's not safe! 



Sharpner- There's no reason to worry, Gohan. Videl can lift even more weights 
than I can! She's been training her whole life and some say she's even as 
strong as her father now! 

Gohan- I'm more worried that she's as weak as her father! 

Professor- Hey! Come back! Wow... He must have really needed the bathroom. 

Journal Entry: Help Videl defeat the Red Shark Gang and save the Mayor! 

******************************************************************************* 
HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Thug- Alright, clowns! Listen up good! You get Hercule out here or I'm gonna 
pop the mayor. You got that? 

Mayot- Why do you want Hercule? 

Thug- Because I want to fight him! 

Mayor- He'll wipe the floor with you. 

Mayor- You really know how to push my buttons, don't you? I want to prove 
everyone that Hercule is a fraud. He's a wimp. And when you all find out your 
big hero is a weakling, I'll be the hero! 

Videl- Not if have anything to do with it! 

Thug- Well, well, well... If it isn't Hercule's daughter, Videl. I asked for 
your father. What kind of hero would send his little girl to fight for him? 

Videl- Listen, my father didn't send me here! I'm just here to clean up the 
trash! 

Thug- Who the heck are you? 

Great Saiyaman- I am the guardian of the City! The one and only! Great 
Saiyaman! (oh, yeah! That was perfect!) 

Videl- Huh? (What a weirdo... Is this the hero they've been talking about?) 

Thug- What is this? I ask for Hercule and I get a little princess and some guy 
with a bucket on his head. Men! Take care of these punks! 

Videl- Who are you? 

Great Saiyaman- I am... Saiyaman! 

Videl- No. I mean who are you really, under that helmet? 

Gohan- Uh... I gotta go... See ya later, Videl! 

Videl- (How does he know my name? And who is this guy? Saiyaman, I'm going to 
find out who you really are!) 

******************************************************************************* 
MUSAKA CIRCUS 
******************************************************************************* 



Musaka- That's right, folks! The circus is in town! Step right up, folks! Come 
see the baby pterodactyl that's winning the hearts of people everywhere! Come 
see Rocko! The most adorable spectactle on Earth! 

Gohan- Rocko? That pterodactyl isn't named Rocko! I know him. His name is 
Chobi. I bet his parents are wondering where he is! 

Town Folks- Awww. How cute! He is adorable! 

Gohan- Hey! Excuse me, sir! I'm a bit concerned about the well being of that 
dinosaur... 

Musaka- That is great! Now buzz off. 

Gohan- Look! I know you kidnapped that little guy! Let him go! 

Musaka- You gotta be kidding me! It's an animal! It's not kidnapping! But... 
Maybe you're right. Maybe all circus owners are guilty of kidnapping. Hahaha! 

Gohan- It's not funny. That dinosaur has a mother and a father. You can't just 
take him like this! 

Musaka: Please! That's just a bunch of sentimental rubbish. Where do you think 
circuses get their animals from? 

Gohan- This sounds like a job for Saiyaman! 

Journal Entry: Save Chobi from the circus. 

Great Saiyaman- I hope this is the right thing to do... What am I thinking? Of 
course, it is! Chobi has the right to be with his parents just like any other 
kid. Oh, no! Speaking of Chobi's parents, they're going to be boiling mad! If 
they come to the city looking for him, we could have a real disaster on our 
hands! 

Musaka- Stop that man! 

******************************************************************************* 
HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Videl- Well, well! Look who it is! It didn't take very long for you to show 
your true colors, did it, Mr. Saiyaman. You should be ashamed! 

Great Saiyaman- It's not what it seems! You're not going to have to believe me, 
Miss Videl! If I don't return this guy to his rightful home, the people of this 
city are going to be in grave danger! And that's the truth! 

Videl- What do you know about truth? You're just a common thief! Now give that 
dinosaur back or else I'll have to take him back by force, Mister Saiyaman! 

Great Saiyaman- If we don't return that baby to its father and mother, they're 
going to come looking for him, and it's not going to be pretty! You have to 
believe me! You know that I'm a law abiding citizen! But this is a special 
case! I swear! 

Videl- So you obey the law when it's convenient; and when you want to break it,  
you break it, you call it a special case? And you call yourself a hero... You   

know, to be honest, I've wanted to kick your butt ever since I met 



you! 

[Videl moves to the Great Saiyaman] 

Chobi- SQUAWK! 

Videl- What's he doing? 

Great Saiyaman- He's calling his parents! 

[His parents come flying over Hercule City] 

Videl- My gosh! They're huge! 

Great Saiyaman- They're Chobi's parents. Go home Chobi! You're safe now! 

[Gohan sets Chobi free] 

Videl- Wow, Gohan, I'm so sorry I doubted you. 

Great Saiyaman- Oh, it's no problem, Videl! I don't blame you at all. 

Videl- HA! I got you! You're Gohan! 

Great Saiyaman- What? I don't know what you're talking about. 

Videl- Of course... It all makes sense now. Erasa told me that Gohan left the 
classroom right after I left to go fight the Red Shark Gang and never came 
back! And then you showed up. I can't believe I finally figured it out! I think 
I'm going to hold a press conference! 

Great Saiyaman- No, please don't! You know the only reason I keep my identity 
secret is to protect my family's privacy! It's for them! Please, Videl! 

Videl- Is that true? 

Great Saiyaman- Yes, it is! Is there any way you can keep my secret between us? 

Videl- Maybe... But there's something you have to do for me... I want you to 
enter the World Martial Arts Tournament! And then I'll keep it a secret. 

Great Saiyaman- Me? Compete in the tournament? 

Videl- That's right. I'm going to be competing myself, but winning won't mean 
anything to me unless I know all the greatest fighters are participating. My 
dad was the last champion, and I heard that before him, a guy named Goku was 
the champion. I did a little research on this Goku guy, and he had a son named 
Gohan. You're his son, aren't you? 

Great Saiyaman- Uhhh... No! 

Videl- I knew it. You're a terrible liar, Gohan. You are Goku's son! This is 
great! The former champ's daughter fighting the former champ's son! 

Great Saiyaman- Yeah... Great... 

Videl- It's settled then! See you later! 

Great Saiyaman- Great, now what do I do? If I tell mom I'm entering the 
tournament, she's going to kill me! 



[Gohan changes back into his normal clothing] 

Goku- So, Gohan, you're going to enter the World Tournament? 

Gohan- Dad? Is that you? 

Goku- Yep! Guess what? I'm going to be allowed to come back to Earth for one 
day. It seems that I have a little credit saved up and they're letting me come 
back to fight in the World Martial Arts Tournament! 

Gohan- No way! This is great! 

Goku- Be sure to let everyone know I'm coming back! Krillin and Master Roshi 
are going to want to know, and so will Bulma and Vegeta! And don't forget 
Piccolo! Oh, and make sure you tell your mom and Goten I'm coming back too! 
They're all going to want to hear! 

Gohan- Yeah! Mom's gonna freak out! And Goten is going to be so happy. He's 
never met you! 

Goku- Well, Gohan, it's great to hear your voice again. I can't wait to see 
everyone again! I'll see you at the World Tournament! 

Gohan- Bye, Dad! You sure are full of surprises... 

Journal Entry- Tell your family and friends that Goku is returning! 

******************************************************************************* 
BULMA'S HOUSE 
******************************************************************************* 

Bulma- Goku is coming back? That's great! Too bad he couldn't come back 
permanently... 

Trunks- Your dad is coming back to fight in the World Tournament? That's so 
cool!

Vegeta- If Kakarot is coming back to fight in the World Tournament, I'm 
entering too! Finally, I'll have another chance to defeat him! 

******************************************************************************* 
KAMI'S LOOKOUT 
******************************************************************************* 

Piccolo- If Goku is entering the tournament, it should be a tournament to 
remember! I'll enter! Sounds like a lot of fun. But please tell me you're not 
going to wear that Saiyaman outfit to the tournament. It looks ridiculous! 

Mr. Popo- Hello, Gohan! I can't wait to see Goku again! 

Dende- I would go to the tournament, but fighting isn't my thing. I'm more into 
healing people! 

******************************************************************************* 
ROSHI'S ISLAND 
******************************************************************************* 

Master Roshi- Will wonders never cease... Hey maybe I should enter the 
tournament too! What do you think? Actually maybe that's not a very good 



idea... 

Android 18- There's a lot of prize money involved in this competition, isn't 
there? I think I'm going to enter... And I'm going to make Krillin enter too. 
We need the money! I'm tired of living with this lecherous old coot! 

Krillin- WHAT??? NO WAY!!!! Goku's going to compete! I don't believe it! But I   

don't want to compete. That's why I let my hair grow back. I'm a family man 
now! 

Maron- If Mommy and Daddy fight in the tournament, I want to watch them! 

******************************************************************************* 
GOKU'S HOUSE 
******************************************************************************* 

Chi Chi- Oh, my goodness! I hardly know what to think! Your father is really 
coming home. And you get to meet your daddy, Goten! Isn't that wonderful? This 
is too good to be true... 

Goku- By the way, since Dad's competing in the World Tournament, can I compete 
as well? I'd like your permission to enter the World Tournament and to miss 
some school so I can train! 

Chi Chi- Are you serious? You have got to be kidding!! You know that your 
studies take priority over everything else! 

Gohan- But, Mom! Dad's only going to be here for a day! I'll never get this 
chance again! And the winner gets paid ten million Zenie. If I win, it will be 
like getting a big scholarship! 

Chi Chi- Ten million Zenie? Holy cow! You could get a Ph.D. with those kinds of 
bucks! My son... The Ph.D. Of course, you can compete, Gohan! Of course, you 
can! 

Goten- Gohan... What's Dad like? 

Gohan- He's an amazing man. When you're around him, you just feel happy inside. 

Goten- I can't wait to meet him. Hey, Gohan? 

Gohan- Yeah, Goten? 

Goten- Can I help you train? 

Gohan- Sure! I'm going to need a real strong training partner and you'll be 
perfect! 

[Fade Out]

******************************************************************************* 
YEMMA'S OFFICE 
******************************************************************************* 

King Yemma- Baba, this is quite unusual. It's not every day that someone is 
allowed to return back to the world of the living. 

Baba- I've already discussed this with the Grand Kai and he approves. Seriously 
Yemma, if anyone deserves this, it's Goku. 



King Yemma- Very well... Goku, you are aware of the conditions. 

Goku- Conditions? 

Baba- Yes, Goku. You will only get 24 hours to stay in the living world. That's 
all I can do. 

Goku- Oh, I see... But 24 hours is better than nothing! 

King Yemma- Well... Looks like all this paperwork is in order. You're free to 
go! 

Goku- Thanks, King Yemma! 

******************************************************************************* 
OTHER WORLD 
******************************************************************************* 

Civil Servant- Tank-Boy! Tank-Boy!!! TANK-BOY!!!!!! 

Tank-Boy- Ouch! What are you yelling at me for? 

Civil Servant- Listen, pally! What do you think you're doing? This is the 
machine that cleanses the souls condemned to H.F.I.L.! This isn't a game! Next 
time I catch you goofing off like this, I'm gonna report you to King Yemma. 
He'll probably dock your pay, or worse! 

Tank-Boy- Dock my pay? But my pay is already pathetic as it is. Sheesh! 

Civil Servant- Then you better shape up, tough guy! Look at these tanks. 
They're filthy! 

Tank-Boy- I don't know what his problem is. I do my job just fine. 

[Earthquake] 

******************************************************************************* 
YEMMA'S OFFICE 
******************************************************************************* 

King Yemma- What was that? 

Civil Servant- It sounded like the Soul Cleansing Machine exploded! 

King Yemma- You're kidding me! 

Pikkon- I heard the explosion. What's going on here? 

King Yemma- It was the Soul Cleansing Machine. It's a machine that cleanses 
evil spirits before they are sent to the H.F.I.L. I hate to imagine what could 
have been let loose... This could have terrible repercussions for both the 
Other World and the World of the living. Pikkon, will you go check it out for 
me? 

Pikkon- Of course, sir. I'll take care of it right away. 

King Yemma- I hope you will... for all our sakes. 

******************************************************************************* 



OTHER WORLD 
******************************************************************************* 

Janemba- Ja... Nem... Ba... 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 3: World Tournament 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
EAST DISTRICT 439 
******************************************************************************* 

Goten- Thanks for letting me train with you, Gohan! I promise I won't get in 
your way! 

Gohan- I'm going to go out in the forest to the east of here! You should meet 
me there! 

Goten- I bet I can beat you there!!! 

Journal Entry- Meet Goten in the eastern forest to train. 

Gohan- Hey, bro! I need your help. See that pile of rocks there? I want you to 
throw those rocks at me and I'll dodge them. 

Goten- Huh? You want me to hit you with rocks? 

Gohan- If you can! Think of it like a game. It's a great drill. It sharpens 
intuitive reaction and it teaches you how to act when you don't have time to 
think! 

Goten- Oh, I get it now. Okay! 

[Gohan powers up to Super Saiyan] 

Gohan- Alright, start throwing at the count of three. 1... 2... 3... 

Goten- I got you! 

Gohan- Ouch! I can't believe you got me! 

Goten- That was fun! Let's try again. 

Gohan- Wow. You've got quite an arm! 

Goten- Hey, Gohan. Since Mom isn't here, is it okay if I become like you now? 

Gohan- What do you mean, "like me"? 

Goten- Well, you know. When you have the golden hair, and the super strength! I 
want to become a Super Saiyan now! 

Gohan- I was twice your age before I was strong enough for Dad to teach me how 
to transform! Of course, I was the youngest Super Saiyan ever! Maybe I'll start 
teaching you when you get older... 

[Goten transforms] 

Gohan- Goten! You're a... Super Saiyan! Oh, my gosh! This is unbelievable! How 



do you know how to do that? 

Goten- Mom taught me while you were studying all the time. 

Gohan- Mom? That's weird. She sure has changed a lot since Dad died... 

Goten- Mom said I shouldn't turn into a Super Saiyan anymore. She called me a 
monster. 

Gohan- Don't worry about that too much. You're not a monster, but let's just 
keep this between ourselves. Okay? 

Gohan- Say... How about we do a little sparring? 

[Fight] 

Gohan- That was great! Let's keep going! 

******************************************************************************* 
GRAVITY CHAMBER 
******************************************************************************* 

[Trunks is walking around slowly] 

Vegeta- Perhaps you should rest, Trunks. One hundred and fifty times gravity is 
a man's training level. You're clearly still a child. 

Trunks- It is sort of difficult... I guess I'll just have to... ... go Super! 

[Trunks transforms and runs around] 

Vegeta- Did I miss something? When was the transformation to the legendary 
warrior of the Saiyan reduced to a child's plaything? 

Trunks- Ha! Ha! Ha! This is fun! 

Vegeta- Come here, Trunks. 

[Trunks walks to Vegeta] 

Vegeta- Can the youngest child of Kakarot also transform into a Super Saiyan? 

Trunks- Yes. 

Vegeta- Oh, naturally! It's a Super Saiyan bargain bin sale! 

Trunks- Dad, since I can become Super Saiyan, can I enter the World Tournament? 

Vegeta- Oh, so now you think you can enter the World Tournament? The arrogance! 
Fine. If you can hit me, I'll let you enter. 

Trunks is unlocked. 

[Vegeta hits Trunks back] 

Trunks- Owwwww! You didn't say you'd hit back! 

Vegeta- I never said I wouldn't hit you, did I? 

Trunks- No... But... 



Vegeta- Dry your tears! We're going to the park now! 

******************************************************************************* 
WEST CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Here we are Trunks, just as I promised! But don't have too much fun. If 
you're really serious about entering the World Tournament, I'd do some training 
if I were you. I want you to be stronger than Kakarot's boy! Do you understand 
me? 

Trunks- Yes, sir. 

Vegeta- Very well. Understand me well, boy. Just because you can become a 
Super Saiyan, it doesn't mean you know it all. For example, I bet you know that 
you can use Save Circles for saving your progress. But you probably didn't know 
that you can use Save Circles to change your character! Alright, now go have 
fun and play! But don't forget what I told you. Go see your mother when you're  
ready with your training. 

Journal Entry- Train for the World Tournament. Meet Bulma at Capsule Corp when 
you are finished. 

******************************************************************************* 
CAPSULE CORPORATION 
******************************************************************************* 

Bulma- Are you ready to go to the World Tournament? Yes/No Okay! Let's get 
going! We don't want to be late to see Goku! 

[Airship appears] 

Vegeta- I've ridden on slugs faster than this vehicle! 

Bulma- Oh, be quiet, Vegeta. 

Gohan- Say... Vegeta... And this goed for Goten and Trunks as well. I think we 
should all agree not go Super Saiyan at the tournament. 

Vegeta- What for? 

Bulma- It's a good idea. This way no one will recognize you guys from the Cell 
games. If they did, the journalists would get your names off of the entry forms 
and there would be TV cameras all over our front lawn! 

Vegeta- I don't see the problem. When the journalists come, we'll just destroy 
them!

Gohan- I'm serious, Vegeta. It could be a big problem. 

Vegeta- Fine. It's settled. There will be no Super Saiyan transformations in 
the battles. I'll still have the advantage. 

Krillin- That's good news for me. Maybe this way I'll stand a chance! Fighting 
a Super Saiyan is like fighting a steamroller with your hands tied! 

Bulma- Hey, guys! We're here! 

******************************************************************************* 



PAPAYA ISLAND 
******************************************************************************* 

Baba- So here we are, Goku. Remember what I told you. 

Goku- Thanks, Baba! See ya later! 

[Baba goes back] 

Goku- Hey, guys! I'm back! 

Gohan- Dad! It's you! 

Goku- Wow! You guys changed a lot in seven years! Gohan, you're a giant! 

Krillin- I don't believe it! Goku, it's really you! 

Goku- Hey, Krillin! Love the hair! 

Chi Chi- Oh, sweetheart, I've missed you so much. 

Goku- I've missed you, too, Chi-chi. And who's this guy? he looks like a little 
me! 

Goten- I'm Goten! 

Goku- Hi! I'm Goku! 

Goten- DADDY!!!! 

Piccolo- I hate to interrupt, but we should move on to the registration area 
before it closes! 

Yamcha- Oh, I'm not competing in this tournament. I would just embarrass 
myself. 

Puar- I don't know why Yamcha won't compete. I'm sure he would do fine. 

Android 18- I'm sick of having to live with Roshi. That's why I want this prize 
money. Then we can get an apartment or maybe even a house. 

Marron- I'm going to cheer real loud for Mom and Dad! 

Krillin- I don't know about this. With all these Saiyans and Piccolo fighting 
in the tournament, I don't have a chance! 

Ox-King- I forgot how funny you guys were together! You crack me up! 

Master Roshi- I have a feeling that this is not going to be your typical 
tournament. 

Oolong- Good luck, you guys! This is just like old times! 

Bulma- It's great that Goku is back. Everyone seems so happy to be together. 

Vegeta- This is my chance to beat Kakarot once and for all! 

Chi Chi- Isn't this wonderful? Our family is back together again! 

Piccolo- Is Gohan seriously going to wear that ridiculous outfit in the 



tournament? 

Goten- I can't wait to compete in the tournament. This is great! 

Goku- It feels so great to be back on Earth, but I'm hungry! 

Guard- Sorry, only registered fighters can go through this door. 

Great Saiyaman- I can't believe I got blackmailed into entering this 
tournament! 

Female Registrant- Next please! Ahhh... Another for the Junior Division... 

Trunks- What does that mean? 

Female Registrant- It's the division for everyone under the age of fifteen. 

Trunks- Oh, great! You're sticking me with all the little kids? Thanks for the 
offer, but I'll take the adult division. 

Female Registrant- I'm sorry. I can't do that. There are rules you know. Please  
step through the door ahead to enter the preliminaries area. 

Guard- Welcome and good luck in the tournament! 

[You're controlling Gohan now] 

Female Registrant- Next please. Can I have your name? 

Gohan- Great Saiyaman. 

Female Registrant- Great... Saiyaman? 

Gohan- That's right. 

Female Registrant- Okay. Whatever floats your boat. Please step through the 
door ahead to enter the preliminaries area. 

Guard- Welcome and good luck in the tournament! 

[The entire gang enters] 

Videl- Hey, "Great Saiyaman!" I'm glad you kept your promise. I can't wait to 
fight you in the tournament! 

Vegeta- Why don't we just wipe out all the competition right now? That would 
make things easier. 

Krillin- Say 18... It's not too late for to leave the tournament. I really 
don't think it's such a good idea. 

Android 18- Don't even think about it, Krillin. 

Krillin- Sorry, honey... 

Presentator- Hey, Goku! Piccolo! How are you guys doing? I started to think 
that I'd never see you again. You haven't competedd in the World Tournament in 
ages. Tell me something. Hercule didn't beat Cell die he? 

Goku- Uhhh... No comment. Heh... 



Presentator- I knew it! It had to be you. I'm so glad you're here. Without you 
these last few tournaments have been nothing but BORING! So do you think you 
guys can avoid blowing up the ring this time? 

Piccolo- We'll try. 

Hercule- Hey! Where's my open faced club sandwich? Say kid... Do I know you 
from somewhere? 

Guard- Are you ready for the qualification preliminaries? Yes/No To ensure 
fairness we'll select the finalists by way of punching strength. The fifteen 
people with the highest scores on the machines will be given spots! Now, to 
test out the new punching machine and give us a score to go by, we ask the 
defending world champion to make the first hit! Hercule, would you come on out 
please! 

Hercule- Alright, let me show you amateurs how it's done! HERCULE PUNCH! 

Guard- Incredible! Hercule just scored one hundred and thirty seven points! 

Hercule- Good luck to all you fighters! I hope one of you breaks a hundred so 
we can have a decent match! 

Guard- Alright. Great Saiyaman. Are you ready? 

Gohan- Sure. 

Guard- Alright. Listen up! This is how the punching machine works. When you 
stand in front of the punching machine, a bar will appear. The moving marker 
determines the power of your punch. Press the A button to punch. Timing is key! 

[Gohan punches] 

Guard- 720 points??? This can't be right. Maybe the machine is broken. Well, I 
guess you qualify. 

******************************************************************************* 
WORLD TOURNAMENT STADIUM 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- They're going to be having the Junior tournament soon! I want to see 
Goten and Trunks compete. 

Vegeta- I have a feeling my son is going to crush your son, Kakarot! 

Goku- Sheesh, Vegeta... They're just kids... 

[Two weird characters come walking in] 

Mr. Shin- Good afternoon. You wouldn't happen to be Goku would you? 

Goku- Yeah. How did you know my name? 

Mr. Shin- Ah... Your reputation as a great fighter precedes you! I was hoping 
to get a chance to fight you during the tournament. I've traveled very far to 
meet you in battle. You might even say that I'm one of your biggest fans! 

Goku- Gosh... Thanks! 



Mr. Shin- Be seeing you! 

[They walk away] 

Piccolo- I don't like the feeling of this. They're strong... 

Goku- Real strong. But hey, that's what this tournament is about. Finding the 
unexpected challenge and seeing who emerges as the victor. 

Vegeta- We'll find out soon enough, won't we? I for one will be happy to take 
on either of those two clowns. 

[Our Z-Crew walks outside] 

Trunks- So... If you won the tournament, what would you get with the money? 

Goten- Uh... Toys, I guess! 

Trunks- Sheesh... You're sucj a toddler, Goten. 

Goten- So what are you going to buy? 

Trunks- I'm not sure what I'm going to buy. 

Goten- Yeah. I guess when your family's the richest in the world there aren't 
many toys that you don't have. 

Idasa- Hey, half pint. You're going to be fighting me in the tournament. I hope 
you're wearing diapers! Hahahaha! 

Trunks- Spare me. I'm going to send you home crying to your mommy. 

Idasa- How dare you? You've just sealed your fate, shorty! I'm going to beat 
you so hard, you'll have a concussion! 

Presentator- Attention everyone! The Junior Tournament is going to begin! Rules 
are same as the big leagues! Whoever gives up, lands outside the ring, stays 
down for ten counts, or loses consciousness will lose it all! 

You are now playing as Trunks. Defeat ten fighters to win the tournament! 

[Match Five begins] 

Idasa- Are you ready to cry yet, baby? 

Trunks- Please. Don't talk. You'll just make a fool of yourself. 

Soccer Mom- That's my baby Idasa down there!!!! Ooooo!!! Idasa!!!!!! I wish 
they would match Idasa up with a bigger kid! This won't even warm my boy up! 

Bulma- Oh, yeah? That's my son you're talking about! Get him, Trunks! You make 
that boy sorry he ever met you!  

[Trunks defeats Idasa] 

Soccer Mom- Nooo!!!! My baby!!!! That was unfair! That boy cheated! 

[Match 10 commences] 

Presentator- Unbelievable! Trunks wins and this means he's going to the final! 



This is truly amazing ladies and gentlemen! It's the moment you've been waiting 
for! The Junior Division Championship between eight-year-old Trunks and7 
seven-year-old Goten! Which one of these fabulous fighters will be the new  
World Champion? 

Trunks- I think being the World Champion is going to be fun! 

Goten- Oh, yeah? I'll definitely let you know how it is! 

[Goten turns Super Saiyan] 

Hercule- (What? His hair turned gold! Just like that guy who beat Cell! What's 
going on here?) 

Trunks- Goten! Did you forget? We're not supposed to transform into Super 
Saiyans, dummy! 

Goten- Oh, yeah... Oops! Sorry... 

Trunks- Give me a break, you didn't forget. You knew darn well what you were 
doing, didn't you? Well now, there's no reason for me to hold back anymore, is 
there? 

[Goten loses] 

Presentator- Ladies and gentlemen! We have a winner! The new Junior World 
Champion is Trunks! Ladies and gentlemen, before we get srated with the adult 
competition, we're going to have a special exhibition match between the new 
Junior World Champion, Trunks, and Hercule, the reigning World Martial Arts 
Champion! 

Hercule- (What am I going to do? I have no chance of beating a kid like him!) 

[Hercules tries to run away] 

Presentator- Hercule? I swear I just saw him... Hercule? Where did he go? Oh, 
there you are, Hercule! Ladies and gentlemen! It's Hercule! 

Hercule- (Oh, no... I'm doomed!) 

[Hercules walks up the fighting arena] 

Hercule- Alright you people! I hope you're ready to rock, because Hercule is in 
the house!!! Yeah!!! 

Trunks- (I wonder if this guy is strong as he says he is. He looks like a big 
gorilla. Looks can be deceiving though.) 

Hercule- Hey kid, you do know this is an exhibition match, don't you? That 
means it's a fake fight. It's pretend. So let's take it easy, okay? 

Trunks- No way! I'm going to do my best! 

Hercule- (Oh, great) 

Presentator- Alright folks! It looks like these two champions are ready to get 
this fight underway! Let's hear it for these two great fighters! Let's get this 
match started! FIGHT! 

[After the fight] 



Presentator- Oh, my goodness! Hercule is out cold! 

Hercule- (What am I going to do? Heroes don't get beaten up by small children! 
My reputation! Everything I've worked for! Gone! All gone! People are going to 
laugh at me!) Haha! Whoa! What a punch! Haha! Man! Oh, boy! Haha! What a punch! 
Haha! He beat me fair and square! Haha! What a great little fighter! 

Man- Awww... How cool! He let the kid win! 

Woman- Now that's what I call a hero! What a perfect gentleman! 

Hercule- Thank you! Thank you! I love you all! 

[Hercule goes back inside, the scenè switches to our Z-Fighters inside] 

Announcer- Attention all tournament fighters! The adult division of the World 
Tournament is about to start! 

Vegeta- It's about time... 

Videl- Gohan! How can your brother possibly be so powerful? All of your friends 
seem to be extremely strong. Where did they all come from? 

Vegeta- Goten put up a good fight. But there can only be one champion. Trunks 
has made me proud! 

Goku- Wow, I can't believe both Goten and Trunks can go Super Saiyan. What's up 
with this generation? They must be eating all their vegetables. 

Piccolo- I'm calling myself Majunior in this tournament. Why? I used that name 
in the last tournament I fought in. Also, I want to be incognito. You should 
understand that, Mr. Great Saiyaman. 

Killa- I'm gonna dominate this tournament, sucka! 

Jewl- Ladies love me! If I win this tournament, I'm going to have to buy 
another little black book! 

Krillin- Who's that girl, Gohan? Is she your girlfriend? 

Android 18- Yawn... When is this tournament going to get started? 

Spopovich- ... 

Pintar- In this tournament, I'm going to prove that size does matter! 

Mr. Shin- ... very soon, Kibito, that which we came here for, will be within 
our grasp... I'm sorry, can I help you with something? 

Announcer- Is everyone ready for the tournament to begin? Yes/No 

And so the tournament began. Things started out uneventful, with Krillin 
easily defeating Pintar. But when Piccolo stepped out into the ring with the 
mysterious Mr. Shin, things began to get interesting... 

Presentator- This is the first year Shin has participated in the tournament. 
He's a man of few words, so we know very little about him. And that could spell 
trouble for our other competitor... Majunior! Someone who, if I remember 
correctly, came close to turning this arena into rubble the last time he was 



here! This time try to leave the stadium intact, okay? 

Mr. Shin- This could be interesting... Don't you think, Piccolo? 

Piccolo- (How does he know my name? And what is this strange energy I'm 
feeling?) 

Presentator- Alright, fighters! Let the second match begin! 

Piccolo- (Why can't I focus my power?) 

Presentator- Hey, guys... Uhh... The match has started. You can throw punches 
now! 

Piccolo- (Why am I holding back like this? I've never even met him before 
today! And yet, there's something about him... that reminds me...) 

Presentator- Well, martial arts fans, it looks like what we have here is a good 
old fashioned stand off. 

Piccolo- No... It couldn't be... You're not... Why would he be here? 

Mr. Shin- I promise you'll know soon. But for now, let's just enjoy our little 
match. 

Piccolo- No. I'm sorry. I can't. 

Presentator- Does this mean you're forfeiting the match? 

Piccolo- Yes, it does. 

[Piccolo runs off] 

Presentator- You heard it, folks! Majunior has withdrawn from the match! This 
makes Shin the winner by default! 

[Piccolo is inside] 

Krillin- What's wrong, Piccolo? 

Goku- Is he really that strong? 

Piccolo- Yes. Stronger than you can imagine. 

Krillin- Oh, great... And I'm going to have to fight this guy next. 

[Shin comes walking by] 

Piccolo- Excuse me. 

Mr. Shin- What is it? 

Piccolo- Forgive me if I'm mistaken but I have to ask you... Are you the Grand 
Kai? 

Mr. Shin- No. Sorry. I am not. 

Kibito- I'll tell you who he is... the Supreme Kai! 

Piccolo- Supreme Kai!?!? I've always suspected that there was an even greater 



Kai above the Grand Kai, but until now, I never knew for sure. What are you 
doing on Earth? 

Supreme Kai- That will all become clear. For now, please keep this information 
to yourself. 

[Videl and Spopovich appear on the stage] 

Presentator- Alright... I'm sure that most of you know Videl is the daughter of 
our champion Hercule. As for her rival today, Spopovich is here to redeem 
himself for a loss he suffered in the first round of the last tournament. Let 
the match begin! 

[Videl beats Spopovich] 

Presentator- What the??? Videl has clearly beaten her opponent. But I'm afraid 
she'll be disqualified for using excessive force. Those are the rules. 

[Spopovich got up again] 

Presentator- I don't know how to explain this, but Spopovich somehow survived! 
I've never anything like this... 

[Midway in the fight] 

Videl- I don't understand it. You were never this strong before... I'll never 
give up! 

Spopovich- Ha... Ha... Ha... 

[After Videl's defeat] 

Gohan- No, Videl! Stay down! There is no way you can beat this guy! 

Videl- No... I have to keep fighting. 

Presentator- Ugh! This is too much! I can't stand to watch! 

Yamu- Spopovich! Stop playing games. End this now! 

Spopovich- Oh, alright... 

[Switch to hospital room] 

Hercule- How could this happen! Poor girl! Sugarbeet! What did they do to you! 
Videl! My little girl! 

Gohan- She's okay, sir. But she's going to need some time to heal. 

Videl- Gohan... That guy... Spopovich... I want you to beat him for me! 

Gohan- Sure thing, Videl. Say... I have an idea... I'll be right back. 

[Gohan runs off] 

Hercule- What are you talking about, Videl? There's no way this kid could beat 
Spopovich. Don't worry. Daddy will take care of him for you--- Wait a second. 
That kid isn't your boyfriend is he? I won't allow it! Do you hear me? I do not 
approve of this! You know I've always said that if you have a boyfriend then he 
must be strong like me! Not feeble like that twerp! How can he protect my 



little girl? 

Videl- Dad... He's a really nice guy. 

Hercule- Grrrr... One thing I just don't understand is... How could 
Spopovich have gotten so strong? When I fought him in the last World Tournament 
he was a creampuff... 

******************************************************************************* 
PAPAYA ISLAND 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- Hey, Gohan! Where are you going? 

Gohan- I was going to go see Korrin to get a Senzu Bean for Videl! 

Goku- Why don't you stay here? I'll take care of it. 

Gohan- Thanks, Dad. 

Journal Entry- Go to Kami's Lookout and get a Senzu Bean from Korrin. 

******************************************************************************* 
KAMI'S LOOKOUT 
******************************************************************************* 

Yajirobe- Hey, Goku! Oh, man... You want Senzu Beans? You know I have better 
things to do than grow Senzu Beans for you all day. Here, take one. There you 
go. Next time I think I'll start charging! 

[Run around Yajirobi] 

Yajirobe- I hate it when people do that. 

Korrin- Hello Goku! What's going on? I would appreciate it if you could bring 
me some fish! Yajirobe keeps the fridge stocked with pizza and fried chicken, 
but I'm hungry for fish! 

******************************************************************************* 
PAPAYA ISLAND 
******************************************************************************* 

Gohan- Did you get the Senzu Bean? Great! Thanks, Dad. I'll take care it from 
here!

[Gohan runs into the hospital room] 

Gohan- Hey, Videl. I have something for you! 

Hercule- Hey, you! Leave Videl alone. She needs her rest! You got some nerve! 

Gohan- Here! Take this. It's a Senzu Bean. It'll make you feel better. 

Hercule- You think you can impress yourself my daughter with some kind of bean? 

Gohan- Trust me, sir. It will make her feel as good as new! 

Hercule- There's no way I'd trust you. 

Videl- Please, Daddy... I trust you, Gohan. And I know it will help if you say 



it will. 

Gohan- Listen, I have to run or I'll be late for my tournament match! See ya 
later! 

Hercule- Yeah, you better run! You better stay away from my daighter! Videl! 
No! Spit it out! 

Videl- Amazing... I'm all better now! It's like I was never even hurt... 

******************************************************************************* 
WORLD TOURNAMENT STADIUM 
******************************************************************************* 

Presentator- Here we go with the fourth match of this competition! Kibito 
versus the Great Saiyaman! 

Erasa- Is it just me...? Or does the Great Saiyaman look like Gohan? 

Sharpner- Well... The hairdo looks similar. Hey, I think you're right! That is 
Gohan! So he's been the Great Saiyaman all along? 

Erasa- We should cheer for him! He needs our support! YOU CAN DO IT, GOHAN! 
YEAH!

Sharpner- COME ON, GOHAN! SHOW US WHAT YOU GOT! GO GO GOHAN! 

Gohan- (Oh, no! My helmet! In all the excitement, I forgot it!) 

Kibito- Gohan, I am curious to see your Super Saiyan powers. Show them to me! 
We may be able to use them. 

Gohan- What? Hey! How do you know I'm a Super Saiyan? And what do you mean "we 
may be able to use them?" 

Kibito- You'll know in time. Show me your Super Saiyan powers now! 

Gohan- Is this some kind of joke? I can't transform in front of all these 
people! What should I do? 

Piccolo- Do what he says, Gohan! 

Gohan- Alright then! You asked for it! 

Kibito- Yes... 

Gohan- Do you just want to see a Super Saiyan? Or should I take it up to the 
next level? 

Kibito- What? There's a level beyond Super Saiyan? 

Gohan- AAAAAAAAARRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!! 

Spopovich- Hey look, Yamu! 

Yamu- All that energy... it must be him! 

Erasa- It can't be! Gohan's the Great Saiyaman AND the Gold Fighter??? 
Impossible! 



Sharpner- This is unreal! 

Kibito- What enormous energy! He's far stronger than I expected! 

Gohan- Are you ready now? What's the matter? C'mon and fight me! 

[Yamu and Spopovich have some weird machine] 

Goku- No! They're killing him! 

Supreme Kai- Trust me. He'll be fine. Stay back! 

Videl- Someone has to help him! He's in trouble! 

Supreme Kai- Gohan is in no danger. 

Kibito- Hang in there, Gohan! It's almost over! 

Yamu- We have all the pure energy we need! Let's go! 

[Gohan collapses] 

Supreme Kai- All of you stay where you are! Kibito will take care of Gohan now. 
He has no need of your assistance. 

Goku- At least, tell us what's going on! 

Supreme Kai- There's no time for that. I have to follow them and find out where 
they're taking Gohan's energy! 

Goku- Then I'm going with you. 

Supreme Kai- Very well. I could use your help. 

Krillin- I know I'm going to regret this, but I'm going too! 

Vegeta- I know what you're doing. You're trying to sneak out of our match, 
aren't you, Kakarot? 

Goku- In case you haven't noticed, Vegeta, something more important is going 
on! 

Vegeta- You listen to me! We(re scheduled to fight after the next two matches! 
I only enetered this stupid tournament to fight you! I will not be denied! 

Goku- Take it easy, Vegeta! Fine! I'll put it on my "to do" list. 

Vegeta- Arrrghh!!! You forget that you can only stay one day on this world! I 
have to fight you today or I might never get a chance! I'm coming with you to 
make sure you don't try to pull any of your tricks! 

Gohan- Where's everyone going? 

Kibito- Quiet! You must stay still! There. That should do it, Gohan. 

Gohan- Great! I feel way better now! Hey, what's going on here? 

Kibito- Follow me. I'll tell you everything. 

Videl- Gohan! Before you go, I need to know something. 



Gohan- What is it, Videl? 

Videl- Seven years ago... There was that strange group of fighters that showed 
up during the fight with Cell. And there was that little boy who was with them. 
That was you and your friends, wasn't it? 

Gohan- Yes. 

Videl- Then... It wasn't my father who beat Cell. It was you! 

Gohan- Yes... It was. 

Videl- I knew it! It always seemed like there was something fishy about my 
father's story. Now it all makes sense. I'm glad I know the truth. Thank you, 
Gohan. Now go and be a hero again! 

[Fade Out]

Kibito- We needed to use Spopovich and Yamu to find the wizard who is 
controlling them. 

Gohan- A wizard? 

Kibito- Yes. When the human race was still in it's infancy on Earth, a 
powerful wizard named Bibidi appeared. With him he brought a terrible monster, 
whose only purpose was destruction. That monsters name was Majin Buu. This 
monster's only desire was to eliminate all living things. Hundreds of planets 
were reduced to rubble by him. Entire galaxies were wiped from existence. 

Gohan- That sounds awful... So what happened to him? 

Kibito- After a while Majjn Buu became so powerful that even Bibidi could not 
control him. Bibidi used a spell to seal Majin Buu inside a ball where he lay 
dormant. Bibidi used the spell to transport Buu from the planet to planet, 
until the ball was brought here to Earth. The Earth was meant to be Buu's next 
target. 

Gohan- No! That's terrible! 

Kibito- But before Buu could be released, Bibidi was killed, and the ball 
containing Buu has remained here on Earth to this very day! 

Gohan- I don't get it! Why couldn't someone destroy Buu while he was inside the 
ball?

Kibito- That's a good question. As long as Bibidi could never do the spell to 
release from the ball, Buu was no longer a threat. However, Bibidi has a son. 
He named his son Babidi. Babidi is on Earth right now as we speak! He intends 
to continue his father's work and unleash Majin Buu upon the universe once 
again! 

Gohan- I see... So what do Spopovich and Yamu have to do with all this? 

Kibito- Babidi is not very physically strong, but as a wizard he does not need 
to be. Instead, his magic enables him to harness the vil that exists in the 
hearts of people like Yamu and Spopovich, and thereby control their actions. In 
order to resurrect Majin Buu, Babidi requires a tremendous amount of pure 
energy! 



Gohan- So they came after me! 

Kibito- That's right. The Supreme Kai, the one you know as "Mr. Shin," was the 
one who defeated Bibidi so many ages ago. We have come here to Earth to stop 
him. I see your father and the others up ahead. Let's catch up with them! 

Gohan- Hey, Dad! 

Goku- Gohan! I suppose Kibito has filled you in? 

Gohan- YEp! It sounds like we have our work cut out for us. 

Supreme Kai- I see Spopovich and Yamu landing over there. Everyone try to 
suppress your energy. We don't want them to know we're here yet. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 4: Babidi 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 5: Majin Vegeta 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
WORLD TOURNAMENT STADIUM 
******************************************************************************* 

Gohan- Oh, great! What now? 

Supreme Kai- It seems Babidi has decided to transport us again. 

Presentator- What the... Four people just appeared out of nowhere! How bizarre! 
This is highly unusual! Four strange fighters have appeared in the arena, but 
the championship has already been decided! 

Hercule- Yeah! I won this tournament fair and square! 

Presentator- Excuse me gentlemen! The championship has already been completed! 
There's always next year... 

Majin Vegeta- That's okay. We're just here for a little exhibition match! 

Babidi- Vegeta! This is your new master Babidi speaking! It's time for you to$ 
have a little fun! You can start by killing your friends! 

Majin Vegeta- I won't. I am only here to fight Kakarot. The others... They're 
nothing! 

Babidi- A defiant one, aren't you? You'll come around eventually... 

Majin Vegeta- It's time, Kakarot. 

Goku- Vegeta! No! We're on the same side! They're making you do this. Fight it! 

Majin Vegeta- No one is making me do anything, Kakarot. 

[Vegeta blows up part of the stadium.] 

Gohan- This is terrible! All those people! 



Goku- Vegeta... How could you? The Vegeta I know would have never done this! 

Majin Vegeta- So how about it, Kakarot? Are you ready to fight me now? 

Goku- This isn't the time, Vegeta! 

Majin Vegeta- Oh, you'll fight me, Kakarot. Unless you'd like another part of 
the stadium to be "remoddeled". 

Goku- Vegeta... Certainly you didn't do that on purpose? How sad... I didn't 
think you were weak enough to be controlled. How can you let yourself be a 
slave? 

Majin Vegeta- Tell me... Is it slavery when you get what you want? 

Gohan- Stop this! Both of you! 

Majin Vegeta- Stand aside, boy. This doesn't concern you. It's between me and 
your circus clown of a father! 

Goku- Circus clown? That's a new one. 

Supreme Kai- Goku! No! If you fight him, you'll be doing precisely what Babidi 
wants! With every injury Vegeta causes, more energy will be sent back to the 
spaceship and Buu will be revived! 

Goku- Tell me, Vegeta! I know Babidi has been giving you orders. Is this one of 
them? Are you trying to fight me because of him or is this the same old story 
between you and me? Which one? 

Majin Vegeta- You know as well as I do, Kakarot, that at the end of this day, 
you'll be back in the land of the dead. I'm not letting this opportunity slip 
by. 

Supreme Kai- Who are you people? Don't you see that the fate of the universe is 
more important than your meaningless squabble? 

Majin Vegeta- What do you know of meaningless? Spend most of your life ruled by 
another... Watch your race dwindle to a handful. And then tell me, what has 
meaning other than your own strength? I have the blood of a Saiyan prince! He's 
nothing but a clown! Yet I have had to watch him surpass me time and time 
again. He's even saved my life as if I were a helpless child. He's stolen my 
honor and this debt must be paid! 

Goku- Babidi! I know that you can hear me! Transport us to a place away from 
people! If you give me that, I'll fight Vegeta! 

Supreme Kai- So be it! If you truly think you've made the right decision, then 
you'll have to get around me to do it! 

Goku- I don't want to have to hurt you, Supreme Kai... 

Gohan- Dad! What are you doing? 

Supreme Kai- Fine... Do what you want. I can't stop you. 

******************************************************************************* 
ROCKY CANYON 
******************************************************************************* 



Supreme Kai- I suppose there's no point resisting what cannot be helped. We 
will have to continue our efforts with a new strategy. While you two fight, 
Gohan and I will continue our assault upon Babidi and Dabura. 

Babidi- Oh, no you don't! Vegeta! Destroy the Supreme Kai! 

Majin Vegeta- I refuse! 

Babidi- What??? 

Majin Vegeta- Your business with the Supreme Kai... It means nothing to me. 
Kakarot is my only objective. 

Babidi- I'm serious, Vegeta! I command you to destroy the Supreme Kai! 

Majin Vegeta- Get out of my head! I already told you! I will not be distracted 
from my goal! YOu may have invaded my mind and body... But there is one thing a 
Saiyan always keeps... HIS PRIDE!!!! 

Babidi- What? This has never happened before! Since when can the possessed say 
"no" to the possessor? No matter... Have your fight with Goku. The result will 
be the same, and Majin Buu will finally be released! 

Goku- Let's go. I'm ready now! 

Majin Vegeta- That's good to hear, Kakarot. Now let us begin! 

******************************************************************************* 
BABIDI'S SHIP 
******************************************************************************* 

Gohan- Look! The spaceship is open! It's like they're inviting us to attack 
them!

Supreme Kai- Be careful, Gohan. It's probably a trap! But hopefully we can 
destroy Majin Buu before he awakens with his full power! 

[They enter the ship] 

Supreme Kai- This is it, Gohan. This is what we're here to find! 

Gohan- Majin Buu is inside that thing? 

Supreme Kai- Yes! And we must act quickly! If we combine our powers, we might 
have a chance to destroy it! 

Babidi- Well, hello! I'm glad you could join us! 

Supreme Kai- We've come to stop you, Babidi! 

Babidi- Like you did my father? I'm afraid it won't be that easy Supreme Kai... 
Unlike my father, I have an eye for talent! Am I right, Dabura? 

Dabura- That is right, Master. 

Supreme Kai- Listen, Gohan, we have to strike now before Buu reaches his full 
power! Hold nothing back! 

Babidi- Wait, Kai... Before you do anything... Let's take this outside! It 
seems a bit cramped in here... Papparapa!!!! 



[Babidi transported everything outside] 

Babidi- Dabura! Feel free to dispose of these fools any way you like! Perhaps 
you could turn them to stone... 

Dabura- No, I have something far more painful in mind! 

[Egg twitches] 

Babidi- What's this? Could it be? But so soon! I don't believe it! 

Gohan- Oh, no! We're too late! 

Dabura- MAster Babidi! What's happening? 

Babidi- Majin Buu is at full power! 

Supreme Kai- I don't understand... Goku's energy alone couldn't... 

Gohan- Dad... Dad must be fighting at a level beyond Super Saiyan! Dad and 
Vegeta both! And when two powers like that collide with that much energy... 

Supreme Kai- No! How could I let this happen? 

******************************************************************************* 
ROCKY CANYON 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- I'm amazed, Vegeta! These last seven years in the Other World I've been 
through the most intense training sessions... But we're still completely even. 
I guess this whole time you've been pushing yourself even harder than I have. 

Majin Vegeta- It's true. I've pushed myself to the edge of my limits and 
beyond, but you've been born with a natural talent far beyond my own. No amount 
of time could have closed the gap between us. Today as you fought Yakon, I 
realized that no matter how hard I tried I would never be able to catch up to 
you. So that's when I secretly made up my mind... 

Goku- You mean... You fool! You deliberately let yourself fall under Babidi's 
spell! 

Majin Vegeta- Yes. I saw the power of Babidi's magic as I watched that fighter 
Spopovich. I saw what his magic had done, and realized that it could also do 
the same thing for me! I have to say I'm quite pleased with the results, even 
if they do come at a price! I'd say the end more than justifies the means! 

Goku- Vegeta, I don't understand. You've never allowed anyone to help you 
before in your life. Why start now? 

Majin Vegeta- Because I wanted Babidi to reawaken the evil in my heart... I 
wanted him to return me to the way I was before! I was the perfect warrior... 
But slowly I started to become one of you! My quest for greatness gradually 
gave way to this live of mediocrity. I awoke one day to find that I had settled 
down and formed a family. I had even grown quite fond of them. That's why I 
needed Babidi! I needed him to set me free! 

Goku- Do you seriously believe what you're saying? 

Majin Vegeta- Enough talk, Kakarot! We finish this now! 



******************************************************************************* 
BABIDI'S SHIP 
******************************************************************************* 

Supreme Kai- We have to get out of here before Buu hatches! Run! 

Gohan- No!!! I have to try to stop it from hatching. 

Supreme Kai- Fool! We need you alive, Gohan! 

Gohan- I have to do this. Now step aside! 

Babidi- What are you doing? 

Gohan- Ka! Me! Ha! Me! HAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!! 

[Gohan blows up egg] 

Babidi- It's empty! How can this be? 

Supreme Kai- Unbelievable! Gohan! You did it! You made a fatal mistake, Babidi, 
just like your father! You were fooled by overconfidence and you underestimated 
your opponents! Now the story of Buu finally comes to an end! 

Dabura- Don't let that fool discourage you, Babidi. Even without Buu we can 
continue our plan. 

Babidi- Don't you understand? Without Buu, there is no plan! 

Supreme Kai- Do you realize what this means, Gohan? All we have to do is take 
care of Babidi and Dabura, and everything will be back to normal. 

Gohan- No... My attack wasn't strong enough to destroy the energy I fel in that 
egg. Something came out of that egg... 

Supreme Kai- But I don't sense anything... 

Gohan- It's there in the sky! 

Majin Buu- BUUUUUUUUUUUUU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Dabura- Tell me master. Is this Majin Buu? 

Babidi- To tell you the truth... I'm not sure! I've never seen him before. The 
only one who has would be that annoying Kai over there! 

Gohan- What's the deal, Supreme Kai? Is this the guy you're so afraid of? 

Supreme Kai- Yes! That's Bibidi's creation no doubt! I could never forget that 
disgusting creature's face! 

[Buu walks around a bit] 

Babidi- Look at my face, Buu. I'm the son of Bibidi, your creator! You can call 
me Master! If it wasn't for me, you would still be trapped inside of that ball 
forever! 

[Buu ignores Babidi] 



Babidi- Don't turn your back to me! What is the meaning of this? I command you 
to turn around! 

Dabura- This creature is nothing but a fool! I had great hopes for Majin Buu, 
but this deformed thing is nothing but a waste! 

Majin Buu- Grrrr!!!! 

Dabura- What's wrong? Do you have a problem with what I just said? 

Majin Buu- Pow! Pow! Pow! Ow! Ow! Ow! 

Dabura- Huh? 

Gohan- Heh... I guess Babidi made a real mess of reviving Majin Buu. He's like 
an infant!

Supreme Kai- No... There's been no mistake. Buu has always been this way! 

Majin Buu- Pow! Pow! Pow! 

Dabura- Run along Buu! Or shall I turn you into stone? 

Majin Buu- POW!!!!!!!! 

Babidi- Hahahaha!!!! That was just fantastic! Just remember, Buu, I'm well- 
versed in all my father's incantations... I can put you back in that ball with 
a phrase if you like... 

******************************************************************************* 
ROCKY CANYON 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- Wait a second! I just felt a tremendous surge of energy! While we've been 
fighting each other, that Buu creature must have been hatched! 

Majin Vegeta- Buu is nothing to worry about. He way have ruled in his own time, 
but since then the Saiyans have evolved! Think about it... When we fought what 
the Supreme Kai said were the strongest fighters in the universe, he constantly 
underestimated our strength! 

Goku- You're wrong. I can feel something deeper inside Buu... 

Majin Vegeta- Enough with your feelings! Buu is just a sideshow. You're my only 
concern! You're just stalling because you know I can beat you! 

Goku- Everyone on Earth will be killed! Can't you see that? Bulma! Trunks! 
Everyone! 

Majin Vegeta- Shut up! They're nothing me! I have a Saiyan heart that depends 
on strength alone! 

Goku- I don't buy it! Talk all you want but you better convince yourself of 
that first! 

Majin Vegeta- Fine. You win. Our battle is postponed. You're obviously too 
distracted. 

Goku- Vegeta! 



Majin Vegeta- Don't just stand there! Get out your Senzu Beans! 

Goku- Great! With all of us working together, I'm sure that we can beat this 
guy. 

[Vegeta knocks Goku out cold] 

Majin Vegeta- So, even Kakarot can prove helpless when his guard is down. I'll 
take care of Buu myself. The last thing I need is the clown claiming another 
victory for himself to hold over my head! We'll finish this when I return... 
Enjoy your sleep! Now I take care of this Majin Buu--my way! First things 
first, I'd better destroy that Wizard's spaceship! I wouldn't want them having 
a chance to run away! 

Journal Entry- Destroy Babidi's Spaceship. 

******************************************************************************* 
BABIDI'S SHIP 
******************************************************************************* 

Supreme Kai- I'm sorry, Gohan. This is it... It's all over. I was too confident 
that I could stop Babidi before Buu was revived. But it's too late now. 

Gohan- Listen to yourself! We're not dead yet! 

Babidi- That's what you think! Buu! Eliminate these two! And be quick about it! 

Majin Buu- Buuuuuuuuuuuu!!!! Buu make you dead! 

Babidi- Finish him, Buu!!!! 

[A spear is thrown into Buu's body] 

Babidi- Dabura, you insolent fool! What do you think you're doing? 

Dabura- Babidi! I beg you! This Majin Buu creature is far too powerful to be 
controlled! If he is allowed to reach his full power it will only be a matter 
of time before he destroys you! Make the best decision of your life and help me 
crush him while we can! 

Babidi- Dabura, are you insane? Buu is my life's ambition! How dare you harm 
him! 

Majin Buu- Now I eat you! You turn into cupcake! 

[Buu eats Dabura, Piccolo and Krillin become alive again, Vegeta destroys the 
space ship] 

Babidi- It's Vegeta! What are you doing here? Are you the one blew up my 
spaceship?

Majin Vegeta- That's right. It was a little messy, but it was the quickest way 
to get the job done. 

Babidi- But why? I did not order you to do that. You clumsy fool! Do you 
realize what you've done? How am I supposed to get off this wretched planet 
now? 

Majin Vegeta- I assume that disgusting blob there is Majin Buu. He's ugly isn't 
he? 



Majin Buu- He say "oogly." What means that "oogly?" 

Babidi- It means you have a face that would scare small children. 

Majin Buu- BUU MAD!!!! POW! POW! POW! 

******************************************************************************* 
SOUTHWEST FOREST 
******************************************************************************* 

Piccolo- Trunks and Goten! What are you doing here? 

Trunks- My dad! I have to help him! 

Piccolo- Stay where you are! You'll just cause Vegeta more pain if you get 
involved! 

Trunks- No! 

Goten- Trunks! Wait up! 

Piccolo- No, Goten! You'll just make things worse! 

Goten- Let me go! Trunks needs my help! If I were Gohan, you'd let me go! 

[Trunks hits Buu] 

Trunks- Dad? Are you okay? 

Goten- Is he alive? 

Trunks- Of course, he is! My mom told me once that my dad was prince of all of 
the Saiyans! 

Goten- Wow! Your dad is a prince? 

Trunks- That's right. And how could a prince lose to some stupid monster? 

Vegeta- *cough* Trunks... My son... 

[Piccolo comes flying in] 

Babidi- Who are you? 

Piccolo- I'm the one who is going to make you writhe in agony like the worm you 
are! 

Babidi- How dare you speak to me like that? Don't you know who I am? I'll have 
Buu destroy you! 

Piccolo- Sure! Call your monster! So he can watch you die! 

Babidi- Wait! Don't you realize that if I'm dead, no one will be able to 
control Buu? He'll destroy everything! 

Piccolo- Don't you already plan on doing that anyway? So what would the 
difference be? Goodbye, wizard! 

[Switches to Vegeta] 



Vegeta- Listen... Son... I want you to take good care of your Mother. 

Trunks- Why do you say that? Are you going somewhere? 

Vegeta- I want both of you boys to get away from here. I will fight Buu alone. 

Goten- Don't do that! We'll help you! 

Trunks- Yeah! If we all gang up on him, we'll beat him easy! 

Vegeta- Trunks... You are my only son... And I haven't held you since you were 
a baby, have I? Come here, son. 

Trunks- What's wrong, Dad? Why are you acting so weird? 

Vegeta- Trunks. There's something you need to know... You've made me proud, 
son. 

Goten- Why did you do that? He's your son! You shouldn't do things like that to 
your son! 

[Buu comes back from the rubble] 

Majin Buu- Buu big mad! BUU BIG MAD!!!! 

Vegeta- Take the two boys as far away from here as you can. 

Piccolo- Of course. 

[Piccolo picks up the boys] 

Vegeta- It's time. Hurry! 

Piccolo- You're going to die, you know that? 

Vegeta- There is one thing I need to know... Tell me... Will I meet that clown 
Kakarot in the other world? 

Piccolo- I'm not going to lie to you, Vegeta, although the answer may be 
difficult to hear. Goku dedicated his life to protecting the lives of others. 
Because of his selflessness, when he died he got to keep his body and travel to 
the Grand Kai's planet. You on the other hand... When you die, you will not 
receive the same reward. 

Vegeta- Oh, well... So be it... GEt out of here, Piccolo! Hurry! 

Majin Buu- Buu get big mad now! You fight Buu! 

Vegeta- That's right. 

Majin Buu- You look tasty! I make you chocolate! 

Vegeta- You're a fool. I'm going to crush you. And throw you into the wind. I 
do this for you, Trunks... Bulma... And yes... Even for you, Kakarot! 

[Vegeta charges all his powers] 

Krillin- Are you sensing what I'm sensing? 



Piccolo- Yes... Vegeta's energy signal... It's gone! Listen... I'm going out to 
the battlefield to check things out. Take care of the boys while I'm gone. 

[Piccolo flies to the crater] 

Piccolo- You did it, Vegeta! Your sacrifice wasn't in vain! I know it wasn't 
easy to do that... Especially for a guy like you... I know how much courage it 
took to do what you did. Goodbye, my friend. 

Babidi- Help... Me... 

Piccolo- You're still alive? Why should I help you? You don't like being hurt 
do you? But you delight in hurting others... I should exterminate you right 
now! 

Babidi- No!!! 

Piccolo- No! It can't be! 

[Buu reappears] 

Piccolo- This is insane! What kind of creature is he? He was in a million 
pieces! How can we beat amonster like that? I'm getting out of here! 

[Piccolo flies off] 

Piccolo- Krillin! We're in big trouble. Buu's still alive! 

Krillin- Impossible! How can that be? What about Vegeta? 

Piccolo- No. There wasn't even anything left of him. 

Krillin- But if an attack like that doesn't affect Buu what are we going to do? 

Piccolo- There is hope. But if Buu finds it, he'll destroy it! It's Goten and 
Trunks. Son of Goku! Son of Vegeta! The fate of the world depends on you two! 
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******************************************************************************* 
HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

People- Hercule!!! You have to save us from Majin Buu! 

Hercule- You asked for it and you got it! The only man left on this planet who 
can save you now is me! I will save the trees, the oceans, the mountains, the 
children!!! Heck, I'll even save all the little bugs from the evil Majin Buu! 
You can count on me! 



People- Hercule rules! Hercule rules! 

Hercule- So this is where that bad boy lives? 

Soldier- That's what our intelligence indicates. They sas he has a house to the 
north of here.  

Hercule- Very good! You can relax now that I'm on the scene. I'm going to make 
Majin Buu wish he was never born! 

Soldier- Oh, thank you, sir! You are a true hero! 

You are now playing as Hercule. 

Hercule- So this must be Buu's House... Is anyone home? I guess he's gone. So, 
Mr. Pink Fatso! I guess you got scared and ran off! Can't say I blame you! 
Hahahahaha! I'd be scared too! 

Majin Buu- Hello! 

Hercule- Ahhhh!!! Oh! It's you, Mr. Majin Buu! It's so good to see you. I've 
been wanting to meet you ever since I heard the reports of your world wide 
devastation and mayhem! 

Majin Buu- Do you want to be candy, cookie or pudding when Buu eats you? 

Hercule- Wait! I didn't come here to get eaten. I came here to give you a 
present. 

Majin Buu- What is it? Do I eat it? 

Hercule- Yes! It's very tasty! I'm just going to hide if you don't mind. Yes! I 
did it! 

Majin Buu- Buu like funny food! 

Hercule- What? How did he survive that? 

Majin Buu- Buu like you, funny man! Buu and funny man friends now! 

******************************************************************************* 
SNAKE WAY 
******************************************************************************* 

Baba- This is as far as I go, Goku! Tell Yemma I said "hi!". 

Goku- Sure thing, Baba! Thanks for all your help! See ya later! I wonder what 
all these souls are hanging out here for! It's like the souls are having a 
party out here, and I never got an invitation! 

Cloud- I've been in line here all day! This is worse than the time I waited in 
line for the Hercule movie. Being turned into candy and being eaten by a pink 
monster isn't quite as scary as I always imagined it to be. Don't you think the 
giant snake head is a little bit too much? One second I was watching TV and I 
saw Majin Buu on the news. Then I was suddenly here? What's going on? 

Goku- What happened here? 

King Yemma- Goku! You've got to help me get out of here! 



Goku- King Yemma! What's going on? 

King Yemma- An evil spirit named Janemba has taken over the Other World! 
Janemba was an organized crime kingpin in the Demon World before he came here.  
He's extremely dangerous! I already sent   

Pikkon after him, and he never 
came back. You have to stop him! 

Goku- Don't worry about it! I'll take care of it! 

King Yemma- I don't think you understand how much trouble we're in. If Janemba 
isn't defeated, the living world and the Other World will merge, destroying the 
entire balance of the universe! If I were you, I'd get some help. 

Goku- Help? From who? 

King Yemma- A friend of yours. I recently sent him down to HFIL. 

Goku- You mean Vegeta? 

King Yemma- That's right. There might be a problem, however. The Other World 
Airport isn't accessible right now! So you're going to have a hard time getting 
around! 

Goku- Oh, that's not a problem. You forgot about my Instant Transmission 
Technique! It's the only way to fly. 

Use Instant Transmission Circles to travel around the Other World! Stand on the 
Circle, and press the A Button. The Other World Map will appear. Use the 
+Control Pad to select your destination and press the A button to travel. 

Journal Entry: Find Vegeta and defeat Janemba 

******************************************************************************* 
HFIL 
******************************************************************************* 

Cloud- The Goodness I see within your soul sickens me to my core. 

Vegeta- Kakarot... What do you want? 

Goku- I need your help. 

Vegeta- Oh, really? You've got a lot of nerve coming here... 

Goku- So what are you going to do? Sit down here and stew in your juices for 
the rest of eternity? 

Vegeta- Arrrgghhh!!! Very well! I'm sick of this place anyway. But we do this 
on my terms! You got that, Kakarot? 

Vegeta is now available. 

******************************************************************************* 
NEAR HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Hercule- Hey, where did you find that puppy, Buu? 



Majin Buu- He no scared of Buu. He no run. Me try saying words to him, but he 
no talk. 

Hercule- It looks like the poor little guy hurt his leg. Maybe that is why he 
didn't run away. 

Majin Buu- You leg broken? Me make it better then you can run away? Why you no 
run away? He not so scared of Buu. 

Hercule- He's thanking you for fixing his leg! You're his new best friend. He 
wants you to play with him! 

Majin Buu- Buu friends with you and puppy now! 

Hercule- Sure! We're alle friends! Hey, Buu! I have to get something. I'll be 
right back. 

Majin Buu- Okay! 

Hercule- Haha! Now all I have to do is press the button on this remote, and 
Buu's house will explode! KA-BOOM! But... He looks different... Gentle... Maybe 
I should give this guy a little time. Who knows? Maybe if people can change, he 
can too! Excuse me, Mr. Buu. Can I ask you a personal question? 

Majin Buu- Okay. 

Hercule- Why do you fly around killing people and destroying our cities? 

Majin Buu- Buu was told to. Bibidi told Buu to kill people. Babidi told Buu to 
destroy things. 

Hercule- You don't have to listen to them, you know. 

Majin Buu- What Buu does if not destroying things? 

Hercule- There's lots of things you can do! You can go to the movies, play with 
your puppy, watch football. Anything as long as it doesn't involve destruction. 

Majin Buu- Is to kill people a bad thing? 

Hercule- Yes. A very bad thing. 

Majin Buu- Then Buu kill no more! 

Hercule- (I did it! I got this guy to change his ways and I didn't even have to 
throw a punch or blow him up! Oh, Hercule, you truly are the greatest!) 

******************************************************************************* 
KAMI'S LOOKOUT 
******************************************************************************* 

Dende- Piccolo! Come look at this! 

Piccolo- What is it, Dende? 

Dende- Down on Earth... It's Hercule. He's seemed to have befriended Majin Buu! 

Piccolo- What? What's that show-boat hanging out with Majin Buu? 

Dende- He's convinced Buu not to kill anymore... Maybe Buu will change if he 



has a friend! Maybe we won't have to fight him at all! 

Piccolo- I don't like Hercule... But I don't want him to get hurt. He's in 
grave danger! But this does buy us some time. 

******************************************************************************* 
NEAR HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Smitty- Do you think that was the right thing to do? 

Van Zant- Smitty... It's the end of the world! Armageddon! Majin Buu is flying 
around destroying everything! The dead are rising from their graves! The 
governments of the world are falling apart at the seams! All bets are off now, 
so I'm cashing my chips in. I'm going to do everything I've ever had the urge 
to do! 

Smitty- I guess that makes sense... 

Van Zant- You bet it makes sense! Why don't you try? See over there in the 
distance? There is a puppy running in that field. I think you know what to do. 

Hercule- What happened to the puppy? Wait a second! Look up on the hill! 

Van Zant- Bull's-eye! Wasn't that great? 

Smitty- Yeah! Hey! Isn't that Hercule? 

Hercule- You monsters! How could you? It was just a puppy! Just a little puppy! 
Now you're going to pay! Poor guy... He didn't deserve this! buu? Can you help 
him, like before? 

Majin Buu- Buu try to help pup... Yay! Buu did it! 

Hercule- You did it!!! 

******************************************************************************* 
HFIL 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- Pikkon! What are you doing lying on the ground? 

Pikkon- Ughhh... My head... It's Janemba... He's horrible. You can't imagine 
how strong he is! 

Vegeta- Hah... Pathetic... I bet I can beat this Janemba by myself! 

Goku- Don't be so sure! I've fought Pikkon before, and he is quite the 
formidable fighter! If he says that Janemba is strong, you better not 
underestimate him. 

Vegeta- Hrmmph... 

Janemba- Janemba! Janemba! 

Vegeta- What is that thing? Is this what you dragged me out here for? 

Goku- He's stronger than he looks! 

Vegeta- Nonsense. This will be over in no time! I don't need your help,  



Kakarot. 

Goku- You're in no shape for fighting, Vegeta! This is my turn. 

Vegeta- This is ridiculous! Neither of us can beat him! 

Goku- No. I have a plan that will definitely destroy him. 

Vegeta- What are you thinking of, Kakarot? 

Goku- Fusion! 

Vegeta- Fusion? You mean where two fuse into one? 

Goku- Yes. Fuse with me, Vegeta. 

Vegeta- Me? Fuse with you? You idiot! That's your big plan? 

Goku- It's the only way we're going to beat him! There's no other way. 

Vegeta- I'd rather die than fuse with you! 

Goku- But, Vegeta, you're already dead! 

Vegeta- You've got a point, Kakarot. Fine. I'll do it. 

Watch this. Your turn. Fusion-ha! 

Gogeta- I am no longer Goku or Vegeta. I am the instrument of your destruction 
--- Gogeta!!!! 

HFIL cleaner- Where am I? Who are you? Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Goku- Vegeta... We'll meet again some time. 

Vegeta- Maybe... 

******************************************************************************* 
Yenma's Office 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- Hey, King Yenma! 

King Yenma- Goku! Thanks for defeating Janemba! Everything is back to normal 
here... Well almost normal... 

Goku- I have a favor to ask. Could you see if my son, Gohan, came through here? 

King Yenma- Do you realize what you're asking of me? I've just processed a  
million souls! And there are even more waiting in line outside! 

Goku- Yeah. The Earth is under siege by Majin Buu. In fact, I wouldn't be 
surprised if the whole population ended up here before long. 

King Yenma- The whole population? 

Goku- But I think my son, Gohan, can help us avoid that. I just need to know if 
he's here or still on Earth! Do you mind seeing if he's checked in yet? 

King Yenma- Very well. Let me check the books. I don't see any Gohans in here. 



Goku- You mean he's still alive? That's great!!! 

King Yenma- By the way, Goku... Do you know a guy named Dabura? 

Goku- Sure did. 

King Yenma- He came through here a while back. He was quite a handful. He was 
supposed to go below to H.F.I.L., but being the demon king and all I figured he 
would enjoy it! So instead I gave him the stamp of approval to go to Heaven! 

Goku- Now I wonder... If Gohan isn't here, where is he? 

******************************************************************************* 
NEAR HERCULE CITY 
******************************************************************************* 

Hercule- Dinner's almost ready, Buu! 

Majin Buu- Buu hungry! Bee hungry too! 

Hercule- Awww... You named him Bee... That's great! 

Van Zant- Well what do we have here? The great hero Hercule! What a joke! Majin 
Buu is destroying the world and you're serving him meals like a maid! 

Hercule- What are you doing here? 

Van Zant- Now you die, champ! 

Majin Buu- What happen? No!!! Nooooo!!!! Nooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!! Bad man 
make friend dead! 

Hercule- Whoa! You saved me Buu! I'm alive! Thank you! Thank you! 

Majin Buu- Aaaarrrrgggghhhhh!!!!! 

Hercule- Buu, what's wrong? What's the matter? 

Majin Buu- Go away! Go away quick! Take Bee and go! 

HErcule- Go? Why? I'm your friend! I can't leave you! 

Majin Buu- Go now!!!! 

Hercule- Alright! I'm going! 

Mr. Buu- Oh, no... The bad Buu! Bad bad bad Buu! 

Hercule- What's going on, Bee? It's like all the bad stuff inside Buu has 
escaped and become another Buu! 

Mr. Buu- Who are you? 

Evil Buu- Tell me who you are first. 

Mr. Buu- I'm Majin Buu! 

Evil Buu- You fool! I'm Majin Buu! 



Mr. Buu- Buu turn you to chocolate! 

Evil Buu- Mmmmmmm... 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 9: Super Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 10: Fusion 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
BARREN WASTELANDS 
******************************************************************************* 

Super Buu 4- It's you. I fought with you before! You're not the one I'm after. 
But I'll be glad to destroy you anyway... 

Vegeta- Try me! 

Goku- Cool it Vegeta! You have to understand there's no way you can win! 

Vegeta- You think Buu is the most powerful being in the universe. And maybe 
you're right. But just like you, he doesn't have true pride. 

Super Buu 4- Enough talking! This ends now! 

Goku- Don't do this, Vegeta! 

Vegeta- I don't need your help, Kakarot! I don't expect you to understand, but 
this is my fight! 

Goku- Listen to me, Vegeta! Don't you see yet? You can't fight him on your own. 
There's only one thing left to do! I don't know why you're so angry, but I need 
your help!

Vegeta- You've got some nerve! You want my help? You still don't think I know 
what you did to me? I know all about your technique. Your Super Saiyan 3. You 
hid it from me. You allowed me to think I could beat you. Do you not realize my 
humiliation? Stay away from me! 

Goku- If we don't do something soon Vegeta, Buu is going to destroy this whole 
planet! 

Vegeta- Why should I care? 

Goku- Wake up Vegeta! Buu has eaten everyone we care about! Even Bulma! But 
Piccolo, Gohan, Goten, and Trunks... Trunks, your own son! They've got it 
worse! They've become part of Buu. They're stuck inside him! We need to put our 
differences aside. For our families! For our friends! You've always talked 
about the Saiyan Race and how we're the last of a mighty people. Well it's time 
we accept we're starting a new race. One that can be just as strong! But not if 
we're too caught up in our old birthrights to see what we have right in front 
of us! 

Vegeta- Kakarot... How do you know this fusion will be enough to stop him? 

Goku- I don't know for sure. But I know that it's the best chance we have of 
saving the Earth. 



Super Buu 4- You've talked long enough! 

Vegeta- What are you waiting for? Give me the earring! 

Goku- One more thing Vegeta. Once we join bodies, we'll be stuck in that 
form... Forever! 

Vegeta- Imbecile! You tell me that now? Don't you think that's important 
information? Alright. Let's do this! 

Vegito- All right. What do you call a Vegeta and Goku? Vegito sounds good. I 
was a little worried about the two of us sharing a body, but this looks like it 
came out pretty good. 

Super Buu 4- I guess I can live with this... Maybe now I'll have some decent 
competition. But let's not forget, you only have two Saiyans, and I have three. 
Not to mention the Namek. 

Vegito- It's quality, not quantity. And our union wasn't achieved by 
kidnapping. But if you're sure you can win this fight with petty theft, come 
prove it! 

Vegito- All right, Majin Buu! You've cursed the Earth with your presence long 
enough! Your time is about to expire! 

Super Buu 4- Blast it! There must be some way for me to defeat you! 

Vegito- Wake up why don't you! Do you still not see the difference between your 
power and mine? 

Super Buu 4- Maybe I don't need to beat you... 

Vegito- What? You're talking nonsense. 

Super Buu 4- This is too good! I win you fool! No more loud mouth! Majin Buu 
wins!!! Hahahaha! I did it! 

******************************************************************************* 
STOMACH 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegito- Wow! It doesn't get any more disgusting than this. At least the barrier 
held up. Buu wasn't able to totally absorb me! The others are still in here... 
I can feel it... But where? 

Goku- I don't get it! Our bodies separated when we let the barrier down! I was 
told that once we were joined by the Earrings we could never separate. 

Vegeta- I guess we lucked out! I'm me and you're you. That's the way I like it. 

Goku- What did you do that for? We could have used the Earrings again! 

Vegeta- I like being the captain of my own ship better. 

Journal Entry- Find Gohan, Goten, Trunks, and Piccolo. 

******************************************************************************* 
INTESTINES
******************************************************************************* 



Vegeta- Hey boys! You're alive and well! Let's get out of here! The sooner the 
better! Gohan! Is that you? Wait... I can tell by looking in your eyes...  
You're not Gohan! You're a fake! 

******************************************************************************* 
BRAIN
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Can you feel it? Freeing those pods is making Buu's power level 
decrease dramatically... 

Goku- Yeah! He's changing back to normal! What a difference! 

Vegeta- Now! Let's blast our way out! 

Goku- Wait a second Vegeta... Even though he's a lot weaker now, we're still no 
match for him. There's only one way we can win... 

Vegeta- Let me guess... It's a word that starts with F and ends with N! Am I 
right? 

Goku- Hey, good guess! 

Vegeta- No way! I'm not going to do another fusion with you! That dance... It's 
not fit for a Saiyan warrior... It's too... Prissy! Where's your dignity? 

Goku- C'mon Vegeta, it's not like anyone will see us! 

Vegeta- Kakarot! Look ahead! You're not going to believe this! 

Goku- It's Majin Buu in his original form! 

Vegeta- Yes. I can see that. But what does this mean? 

Goku- Who knows? How can he absorb himself? It doesn't make sense. Wow... This 
is deep! 

Super Buu- These are all fascinating questions... However I have a question of 
my own. Why haven't you jerks been absorbed yet? 

Vegeta- What? How can you be inside your own body? 

Super Buu- You freaks! You're mine! 

[After Buu's defeats] 

Super Buu- No!!!! What have you done? I'm not going to be me anymore! Do you 
understand? 

Vegeta- What are you babbling about? 

Goku- This isn't good... 

Vegeta- We have to get out of here, Kakarot! I think I see daylight through 
that hole up ahead! 

Journal Entry- Escape from Majin Buu! 

******************************************************************************* 



BARREN WASTELANDS 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- What a revolting experience! 

Goku- Aw Vegeta! It wasn't that bad! 

Vegeta- Speak for yourself, Kakarot! 

Goku- You notice something funny... 

Vegeta- Yeah. How can his power level be increasing instead of decreasing? 

Goku- If this keeps up... He'll be stronger than he was before! We better find 
someplace safe for these people pods... Gohan, wake up! 

Vegeta- At least they're alive! 

Hercule- What's the deal? He looks like a little kid. I bet I could beat him up 
now! 

Dende- I have a feeling that would be a really bad idea. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 11: Kid Buu 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAI'S 
******************************************************************************* 

Old Kai- Buu is changing! But into what? 

Supreme Kai- Oh, no! He's changed back to normal! We're doomed. 

Old Kai- What do you mean he's turned back to normal? Do you know something you 
haven't told me? 

Supreme Kai- This is Buu's original form! You see... 

Many eons ago, the Supreme Kais were enjoying a long reign of peace under 
Daikiaoh, our benevolent leader. Although we had enjoyed a period of harmony, a 
period of great disharmony was to follow! We had no way to prepare ourselves 
for the evil creation that the wizard Bibidi was about to unleash on the  
universe! It was Majin Buu in his original form. One by one the Supreme Kais 
fell to his terror! I too would have perished; however, I was saved by  
Daikaioh. I'll never forget what happened next. Buu absorbed Daikaioh! It was 
Daikaioh's innocent purity that transformed Buu from a ruthless killing machine 
into a frolicking rotund child. 

Old Kai- I see... So absorbing Daikaioh actually weakened Buu. 

Supreme Kai- That's correct. Without the influence of Daikaioh's goodness 
inside him, he's pure unrestrained evil! 

******************************************************************************* 
BARREN WASTELANDS 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- This is bad, Vegeta... Real bad... Buu is more powerful now than ever 



before. 

Vegeta- Let's not stand aroud and talk about it all day Kakarot. Let's do 
something about it. We have to get as strong as possible if we're going to 
defeat him. 

Journal Entry- Train to prepare for the final battle with Kid Buu! Return to 
the Barren Wastelands when you are finished. 

Are you ready to confront Kid Buu? 

Kid Buu- Ahhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!! 

Goku- Wow! That's loud! 

Vegeta- Can't someone shut him up? 

Kid Buu- Hehehe! 

Goku- What is he doing? Does he want to blow up the whole entire planet? 

Vegeta- Hey Buu! If you want to blow up the planet, that's your business! But 
fight us first you coward! 

Goku- Uh oh! We're not going to be able to stop this! We better grab the boys 
and Piccolo and then use Instant Transmission to get out of here! 

Vegeta- Good idea. 

Goku- We're not going to make it! Grab on! 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Old Kai- Superb! You're still alive! 

Goku- Gohan... Goten... Trunks... Piccolo... I let you all down... 

Vegeta- Idiot! How could you? You save the Namek boy and that big oaf instead 
of your own sons? Have you lost your mind? 

Old Kai- How could Buu destroy the Earth? It's all gone!!! 

Hercule- The Earth is gone you say? Who are you trying to fool? Where do you 
think we are right now? Huh? Put that in your diaper old man! 

Dende- Please! You don't know what you're saying! This isn't the Earth. This is 
the hallowed Planet Of The Kais! And he's not just a man! He's a Supreme Kai! 

Hercule- He does look kinda funny. What's a Kai? Some kind of purple 
leprechaun? 

Dende- No! The Kai are the illustrious overseers of the universe! 

Hercule- So if they're so great, why didn't they stop Majin Buu? Wait a second. 
This must be a dream... Just a dumb dream! First of all, I'm the strongest guy 
on Earth. So there couldn't be anyone stronger than me. Second there is no such 
thing as pink monsters or purple men with pointy ears... It all makes sense  
now! I'm just dreaming! And there certainly aren't any little green men who 



guard the Earth... Hahaha! 

Dende- But sir! 

Hercule- Now that I know this is a dream I can do whatever I want! I bet I 
could even fly! Hahaha! Owww... How can this hurt so bad if this is just a 
dream... 

Vegeta- Do you see what we have to put up with because of your incompetence, 
Kakarot? 

Old Kai- Everyone look at this! 

Goku- What is it? Looks like a bunch of rocks! 

Old Kai- It's what's left of Earth... But look at that! 

Dende- Pink... Blobs! 

Supreme Kai- It's Buu! He's reforming! 

Vegeta- Of course he is! Did you think that blast was powerful enough to 
destroy him? 

Goku- He just used Instant Transmission! Now he can travel at the speed of 
Light. This is terrible! With Instant Transmission, he can destroy an entire 
solar system in less than an hour! 

Dende- Wait! What about the Dragon Balls! 

Vegeta- What are you talking about? They were destroyed with the Earth! 

Dende- No! I mean the ones on New Namek! 

Goku- Good thinking Dende! If we use those we can wish back the Earth and all 
the people who were killed! 

Supreme Kai- I don't mean to alarm you but Buu just blew up another world. He 
keeps blowing himself up and then reforming! What an insane creature! 

Old Kai- He's looking for Goku and Vegeta! And he won't stop until he finds 
them!

Supreme Kai- And with every planet he destroys he's getting closer to the Other 
World... 

Old Kai- If he were to start destroying the Other World it would be terrible! 
The people here are already dead. If they were to be killed again, they would 
be gone forever! 

Vegeta- The only answer is to call him here. That way we can fight him away 
from any innocent people! 

Goku- Of course! Let's do it! If we raise our power levels as high as possible 
he'll be sure to sense us! That was quick. 

Vegeta- Yes. We can fight as we like here without worries! 

Goku- Please lave now, you guys! Get out of here! If you stay you'll just get 
in our way. We can't fight to our full potential if we're worried about your 



safety. 

Old Kai- So you're just going to demolish our sacred planet? Very well... Kick 
his butt for me will you? 

Vegeta- Now that they're one... Who goes first? 

Goku- Let's settle this the old fashioned way! Rock paper scissors! 

Vegeta- Scissors! 

Goku- Rock! 

Vegeta- Rock crushes scissors. You win, Kakarot! But there's a good chance I'll 
get my turn anyway. 

Goku- Well... Here goes! 

Vegeta- Kakarot! I know this is your turn, but I'd like to cut in! If it's okay 
with you! 

Goku- Yeah... Sure... Be my guest... Be careful, Vegeta! 

Kid Buu- Peek-a-buu!!! 

Vegeta- Kakarot... I can't do it. I'm no match for him... It's over... 

Goku- I'll take over for now. 

Vegeta- Amazing... How do you do it, Kakarot? You're always ready to meet the 
challenge. Even if it's bigger than you are! When you became a Super Saiyan so 
many years ago, it tore me apart. How could a lower class soldier accomplish so 
easily what I had struggled my whole life to achieve? I lived every moment for 
the sole purpose of suprassing you... But no matter how strong I became your 
power still exceeded mine! You showed mercy to your fiercest enemies. You never 
fought to kill or for revenge. Only to test your limits or push yourself beyond 
them. But perhaps it was my anger that made me blind to the thruth... I see it 
now. This day has made it clear to me! You're better than me, Kakarot. You're 
the best! 

Kid Buu- Me Buu kill you! 

Goku- Well, you wouldn't be the first to do that... But what I represent can 
never be destroyed, Buu! 

Kid Buu- Hahahahaha! 

Goku- I feel like a hamster in a wheel... It doesn't matter how much energy I 
put out! I still don't get anywhere. Why don't you take over for a while? 

Vegeta- You know better than anyone that I don't stand a chance against Buu. 
He'd tear me apart! 

Goku- What? You'll do fine! 

Vegeta- Don't give me that. I know what you're trying to do, Kakarot, so forget 
it! Go get him. Don't worry about me. You're a Super Saiyan 3. You should be 
able to generate the power to destroy that monster! 

Goku- Well, maybe I could have done it when I was at full strength, but I let 



the fight drag on too long so you could have a shot. I could have done it while 
I had a chance! Now I'm weak! I'll need time! 

Vegeta- How much time? 

Goku- If I even had one minute. Just one minute with no interruptions... 

Vegeta- In this fight, a minute could be an eternity... Alright! You got your 
minute! 

Goku- Wait! You could get killed! 

Vegeta- If I can't last one lousy minute, maybe I deserve to die! 

Goku- What's going on? I should have been able to gather all the energy I need 
by now! I need more time! 

Vegeta- Do you think I'm just going to roll over and die from an attack like 
that, Majin Buu? You're nothing! I'm a warrior! The Prince of Saiyans! 

Kid Buu- This is not good! If Vegeta gets hit by an energy attack of that 
magnitude, he's a goner! 

Hercule- Buu! How long did you really think you could get away with these 
injustices? Hercule's about to take care of business and the real battle is 
about to begin! Laugh while you can because I'm going to knock that smile right 
of your ugly face! 

Goku- Oh, no... Not him... What did I do to deserve this? 

Hercule- You had your way with Goku and Vegeta, but now let's see how you do 
against the world Champion! 

Kid Buu- Hmmmm. 

Hercule- Oh, please don't hurt me! I was only kidding about that stuff I said 
before! Really I didn't mean any of it! I'm begging you! Don't hurt me! Buu! 
Are you okay? Buu? Wake up! Alright! That's it! You're going down mister! I'm 
going to tear you from limb to limb. No! Not my nose! You just defaced a  
national monument! 

Mr. Buu- You leave alone! Him Buu's buddy! 

Vegeta- What's going on Kakarot? How long is this going to take? 

Goku- There's something wrong... I was almost up to full power... But then it 
started to slip... When I was training in the Other World, Super Saiyan 3 was 
easy... But now that I'm alive, it's taking twice as much energy... 

Vegeta- This is bad... There must be something we can do! I have an idea... 
Supreme Kai! Dende! Old Kai! Wherever you are if you're listening I need to 
talk.

******************************************************************************* 
NEW NAMEK 
******************************************************************************* 

Old Kai- We're here! What is it? 

******************************************************************************* 



PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Good! I need you to go to New Namek right away! Gather the Dragon  
Balls! Quick! Now hurry before it's too late! 

Goku- I hate to pry... But what's your plan? 

Vegeta- Kakarot... How many times have you saved the world up until now? 

Goku- Gosh... I'm not sure... 

Vegeta- A ballpark figure! 

Goku- Well, half a dozen at least! 

Vegeta- Well, it's time for the world to fend for itself for once. 

******************************************************************************* 
NEW NAMEK 
******************************************************************************* 

Dende- Elder Moori! It's really you! 

Elder Moori- It's good to see you haven't forgotten us altogether, Dende! 

Dende- Elder! We're in great danger! Please help us sir! With your permission, 
we need to summon Porunga as soon as possible. 

Elder Moori- We've already gathered the Dragon Balls for you! 

Dende- Vegeta! It's me Dende! We're on Namek right now and we have all seven of 
the Dragon Balls. We just need to know what your wishes are. 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Got it! Now listen carefully! This is very important! I have two wishes 
to make. First, I want the planet Earth restored to its original state. And 
second, I want all of the people who were killed since the morning of the 
Martial Arts tournament to be brought back to life! Except for the evil ones! 
Do you understand? 

******************************************************************************* 
NEW NAMEK 
******************************************************************************* 

Dende- No... I'm not sure I understand... How is this going--- 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- Dende, I'm putting my faith in Vegeta's plan, and I'd like for you to do 
the same as well, okay? 

******************************************************************************* 
NEW NAMEK 
******************************************************************************* 



Dende- Okay. And what do you want the third wish to be Vegeta? 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Only those two matter, so do what you please with the third wish! 

******************************************************************************* 
NEW NAMEK 
******************************************************************************* 

Porunga- Why have you awakened me? Name your first wish and I shall grant it! 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Shoot! Kakarot! Do you feel that? 

Goku- YEah. The good Buu is losing energy... And fast! 

Vegeta- He won't last! We're running out of time. Blast it all. What's taking 
Dende so long? 

******************************************************************************* 
NEW NAMEK 
******************************************************************************* 

Porunga- Your wish has been granted! The people of Earth have been restored to 
their home! 

Dende- Woo hoo! We did it! Vegeta! All the people are back! They're alive! 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Superb! 

Goku- Hey, Vegeta! Your halo disappeared! And since the evil people weren't 
wished back, I guess that means you're a good guy now! 

******************************************************************************* 
BARREN WASTELANDS 
******************************************************************************* 

Trunks- Hey! Where are we? 

Goten- I think we're back on Earth! 

Trunks- That means we're alive! 

Piccolo- He's right! Our halos are gone! 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 



Goku- I got it! Your plan! You're going to have Gohan, Goten, and Trunks fight,  
aren't you? 

Vegeta- Wrong. It's time. Let's do it! 

Goku- Time for what? 

Vegeta- The Spirit Bomb! 

Goku- That's your big idea? A Spirit Bomb? That didn't work against Frieza. 
What makes you think it will work now? Do the people of Earth even have enough 
energy to beat Buu? 

Vegeta- It'll be enough. Do not underestimate the collective power of the human 
race! We won't just take a little bit of energy. We'll take as much as they can 
possibly give! 

Dende- Say, Vegeta... Any ideas about a third wish yet? 

Vegeta- How about this... I need to speak to all of the inhabitants of Earth at 
once!

Dende- So you want to speak telepathically to the whole planet? 

King Kai- Sorry to interrupt guys! But I can arrange for that! Planetary 
telephatic communication is my speciality! When you're ready go for it! 

Vegeta- People of Earth! Listen carefully! 

******************************************************************************* 
EARTH
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Some pretty strange events have been taking place recently. Your entire 
planet was destroyed by Majin Buu. But then in a snap everything was brought 
back to normal! I can assure you it was not a dream. Majin Buu is still alive 
and the Earth is still in grave danger. A small group of warriors have been 
fighting for you! We need your help. We need you all to raise your hands to the 
sky and offer up your energy so that we can use it to defeat Majin Buu! Now 
let's begin! Raise your hands up! Now! 

Bulma- That was Vegeta! It was really him! 

Krillin- Let's do it everyone! 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- It's working! 

Vegeta- This just might work... But somethings wrong... It should be getting 
bigger by now. 

******************************************************************************* 
EARTH
******************************************************************************* 

Man- What was that weird voice? That was crazy! 



Woman- I'm not giving anyone my energy. 

Old Man- It's some type of mass hypnosis! I know I should have put on my 
tinfoil hat this morning. 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Vegeta- Those idiots! Don't they care about their own world? They're like 
children! Everything has to be done for them! When are you Eartlings going to 
grow up? 

Goku- What's the hold up? Why isn't anyone giving their energy? We don't have 
much time! Every second is vital. 

Vegeta- We might as well give up now. They aren't worth saving! 

King Kai- Wait a second, Vegeta! Think about it from their point of view! Would 
you obey a strange voice that came out of the sky? They're frightened! I think 
you should try again! 

Vegeta- Alright... People of Earth! Please! I beg of you! We're running out of 
time! Raise your hands before it's too late! Don't let Majin Buu destroy you 
and your children! 

Goku- It's working... But... It's still not enough. Not enough people are 
listening!

Hercule- Oh, no! Buu! 

Vegeta- He's finished! Now what are we going to do? We need more time! I am 
going to buy you some more time, Kakarot. Hopefully, those nitwit Earthlings 
will come to their senses! 

Goku- People of Earth! We need your energy! Please! 

******************************************************************************* 
EARTH
******************************************************************************* 

Women- Who is this guy? He's different than the other one. I almost believe 
him... 

Old Lady- I think it's scandalous! I mean really! Who do they think they are to 
talk to us from the sky? 

Man- Yeah! How dare they! 

Goku- Please! Time is almost up! Don't you fools care wheter you live or die? 

Man- So we're fools now? 

Woman- Yeah... That's no way to ask for a favor... 

Hercule- What's wrong with you ingrates? Can't you lend us a hand? How many 
times have I saved you? Huh? And you can't help us out? 

Man- That was Hercule! 



Woman- You're right! That's him alright! 

Man- Yeah! If that really was the Champ, why didn't he talk to us sooner? 

Hercule- Please! Don't doubt me! I was... working undercover! That's why I 
didn't speak to you sooner! I was keeping my identity secret! Now raise your 
hands up and lend me your energy so that I can defeat Majin Buu! Hahaha! 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Hercule- Nothing personal Goku. They wouldn't do it if they didn't think it was 
me! And at this point the only thing that matters is defeating that Majin Buu! 
No offense! 

Goku- None taken. 

******************************************************************************* 
EARTH
******************************************************************************* 

Man- Raise your hands! It's the Champ! 

Woman- Go Hercule! 

******************************************************************************* 
PLANET OF THE KAIS 
******************************************************************************* 

Goku- Here it comes, Vegeta! Get out of the way! 

Vegeta- I can't do it, Kakarot! I can't move! 

Goku- Vegeta! You gotta get out of there! 

Vegeta- What are you waiting for! Fire that thing! Right now! 

Goku- I can't, Vegeta! 

Vegeta- Kakarot! Be a true Saiyan! Don't disgrace our efforts with 
sentimental rubbish! 

Goku- He did it! Way to go champ! You really are a hero. This is for you Majin 
Buu! It's for the people of Earth. SPIRIT BOMB!!!! 

Vegeta- Why are you dragging your feet, Kakarot? Finish him! 

Goku- I can't! I'm out of power! 

Vegeta- Great... This is just great... Wait a second! Dende! Can you hear me? 

Dende- What is it Vegeta? 

Vegeta- I need you to come here and heal Kakarot! 

Supreme Kai- I'm sorry but we can't do that... I used up all my energy 
teleporting us to New Namek. I can't make it back. 

Vegeta- Then... The people of Earth are just going to have to give us more 



energy! 

Old Kai- They can't! If they give any more of their energy you'll be draining 
their vital life force... And they'll all die! 

Vegeta- What does that matter? We have no choice! Hercule! Tell the people of 
Earth that we need more energy. 

Hercule- But... I can't! 

Vegeta- Then if we don't stop Buu the entire universe will be destroyed!  

Hercule- Maybe you're right... But I can't! It would destroy me! I've been a 
shameless fake all my life. But they all believed in me. They love me! So if I 
turn my back on them now what will that make me? Not even I can sink that low. 
It would be worse than death to betray them like that! 

Vegeta- You fool! I was the one who had Dende wish the Earthlings back to life! 
If it wasn't for me, they'd all be dead right now! Wait a second... The wish! 
We still have a wish left! 

Dende- Of course! Porunga is still waiting! 

Vegeta- So wish that Goku's power level be restored to full strength! 

Dende- Got it! 

Goku must push the Spirit Bomb into Majin Buu. Press the A Button as fast as 
you can to help Goku! 

Goku- It looks like this is the end of the road Buu! It's a shame... When I 
first met you, I could sense good in you... You were a naughty little child 
that didn't know any better... But then I watched you become a ruthless killing 
machine. You were a living nightmare and you didn't show a shred of mercy or 
decency. And that's why it has to end this way! Maybe you'll come back some 
day... As a better person I hope... I'd like that! We'll have a little one on 
one. Sayonara! I'll be waiting for you Majin Buu! 

And so Majin Buu was destroyed... Goku summoned Shenron and wished that the 
people of Earth would forget about the terror Majin Buu. Blissfully unaware of 
the horrors that had taken place, humanity returned to their peaceful lives... 

Journal Entry- Head for Capsule Corporation to celebrate the defeat of Majin 
Buu! 

******************************************************************************* 
EARTH
******************************************************************************* 

Dr Briefs- Good to see you're back safe and sound Goku! I'm sorry to say that 
even though Buu is gone, things have become more dangerous here on Earth! There 
are new types of enemies showing up around the world, so be careful! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 12: A New Beginning 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

******************************************************************************* 
CAPSULE CORPORATION 
******************************************************************************* 



Entering this area will start the final sequence of the game. Are you sure  
you're ready? Yes/No. 

Chi Chi- That Goku! Who does he think he is? We throw this big party to  
celebrate the defeat of Majin Buu and, of course, he's not here! 

Goku- Hi, guys! Sorry, I'm late! 

Chi Chi- I can't believe you, Goku! When you were dead, at least you had an  
excuse to not be around! Where have you been? We've all been worried sick! 

Goku- Well, I was helping these pterodactyls protect their eggs. You should  
have seen them! So helpless and fragile! 

Chi Chi- You are so lame, Goku! But at least you were protecting some helpless  
babies... 

Bulma: C'mon, everyone! The food is ready! 

Goku- Hey, Vegeta! Come over here and join the party, will ya? 

Vegeta- If you insist, Kakarot. 

And so, finally Goku and his friends could relax and enjoy themselves, without  
the weight of the world on their shoulders. Ten years passed since that fateful  
day when Goku defeated Majin Buu. Many things have changed. 

******************************************************************************* 
PAPAYA ISLAND 
******************************************************************************* 

Videl and Gohan have married and had a child. A young girl named Pan... 

Pan- Grandpa!!!!! I'm going to enter the World Tournament! 

Goku- That's great! 

Bulma- Pan is entering the tournament? But there isn't a Junior Division  
anymore! She's going to have to fight with adults! 

Goku- Don't worry! Pan could hold her own in any division! 

Trunks and Goten have grown up. 

Goten- My dad's making me enter the tournament. I actually had a date for  
tomorrow night... Until he made me cancel it that is! 

Trunks- My dad is making me enter the tournament too! He threatened to take  
away my allowance if I didn't enter! 

******************************************************************************* 
WORLD TOURNAMENT STADIUM 
******************************************************************************* 

And, of course, Hercule and Buu are still good friends! 

Hercule- So here's the plan, Buu! You're going to beat all of the challengers  
and then lose to me in the finals! 



Mr. Buu- Okay! 

Hercule- One of these days I'm going to let you win and you can be the  
champion! How's that sound? 

Mr. Buu- Okay! 

Hercule- Oh, hey, Goku! How ya doin', buddy? 

Pan- Hey, Grandpa, don't forget about me! 

Hercule- Pan! How could I forget about you? You're my favorite little girl in  
the world. Are you here to cheer your grandpa on? 

Pan- No! I'm here to fight in the tournament! 

Hercule- What??? 

Goku- Don't worry! She'll be fine. She can handle herself alright. We're all  
going to fight! It's going to be fun! 

Hercule- All of you? Oh, no! 

Goku- Don't worry... If one of us makes it to the finals, we'll let you take  
the victory, okay? 

Hercule- Really? You'd do that for me? 

Goku- Of course! Why not? But someone else might make it to the finals... You  
never know! 

Host- All right! It's time to start the ball rolling. The fighters will now  
draw lots to see who will be matched up with whom in the first round of the  
finals. 

Vegeta- You're up to something, aren't you, Kakarot. 

Goku- What do you mean? 

Vegeta- Tell me the real reason you entered this tournament! 

Goku- Oh... Well... There's this one guy who signed up for the tournament and I  
really want to fight him. He is good. Real good. 

Vegeta- What? I would have sensed someone that powerful. There's non one here  
like that.

Goku- Well it just so happens he's very shrewd. He's surpressing his energy!  
But somehow I know he's strong. 

Vegeta- I don't believe it! Is he an alien or something? 

Goku- Nope... He's an Earthling! 

Vegeta- An Earthling? Is he some sort of Android or something? 

Goku- Nope. He's one hundred percent home grown human being. 

Vegeta- So which one is he, Kakarot? 



Goku- I'm not telling! 

Host- Now, then! As I call your name please come up and draw a number! The  
first fighter is Goten! 

Goku- Hey, Buu! I'd like you to do me a little favor. But you're going to have  
to use your magic. I want you to change the lot numbers so that I can fight a  
certain guy. Will you do it? 

Mr. Buu- Okay! Buu do! 

Vegeta- It's not like you to break the rules, Kakarot! 

Goku- I know... But I have to make sure I fight this guy in the first round.  
That way we'll both be at our full strength and it'll be a fair match. 

Host- Next up! Goku! 

Goku- Okay, Buu! I want you to make me pick number three. All right? 

Mr. Buu- Okay! 

Host- Goku is number three! Okay... Next up is Uub! 

Goku- Okay, Buu! I want you to make this one number four. 

Mr. Buu- Okay! 

Vegeta- No way! This can't be him! He's just a kid! 

Goku- Don't be deceived by his appearance. He's the one all right! 

Vegeta- How could you possibly know that? I don't understand! 

Goku- Well, it's strange... But right before I destroyed the evil Buu, I made a  
request. I asked him to come back as a good person so we could fight together.  
And apparently King Yemma heard my request and decided to make it happen! 

Vegeta- Wait... You're saying... This boy is Buu??? 

Goku- Yes... Somehow I just know. I can feel it... There are some other  
clues... Look at his name. Uub. It's Buu spelled backwards! Not only that, Uub  
is ten years old... It was ten years ago that we defeated Buu! Uub is Buu  
reincarnated! 

And so Goku got his wish. 

Goku- You can't fly, can you? You need a master who can teach you that sort of  
thing. You're strong. Real strong! But you don't quite know how to control your  
energy yet. I'll bet you've never fought in a fight like this before, have you? 

Uub- No, I haven't. 

Goku- How about this! From now one, I'm going to live in your village and teach  
you how to fight! Does that sound good? 

Uub- Yes, of course! But... I come from a poor family. I spend my days working  
with my father. Fighting is fun, but there just isn't much time for it! My  
family can't afford to let me fight all the time! 



Goku- Oh, I see. Well, we're just going to have to find a sponsor for you! I  
know just the guy... Hercule has more money than he has body hair. Don't worry!  
You'll be covered! I'll be right back! 

Gohan- Dad, what's going on? 

Goku- Hey, guys... Just wanted to let you all know that I'm going to live in  
Uub's village so I can train him! I don't know how many years it's going to  
take... But I promise I'll visit you guys! Thanks for understanding. 

Chi Chi- But I don't understand. You're leaving me again? 

Goku- Don't worry! I'll come and visit. Hey, Vegeta! Are you upset we didn't  
get to fight today? 
  
Vegeta- Don't worry about it, Kakarot. This arena is too small. When we fight,  
we're going to need a whole planet for an arena! 

Goku- Bye, everyone! 

Young Uub has been taken in by the greatest Martial Arts Master in the  
universe. Goku, the orphan who fell from the starts to become the savior of  
mankind! As the two set off on a new adventure, one thing is for certain... as  
long as Goku lives, peace and prosperity shall reign! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Chapter 13: Exhibit Descriptions 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Punching Bag 
Hercule's first punching bag, restored to its original condition after it was  
pummeled into shreds by Hercule's fists of fury. 

Championship Belt 
Hercule won this belt in the 24th Tenkaichi Budokai after beating Spopovich in  
the final round. 

Weight Set
This weight set was used by Hercule when he first got into weight training. 

Moustache Wax 
One of the many products that Hercule endorses. Discriminating gentlemen and  
pugilists alike love Hercule Brand Greasless Moustache Wax. 

Sandwich 
After his famous adventure, fighting the Warlord of West City, Hercule  
partially ate this open faced club sandwich 

Cape 
Hercule's trademark white cape. Before starting a fight Hercule will often  
remove the cape and throw it to the ground with a flourish. 

Autobiography 
Hercule's Autobiography "Awesome Power, Awesome Responsibility." Chronicles  
Hercule's rise to stardom! Available in the gift shop and wherever paperbacks  
are sold! 

Hercule Comic Book Issue "1 
The rare first issue of Hercule's comic book. Highly sought by Hercule  
collectors, this issue contains Hercule's origin story, and a special message  



about forest fires. 

Hercule Action Figure 
A fully articulated Hercule action figure with Dynamite Kick action. 

Piiza Action Figure 
Hercule's P.R. Manager Piiza comes to life in this posable figure. Comes with  
three different outfits. 

Pirozhki Action Figure 
No one messes with Hercules student Pirozhki! This action figure features a  
spring loaded rocket launcher! WARNING: Do not aim rocket launcher at face. 

Caroni Action Figure 
Hercule's student Caroni is ready for action in this fully articulated action  
figure! WARNING: May contain small parts. Not for children under three. 

Hercule: The Movie 
The adventures of Hercule are now a major motion picture! In a world where  
androids attack, only one man can stop them. And that man is Hercule! 

Key to West City 
After Hercule saved West City from the West City Warlord, Hercule was awarded  
the prestigious Gold Key by the mayor of West City. 

Boxing Gloves 
A pair of boxing gloves that Hercule often used in training. 

Collector's Plate 
No home is complete without this stunning Hercule collector's plate. Adds a  
touch of elegance to any collection. 

Video Game
The adventures of Hercule are now a hit video game! Fight the evil Cell in  
stunning 16 color graphics! 

Hit Pop Single 
Hercule tore up the charts with this cover of Silver Spider's song "Eyes Of The  
Lion." 

Air Hercule Shoes 
What is the secret of Hercule's Dynamite Kick? Perhaps it might be the shoes! 

Diploma 
Hercule's diploma from martial arts school. 

Hair Care Products 
One of the many products that Hercule endorses. Hair products for active men on  
the go! 

Smoke and Mirrors 
This smoke machine and mirror were used by the evil Cell to trick people into  
believing he had incredible powers. 

Warlord's Sword 
This sword was used by the Warlord of West City. His giant sword was no match  
for Hercule's Dynamite Kick! 

Hercule Cereal 
Hercule Cereal, the breakfast that gives you the energy you need to make it  



through your day! Contains 23 essential vitanutrients! 

Hercule Collectible Card Game 
Are you up to the challenge of the Hercule Collectible Card Game? Fight and  
trade with your friends! Contains Hercule's moves, his allies, and his deadly  
enemies! 

Goku's Power Pole 
A magical pole Goku obtained from his Grandfather Gohan. The pole extends on  
command to great lengths. 

Yamacha's Bat 
This bat was once used by Yamcha during his professional baseball career with  
the West City Titans. 

Gohan's Training Sword 
Gohan used this sword while he was training with Piccolo after the fight with  
Raditz. 

The Bansho Fan 
A mystical fan capable of creating an extremely strong wind. The original  
Bansho Fan was owned by Master Roshi, but was lost. Goku and Chi-Chi made a new  
one. 

Ox-King's Helmet 
In the old days Ox-King wore this intimidating helmet on his head. 

King Kai's Hammer  
While training with King Kai, Goku used this hammer in one of King Kai's tests. 

Ginyu's Ship 
Goku used this ship to escape from Namek. This ship used to belong to the Ginyu  
Force. 

Baba's Crystal Ball 
The crystal ball of the fortune teller Baba. 

Mr. Popo's Turban 
A turban worn by Mr. Popo. 

Broly's Crown 
This crown worn by Broly was once used as a mind control device by Broly's  
father Paragus. 

Android #20's Hat 
This hat was worn by the evil Android #20. He wore this hat to cover up his  
exposed cyborg brain. 

Yajirobe's Sword 
Yajirobe always carries around this sword, but how often does he really use it? 

Korin's Cane 
This is the cane that was used by Korin, who lives at the top of Korin's tower. 

Grand Kai's Boombox 
This boombox was owned by the Grand Kai, one of the guardians of the universe.  
Goku encountered the Grand Kai in the Other World. 

King Yenma's Mug 
This giant mug was owned by King Yenma, a giant ogre who guards the entrance to  



the Other World. 

=============================================================================== 
     5.10- Shop Lists                                                    [A510] 
=============================================================================== 

These are the things you'll find in the shops at the start of the game. After  
beating the game, most shops will offer better goods. In some cases, lower  
ranked equipment and items will be replaced by items from the same category. 
______________________ 
                      | 
 Hercule City         | 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Milk                 | 50  
 Tea                  | 100 
 Miso Soup            | 100 
 Rice Ball            | 200 
 Soda                 | 200 
 Vanilla Soda         | 350 
 Chicken Leg          | 400 
 Hamburger            | 600 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Cotten Gloves        | 50 
 Cotten Tabi          | 50 
 Cotten Gi            | 100 
 Wool Sweater         | 300 
 Wool Cap             | 350 
 Woolen Shoes         | 475 
 Leather Jacket       | 495 
 Wool Mittens         | 500 
 Stone Men-po         | 600 
 Leather Moccasins    | 820 
 Topaz Amulet         | 840 
 Wooden Armor         | 850 
 Lucky Charm          | 4,500 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
______________________ 
                      | 
 Papaya Island        | 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Milk                 | 50 
 Tea                  | 100 
 Soda                 | 200 
 Vanilla Soda         | 350 
 Cherry Soda          | 575 
 Root Beer            | 950 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Miso Soup            | 100 
 Rice Ball            | 200 
 Chicken Leg          | 400 
 Hamburger            | 600 
 Onigiri              | 1,000 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Leather Moccasins    | 820 
 Topaz Amulet         | 840 



 Leather Gloves       | 1,250 
 Red Belt             | 1,925 
 Wooden Geta          | 2,050 
 Brass Knuckles       | 2,210 
 Blue Belt            | 4,450 
 Lucky Charm          | 4,500 
 Hercule Exhibit 24   | 25,000 
 Hercule Exhibit 25   | 50,000 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
______________________ 
                      | 
 Planet of the Kai's  | 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Hercule-ade          | 1,350 
 Elixir               | 2,500 
 Steak                | 3,000 
 Super Elixir         | 3,750 
 Turkey               | 4,000 
 Dinosaur Milk        | 5,000 
 Three Course Meal    | 5,500 
 Dinosaur Tail        | 7,500 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Brown Belt           | 3,250 
 Diamond Gauntlets    | 6,825 
 Mercury's Cap        | 7,300 
 Silver Boots         | 7,300 
 Gold Boots           | 10,250 
 Scuba Gloves         | 11,500 
 Dragon Armor         | 11,855 
 Diamond Amulet       | 12,250 
 Titanium Breastplate | 12,350 
 Diamond Armor        | 14,650 
 Kiloton Armbands     | 32,650 
 Kiloton Boots        | 33,695 
 Geromantium Tabi     | 50,210 
 Geromantium Bandana  | 73,550 
 Geromantium Gloves   | 85,480 
 Geromantium Kataginu | 99,999 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
______________________ 
                      | 
 Thieves Den          | 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Soda                 | 200 
 Vanilla Soda         | 350 
 Chicken Leg          | 400 
 Cherry Soda          | 575 
 Hamburger            | 600 
 Root Beer            | 950 
 Onigiri              | 1,000 
 Curry Plate          | 2,000 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Wool Cap             | 350 
 Leather Jacket       | 495 
 Wool Mittens         | 500 
 Stone Men-po         | 600 



 Leather Moccasins    | 820 
 Wooden Armor         | 850 
 Leather Gloves       | 1,250 
 Stone O-Yoroi        | 1,480 
 Amethyst Amulet      | 1,925 
 Wooden Geta          | 2,050 
 Bronze Keiko         | 2,200 
 Brass Knuckles       | 2,210 
 Stone Geta           | 3,780 
 Lucky Charm          | 4,500 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
______________________ 
                      | 
 West City            | 
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Tea                  | 100 
 Soda                 | 200 
 Rice Ball            | 200 
 Vanilla Soda         | 350 
 Chicken Leg          | 400 
 Cherry Soda          | 575 
 Hamburger            | 600 
 Onigiri              | 1,000  
______________________|________________________________________________________ 
                      | 
 Cotten Gloves        | 50 
 Wool Sweater         | 300 
 Woolen Shoes         | 475 
 Leather Jacket       | 495 
 Wool Mittens         | 500 
 Stone Men-po         | 600 
 Leather Moccasins    | 820 
 Topaz Amulet         | 840 
 Wooden Armor         | 850 
 Leather Gloves       | 1,250 
 Stone O-Yoroi        | 1,480 
 Red Belt             | 1,925 
 Wooden Geta          | 2,050 
 Lucky Charm          | 4,500 
______________________|________________________________________________________
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